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EC Political Committee Meets on Yugoslavia 

LDO6US 153691 Belerade TANIUG in English 
1459001 6 Aue 9? 

[Text] The Hague, August 6 (TANJUG}—A mecting of 
the European Community's political commitice was hel* 
it The Hague thers morning which tried to coordinate a 
consensus on what and how Europe should futher under- 
take to end the bloodshed and resolve the crisis in 
Yugoslavia. The meeting 1s to prepare a working plat- 
form for an emergency meeting of the EC Council of 
Minesters later this afternoon 

Several concepts are im circulation, as learned. The 
Netherlands 1s urging that the EC obtain authorization 
trom the Conference on Security and Cooperatior in 
Europe (CSCE) and perhaps even the United Nations. 
but that mediation should be continued at the level of 
the engagement so far. As opposed to this, German 
Foren Munister Hans-Dietrich Genscher 1s secking 
economic sanctions against Serbia 

Although al! agree that Serbia has blocked the European 
trorwka’s mussvon. Genscher’s demand has not been 
accepted, or at least not yet. by other countnes such as 
France and the Netherlands. Genscher 1s also secking 
that the EC review the recognition of the Yugosiay 
Republics of Slovema and Croatia 

The Netherlands and several other countnes, however 
believe that the moment 1s still not mpe for this as all 
possibilities for ending the bloodshed in Yugoslavia have 
still not been exhausted 

Some countries propose the forming of peace-keeping 
troops for Yugoslavia. French Foreign Minister Roland 
Dumas has gone the furthest im this, with obvious full 
accord trom Genscher. Some participants believe that 
the “VY ugostay file” should be opened at the UN 

It has been learned that Genscher 1s exerting pressure on 
France and Great Britain, being permanent members of 
the LN. Security Council, to do this. According to 
rumours, however, London 1s explicitly against the idea 
of peace-keeping troops 

Belgium's Fyskens Comments 

L DOGS 1 SO691 Brussels La Une Radio Network 
m French 1600 GMT 6 Awe 91 

| Text] Regardeng the summit in The Hague. we now have 
the remarks by Belgian Foren Minister Mark Ly skens. 
who was interviewed by Daniel Petre 

| Begin Eyskens recording] | beleve there 1s an extremely 
positive result for the EC. because we maintained com- 

plete unity on an extremely comple. and dramatic event 
Follownng the report by the trorka, we assigned respon- 
sibility for the current umpasse. Sera and its leaders are 
responsible. We are thus gomg to attempt to apply 
pressure as far as possible on this Yugoslav republic so 
Serbia will porn on umplementing the Brion: Declaration 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS I 

To do this. the European (Ccmmisson 1s cxamining 
cCCONOMIC SaNclHAys to be taken against Sera 

Second, we are gong to convene a mecting of the 
Western Eurcpesn U non to see how we can possibly call 
on a peace force or a bufler force 

Third, we are gorng to hold a mecting. perhaps a minis- 
terial one. of the CSC E—the 35 countries including the 
Soviet Union, which still has great influence over Serta 
and its leaders 

Finally. and this was the Belgian proposal, we are also 
gong to conves the report to the Security Council so u 

can be examined there too, and so the Security Council 

can take the appropriate measures. [end recording] 

"No New Initiatives 

LDOOUST 2691 Madnd RNE-1 Radi Network 

in Spanish 1 -OO GMI 6 Aue 9! 

[Excerpt] There are no new initiatives from the EC for 
halting the escalation of the civil conflict in Yugoslavia 
The Community foreign ministers have decided to sup- 
port the French-Britssh muitiative of keeping the UN 
Security Cour +) intormed about the Yugoslav crisis 
Morcover. on a final communique issued at the end of 

the meeting of the | 2's foreign ministers in The Hague 

today the countries of the CSCE are urged to seck a 
peacetul solution to the VY ugoslay crisis 

In an imphecrt reference to the Republic of Serta, the EC 
countries have also threatened to apply cconomac sanc- 

trons against the Yugosiay parties in conflict whan do 
not observe a cease-fire 

Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs Francisco Fernan- 
de74 rdones sand that no magi formula has been found 
to resolve the problems of ) ugosiavia, but added that the 
Community 1s willong to continue the contacts. Fernan- 

de74 done? also sand that among the Community min- 
isters there rs unanimity on refusing to accept a change of 
external or internal borders by force mm Yugoslavia 
[passage omitted] 

Dumas on EC Principles 

LDOG08T9IT") Pars brance-dnter Radio Network 

m Freenh 1POOGMIO tue Yl 

[Excerpt] This afternoon the 12 EC ministers of foreign 
affairs gathered in The Hague to try and find a solution 
to the Vugosiay crisss Two measures were recom. 
mended the intervention of a European bufler force. 
which some are reyecting. and the implementation of 

cconomic sanctions against Sera Listen to what 
French Minister Roland Dumas thinks about this sub- 
ject, he was speaking to Quentin Dickinson 

[Begin Dumas recording] The principles were recalled 

under which the Community intends to act, principles 

which it wants to sce respected These main principles 

are two in number First. that there should not be any 

alterations to the enternatronal and national borders. and 
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second, that the nghts of the minorities should br 
guaranteed in all the Yugoslav republics. That 1s where 
the problem of cconomuc aid has cropped up. because a 
paragraph im the communique was devoted to this 
probiem and it 1s stated here that the Community will 

give economic and financial aid to the repubdiics which 
faciiutate the introduction of the cease-fire and which 
respect the two principles that | have just recalled, and 
on the other hand that the others will not benefit from ut 
{Community and]. The hypothesis we are envisging 1s 
one of d:aloguc, of a realization by the international 
community and of the maintenance of pressure on all the 

republics comprising Yugoslavia. [end recording] [pas- 
sage omitted] 

Genscher ‘Content’ With Talks 

L D008; 74591 Hambure DPA in German 1851 GMT 

6 Aue Yl 

[Excerpts] The Hague/Belgrade (DPA}—The European 
Community mtends to mcrease mternational pressure 
on Serta to bring about a cease-fire and negotiations on 
the future of Yugoslavia. [passage omitted] 

No solution has been reached on a possible official 

recognition of the republics of Croatia and Sertua, which 
were striving for undependence. Regarding this. the 
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German foremgn minister sand that Germany would, m 

the case of further hostilities, suggest thai the EC 
cxamine thes question. [passage omitted] 

On the further role of the CSCE, Genscher sand he 
reserves the nght to convene a mecting of the muinisicrs 
of the CSCE. A CSCE crisis meeting, at the level of 
high-ranking officials, will take place in Praguc on & 
August [passage omiticd] 

In another urgent appeal, the group of munrsicrs called 

for an ummediate end to the bloodshed. In thes connec- 
thon, Genscher made ut clear that mm the peace efforts of 
the three foreign ministers under the leadership of | Neth- 
erlands Foren Minister] van den Brock, 1 was not the 
trorka that fasled, but «t was Sertua which had prevented 

the success of the mission, which was broken off on 
Sunday. The conference vowed us deep concern and 
disappointment. The trotka was encouraged to continuc 
its cflorts 

Genscher, at whose imstigation the conference was 
called, was very content with its proceedings and results 
Moreover, the minister spoke of a “constructive atmo- 
sphere ~ Betore the conference there were differences of 
opimon between Genscher and the Netherlands counc:! 

presidency on the EC's actions regarding Yugoslavia 
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Comments Made on Hostage Release Speculation 

LD0608 14579! London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in English 140) GMT 6 Awe 9! 

[By PRESS ASSOCIATION diplomatic correspondent 
Tom Mcmullan] 

[Text] Speculation flared mm the Middle Ear today that 
Western hostages may be on the verge of release The 
influential state-run TEHRAN TIMES reported that a 
Britssh and an Amcrncan hostage may be freed within the 
next week. And in a separate move the kodnappers of two 
American hotages in Lebanon said they were sending an 
envoy to see the UN Secretary General “with an 
extremely urgent message” in the next 48 hours ~ 

In London, the Foreign Office hoped the reports would 
be correct bul was unable to provide any evidence that a 
release was pending 

The TEHRAN TIMES said: “Hectic activities are con- 
tenuing for the release of the hostages on humanitanan 
grounds and it 1s cxpected that an American and a 
Britesh hostage will be able to go to their homes by the 
weekend.” Islamic Jihad. the group holding the US 
hostages. sent a message to an international news agency 
in Beirut accompanied by a photograph of Terry 
Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent of ASSOCI- 
ATED PRESS. who. having been kidnapped im 1985. 1s 
the longest-heid western hostage It sand the envoy was 
berg sent “in view of our belief in the umportance of 
working to solve the problems of our struggicrs who are 
held on the world, and especially occupred Palestine, and 
the probiems of those detained with us. and to solve the 
problems of al! thew families” 

The Foreign Office sand: “We will follow this message 
up. as we have done with all the others.” Officials did not 
entirely discount the reports. The TEHRAN TIMES was 
acepeted as an influential paper. but officials noted that 
its predictions had not always been accurate in the past 
Intense speculation about the release of hostages had 
sometimes been followed by no obvious action 

UNITED KINGDOM 3 

Deployment of EC Troops in SFRY Opposed 

1 DO"O808 379! London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
ot English OS05 GUT 7 Aue 9i 

[By PRESS ASSOCIATION lobby correspondent James 
Hardy} 

[Text] The government will continue vigorously to 
oppose the deployment of European Community troops 
as a peace-keeping force in Yugoslavia. Foreign Office 
Minister Douglas Hogg sand today. Insicad. un would 
press its proposal for a round-table conference involving 
all the parties of the Yugoslav crisis. he sad 

The Sovect Union was not alone m its fears about 
problems which could arse from the use of outside 
mulstary forces in Yugoslavia. “They clearly do have very 
considerable inhibitions about the deployment of muli- 
tary force and so do we.” Mr Hogg sand on BBC Radio 
4's Today programme. “There was very consderabiec 
caution at The Hague yesterday about the concept of an 
armed peace-keeping force—very considerable caution 
mdeed ~ 

Mr Hogg. who was at the EC foreign ministers’ meeting 
mm The Hague, went on “It 1s possible if you get an 
agreed cease-fire or an agreed settiement there might be 
scope, if everybody wanted ut. for some form of force 
But we have a preference—and a very strong preference 
at that.—for using the civilian monitoring force which 1s 
already there under the auspices of the European Com- 
munity” 

The Serbs in particular would be very wary of a force 
mvolving a German presence. which would revive 
painful memornes of the Second World War Nazi occu- 
pation The need now was to bring international pressure 
to bear on all the parties mm the dispute 

Britain would also like to see the rssuc discussed at the 
Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe. the 
Western European Union and the United Nations Secu- 
rity Council, he added 
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hoh! Threatens Serbia With Economic Sanctions 

40 0608171491 Vienna Ocsterreach Eins Radio 

Network on German 1600 GMT 6 Aue 91 

[Text] According to a tradition. German Chancellor 
Kohl 1s currently vacatoning m St. Gilgen [Austrian 
province of Salzburg]. In an wntervicw. he sharply crit- 
cured the Serbs for the first tome and threatened them 
with cconomec sanctions. 

[Begin Kohl recording] Those who believe that the 
Yugoslav problem 1s to be solved with brutal force—such 
tones are heard from the Sertuan camp—must know that 
they wall need cconmomic help tomorrow and the day after 
tomorrow. They have no chance for cconomic beip—t 
deliberately say thes as the FRG chancellor—if they do 
not strive for a peaceful solutvon by a settlement. Those 
who think that they can resolve things again by force will 
see that the sdca of the recognition of independence will 
quickly gam ground. The topic rs on the table. I can only 
advise everyone—precisely after the efforts made by the 
foreign monsters of the EC trovka im the past few 
days—to search his soul at the very last minute. i 
deliberately address this to the Serbian partners in the 
talks, of whom the three EC foresgn munisters said that 
they apparently had not shown any understanding [end 
recording] 

Genscher Phones Tudjman, Loncar; Urges Talks 

LDOT0R132191 Berlin ADN on German 1235 GMT 
> dug 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—Foreign Monister Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher 1s continuing his efforts for an immediate 
cease-fire and the start of negotiations in Yugoslavia. 
According to the Foreign Ministry, Genscher had long 
telephone conversations today with Croatian President 
Franjo Tudyman and Yugoslav Foreign Minister 
Budimir Loncar. Both agreed to work toward an carly 
Start of negotiations 

Genscher also spoke to Tudyman and Loncar as well as 
Hungarian Foren Minister Greza Jeszensky about the 
mecting of the commitice of high-level officials of the 
CSCE member states to be held in Prague tomorrow 
The minister also had a comprehensive, prepared talk 
with the chairman of this commuttee, German Ambas- 
sador in Prague Dr. Wilhelm Hoyack 

Banks Terminate Loans for Slovenia, Croatia 

LDO708092191 Hambure DP 4 on German 0883 GMT 
” due 9] 

[Text] Bonn (DPA/VWD}—According to SPD [Social 
Democratic Party] politician Karsten Voigt, German 
banks are increasingly terminating loans to Slovema and 
Croatia. As a result, he called on the Federal Govern- 
ment to help the two Yugoslav breakaway republics by 

issuing Hermes guarantees. Referring to banking secrecy. 
Vougt did not say which credit mstitutions had term- 
nated their loans because of the high risks. He 
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announced that complaints about the German bank hav: 
been made by the representatives of the two republics. 

Coalition, SPD Disappointed by The Hague Talks 

LDOT08122191 Berlin ADN in German 1126 GMT 

7 Aug 9! 

[Excerpt] Bonn (ADN)}—The EC states were today called 
on by the coalition parties and the Social Democratic 
Party [SPD] to practice a more active approach im 
finding a solutson to the crisis in Yugoslavia. Spokesper- 
sons from the partics were almost unanimous im their 
disappointment at the EC foreign ministers’ mecting im 
The Hague yesterday 

The result of the conference did not correspond with 
“the serous nature of the situation.” critecized the 
foreign policy spokesmen of the Christian Democratic 
Umon/Christian Social Union parhamentary and the 
Christian Social Umon land group, Karl Lamers and 
Christian Schmidt in a jornt declaration. The willyagness 
of the EC to convene a Yugoslavia conference when 
necessary 1s welcomed, but should have been more 
specific. The coalitvon politicians went on to complain 
that a discussion on the recognition of Slovema and 
Croatia was missing “totally” from the statement of the 
foreign ministers. “Why did they not suggest the pros- 
pect of this to the army should their aggression continuc. 
especially as the positions on this question within the 
Community have come closer together, despite outward 
appearances” [passage omitted] 

BND Official on Cooperation With KGB 

L.D0608 144191 Hambure DPA in German 1322 GMI 

6 due Y/ 

[Excerpt] Bonn/Mainz (DPA}—According to its vice- 
president, Paul Mucnstermann. the Federal Intelligence 
Service (BND), can imagine cooperating with the Soviet 
secret service, the KGB. In a DPA interview Muenster. 
mann said in Bonn today concerning a relevant offer by 
KGB chief Viademur Krvuchkov that the BND could 
cooperate with the Soviets in the areas of fightong inter- 
national terrorism and international drugs dealing and 
smuggling Muenstermannm explained that the Sovict 
intelligence service's interest in cooperating with 
Western services in these areas has recently been discen- 

ble [passage omitted] 

AGB L nit Reportedly Hunting Deserters 

40 0808172791 Hamburg DER SPIEGEL im German 
S dug Yi p 45.47 

{Unattiributed report: “On the Open Track” 

[Text] The seven Soviets on plain clothes first occupied 
the entrances to the Dresden “Carl Maria von Weber” 
conservatory. Then some of them went up the stairs 

They did not speak German, but they had taken the 
interpreter from the Dresden Soviet Army command 
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with them. He told the school director that the troop was 

from the Sovect secret servece,. KGB. and wanted wo 
arrest mus student Natalya Ovcharenko. 25 

Shivering with fear. the young Muscovite ran through 
the buslding and looked for a hiding place. A sanging 
teacher mancuvered her eto the rector’s office. locked 
her mm. and removed the kes 

The rector called the pole. A few minutes later. three 
patrol cars came to a halt on front of the conservator 
The Dresden polwemen were able to force the Soviet 
guards away from the doors “without any confronta- 
ton,” as «ts dryly stated on the pole report. Then thes 
took Natalya Ovcharenko to the federal border polwe 
district at the Dresden central station. There. for the 
tume being. the future pranest felt safe from her compa- 
trots. Natalya Ovcharenko’s husband. Nrkolay. 37. had 
deserted from the Dresden garrison of his unit and 
excaped to Lindau om Lake Constance in March. The 
Soviet troop santed to arrest the musician, mm order “to 
induce her hushand™ to return. the police suppose 

The Soviets, who still have about 130.000 men under 
arms in castern Germany. are still hunting deserters and 
their relatives. “The Sovects think that thes 1s legal.” 
Barbara Tewes. 40). spokeswoman in the Saxony Internor 
Ministry. says, “as if they did not know that there had 
been a change ~ 

The Bonn Interior Ministry has already sued guidelines 
for the foreigners’ authoritees in the cast where deserters 
ask for political asylum. In an internal memorandum at 
the end of May. the authorities are recom mended to get 
the Soviet asylum-seekers to safety in the west 

The German larson command for the Western Group of 
the Sovect Armed Forces on Strausberg near Berlin tells 
the Soviets who has asked for asylum—but not where the 

deserter was taken to. The Federal Government wants to 
avoid any publicity because Sovict deserters on Creerman 

reception camps pul a stram on the relatronship with 
Moscow 

More than 200 Russian deserters are already liv eng on the 
old laender, most of them om Bavaria There 1s a contin. 
vous flow of newcomers In the newly estabirshed asylum 
camps im the cast they would be in danger’ The Soviet 
military police cares very little about German asylum 
laws, Wolfgang Kupke. $1. foreigners commismoner of 
the Halle district government. says 

“If asylum-seckers who have deseried are running 
around here somewhere, a Sovict patrol will mmmed- 
ately catch them.” Kupke says. For example. the central 
registration office for asylum-seckers in Halberstadt near 
Magdeburg 1s directly besede Soviet barracks 

(ine day after the attack on the Dresden conservatory at 
the end of Ma; pohoemen took Natalya Ovcharenko to 
Hof in Bavaria in an official car. They only returned 
when the student had left by tram for Lindau “There 

GERMANY ” 

was the danger that she would again be scized on the 
open track.” savs Barbara Tewes to pustifs the coor 

Meanwhile. some descricrs discovered a direct road to 
the custody of the German pole. Three wecks ago. two 
19-year old soldiers very normsls broke mo a car m 

Merseburg Apparently. they wanted to be arrested. they 
did not try to excape when the pole came. Insicad. thes 
requested asylum during the mmtcrrogation 

The trick: Desertion alone us a case for the military court 
of the Sovect Army. deserters have to capect terms of 

imprisonment of three to seven vears or a delingucni 

hattalron—for cxrampie. employ ment om the nucicar run 

of Chernoty! In contrast to thes. “cremimal offenses 
committed by members of the Sovect troops or famuely 
members” are subject to German legrsiatron—thrs 1s lard 
down im. troop withdrawal treaty betecen Bonn and 
Moscow 

It +s true that deserters may apply for asylum .n the usual 
way. According to Kupke. the fact that «hole battalions 
sill do not register with the German authorities «6 
probably because of the soldiers’ mnorance of German 
laws 

In the barracks the solders are harassed. beaten. and 
raped. moreover, they are badly pand and thew future 

prospects are gloom, Kupke “Cine can only tell them 
(10 away. beat a” 

Thousands are just waiting for an opportunity to escape 
from the Western Group of the Sovect Armed Forces. 
Oleg Lyamin, $2. states. The Sovect lawyer and civil 
rights activest 1s a member of a commrssson that mmves- 
tigates grees ances in the Sovict Army on behalf of Soviet 
head of state Mikhail Grorhaches According to Lyamen. 
the KGB created a special unit to hunt for deserters, the 
task force 1s even operating im the old lacnder 

“Thev think that they can do with them what they want.” 
Nikolay Loparyoy. a deserter from the Wermar barracks 
says. He tells of an escaped officer who was hodnapped 
from a camp of asylum seckers near Nuremberg “Two 
of three strong men” overpowered and aednapped the 
man. who only had gym shorts on. on hrs way to the 
shower 

To prevent desertion, the Soviets also pul pressure on 
cwrhans m Schwerm If she ded not leave Crormany 
immediately and go cast. her relatives om the Sovet 
i mon would have to suffer. offoers told the wife of a 

soldver. to threaten her 

The task force deprived other wives of solders of ther 
nientity papers or prevented them from seckhing help 
from the foreigners authority “Apparently. the AGB 6 
behund thes.” saves Dectrich Barthel, $2. spokewman of the 
city, who complains about the Mecklenburg Western 
Pomeraman Government “The Interror Menisir: does 
not do anything ~ 
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intent Monester Georg Diedernch (Christian Demo- 
cratic (mon) pustifiecs homself by stateng that hes min- 
ty does not have any means to dicopline the officers. 
Michael Lindner, bead of the department for the protec- 
teon Of the Constitution, supports him by staturg that 
attacks on Sovect women are “cuciusively a Sovect 

to break into a keosk. The neat day he was handed over 
to the Sovects. 

A mayor general of the supreme command of the Second 

Uk Army To Renounce Soltav-! veneburg Agreement 

LDO708091 291 Hambure DPA in German 0821 GMT 
” Aue 9! 

Excerpt] Hanover (DPA}—The British Army of the 
hine 1 to renounce the , 

CSFR Envey Calls For Early Treaty Signing 

40 0508/24591 Cologne Deutschlandfunk Network 
in German 1100 GUT S Aug 91 
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Firms Top List of Iraqi Chemical Suppers 

LDOGOROOS8Y! Hamburg PPA in German 0733 GMT 
6 Aug 9! 

[Tex| Hamburg (DPA}—<Gern.an firms are said to have 
supphed Iraq with much more material for 1s chemical 
arms program than has been assumed thus far. 
According to NDR (North German Radio—DP A) infor- 
mation. thes emerges from a preleminary inst drawn up by 
UN mnspectors m Irag. Supphers from a total of 13 states 
are listed, with German firms wking first place, the 
Station reported on Tuesday. Untd now the United 
Nations had refused to publish the information to avoid 
making criminal proceedings more difficult, however, 
individual states were enformed on reply to mquines 

According to the NDR. 1 still has to be clanfied whether 
the materials supplied were clearly intended to support 
the production of © [chemucal] weapons or whether 
exports for “dual use” were mmvolwed. Such products can 
be used for civilian as well as military purposes. The 
Commission had stated that every government would on 
Se eS ee 
with evidence for posable criminal 
Semmaadh nlis emuniarudiiie cocksin aia 
of thes affair. 

PLO Envoy on Demands for Mideast Conference 
AU OSO8084091 Hambure DIE WELT in German 

S Aug Yip s 

[Interview with ‘Abdallah Frany, PLO representative to 
Bonn, by Hans-Werner Loose: place and date not given: 
“PLO Insists on Participating in the Conference From 
the Very Beginning”) 

[Text] [Loose] Will the PLO give up its list of demands to 
pave the way for a peace conference mm the Middle East” 

[Frany:] Israel's withdrawal from the occupied territones 
and a stop to the settlement policy there, recognition of 
the Palestimans mght to self-determination. discussing 
the question of East Jerusalem, and naming our own 
delegates are minimum demands | think that compro- 
mises are possible concerning issucs that are not of 
substantive mmportance 

|Loose] When and under what conditions is the PLO 
willing to completely recognize the State of Israel” 

[Fran] As soon as Israel accepts a Palestinian state. As 
state territory we clam the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, 
and—as the capital—East Jerusalem 

[Loose] Isracl docs not want to negotiate on Jerusalem. 
however, Where do you see a way out” 

[Franny] Isractes and Palestinians must accept an inter- 
national status for both parts of Jerusalem. If this does 
not happen. there will be no peace. 
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[Loose] Will the peace conference take place of Israci 
Stays tough and docs «ot acoem the PLO at th: mene 
ateng tabic” 

[Franp] The conference will take place. There «..20:0t be 
a lasteng peace without the PLO because both cupes 

powers want that. | do not thenk that the Arab states can 
agree to a conference without the partcipation of the 
Palestimans 

[Loose] Will the mtsfedah. the uprising of the Palcstm- 
tans om the territones occupied by Ieraci. be over of the 
PLO 1s permitted to go to the negotiating tabic” 

[Franp] As soon as the people there get thew freedem. 
the uprising will be over. 

[Loose] The PLO clamms that 1 1 the legitemate repre- 
sentative of all Palestemans. Why docs the PLO Icader- 
ship mot imterpose sts authority and pui an end to the 
mtifadah to show its good will” 

[Franp] As soon as the Palestomans can be sure that thee 
will participate in the peace process and as soon as their 
basse demands are accepted there will not be any prob- 
lems on the occupied verritones anymore. Then there will 
be no reason to contenuc the uprising. 

[Loose] Does the PLO onsist on sitteng at the conference 
table from the very beginning” 

[Franyn] Whoever does not participate from the very 
beginning docs not have any mghi to youn the conference 
later, therefore we msist on participating from the very 
beginning 

[Loose] Will Iraq's dictator Saddam Husayn sit at the 
conference table” 

[Fran] | do not think so. 

[Loose] Has the PLO's reputation been damaged because 
mt was Saddam Husayn's ally during the war im the 
Middle East” 

[Fran] The Palestinians and the PLO suffered a great 
deal during this pervod. Now we are in a new era. The 
PLO knows its responsibility for a lasting peace 

BND Claims Drag Mafia Buys Eastern Companies 

10.0508 10479) Hamburg BILD AM SONNTAG 
in German 4 Aug 91 p 2 

F. Weckbach-Mara report “BND: Drug Mafia Is 
mg Eastern German Companies” | 

[Text] The Federal Intelligence Service (BND) is 
the alert: Drug dealers are milhons 

of profits of the at least 3.6 bilhon German marks [DMj 
im turnover in the FRG to other countries via large 
Crerman banks to invest from there im the cast. For thes 

CERMANY , 

pe7pose. the mostry foreign dealers 
aera Turkey. and Afinca) pay 

ingly honest holders of the accounts keep some percent 
«. profa aed transfer most of the moncy abroad 

BND Vice Presdent Pau Mucnsiermann confirmed 

clarifying drug 
laundering. We will expand this work. because this arca 

countries that have drugs impounded to make an impres- 
sron on the public, but the same drugs are then often sold 
at a profit afterwards. Entirely new are indicatrons that 
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Stupments of drugs arc now tcacheng ws sua northern 
routes. pusutyy with the help of terrors! orgamzations. ~ 

Bolivia Seeks Assistance With Drug Problems 

LDO808 145291 Hamture DP 1 on German 1411 GV 

4 tue Yi 

[Excerpts] Hamberg (DP A}—Bolnian Prevdent Jaume 
Paz Zamora has asked the Federal Republic of Germany 
tor more help om fighteng the country’s drug problems 

“iseTmany 6 onc of the countries tha > -o far beiped 

us the most.” the Socsal Democratn po an sand of an 
micrvecw with the Bonn daly DIE Weil (Monday 

edition). “However, we would also lhe private mvest- 
ment to mercase.~ [passage omuiticd] 

In the interviews, the politician also called for Cuba to be 

slowly micgrated mto the democratn community of 

Laten Amerwa. “Maybe ut would be best if one helped 
the country to solve its problems.” Paz sand. for example 
with cornomec and from Meco and Venezucla. “Thos 

appears to me to be a semublc way to bring Cuba into the 
democratx camp.” 

Government Reports Problems With Space Pr gram 

10 0608140991 Frank turt/Wain FRAINATURTER 

1 tek UVEINE om tCrormoan 6 Ine ¥/ fp }3 

“K.B.~ report: “The German Space Phght Concept Is 
C rumbiong ’) 

[Text] Bonn, 5 August—The FRG Government cannot 
maintain its space flight concep any longer Indicatrons 

are accumulating om Bonn that the course will have to be 
corrected after the summer vacations This 1s not only 

because of the fact that financing 1s no longer ensured 
There are increasingly emphatn doubts that the means 

allocated from the research budect are weed sensibly 

During the drscusseorns on the coalrtron and on the cabinet 
about the 199) draft budgect. dows were vowed that the 

capendiure for Crerman participation m the French 
prestige proyect Hermes might no longer be sensible if 
one looked at the usefulness of the space shuttle 

Research Minister Heinz Riesenhuber was ordered by 
the cabinet to start negotiations with the partner states 
and om the European Space Agency (FSA) about the 

future of Hermes and the European participateon om the 

planned |S. space statron “Freedom” This alee calls 

mio question the Crerman devclopment of the hyper 
some plane “Senger” [Sacnger| 

Free Democrat: Party Charman Count Otte Lami» 
dort! criticizes the partecepatron om space fight as “meg 
alomama.” while hes party collcaguc Hans-Dhetrch Gren 

scher #6 om favor of space fie technology Lambedortl 

told FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE that be has 
always been agarnst large space fight projects and now 

only because other tg tasks have to be financed 
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Jucrgen Ructigers. parhamentary sxccutive secretary 

the «mon Bundestag group. calls tor stopping the prep 
aratvons for the “Senger™ progect. In the past be hes alow 
urged a Corvectson om the course of space Jaght pols In 

hrs demand to stop “Singer.” Ructigers refers to the 
recommendanon of afi wisstunon that derecth adv rscs 

the Bundestag m questions of technology Thess “(ffice 
for Assessing the Conscquences of Technology” was 
cMiablished lat year. and the msi tutvon’s first report 
says that the “Singer” program not neccesary fo 
Geerman hypersonsn research. Theres research could also hx 

conducted outside such a propect. Ructigers noted that 1 
cannot be correct to allocate considerable amounts of 
moncy to propects “of the day aficr tomorros” before 

the financing of projects “of tomorrow” 1s ensured The 
financial bottlenecks make necessary to set prooritecs 

on space flight. too 

Ructigers calls on the research minster to cancel the 0) 
milhon Geerman marks that are planned for “Singer 

These costs were estrmated by Recichuber for an cxten- 

won of the “Singer” program by two to three years. Not 
all partial propects of the first stage of the program hav« 
been concluded yet. The additional costs would not hx 
appropriate, Ructigers says. The decisson to stop 
“Songer” must be made now 

The statement of the Bundestag institutvon on “Singer 
ss as follows: The project 1s obviously wrewrtable as a 
regular arrcraft for transportation purposes. “Singer” 

does not correspond to the predicted capactines for the 
transportation of satellites into orbit The development 

costs for thes hypersonic plane would be twrce as much as 

those for the large European projects Ariane $ and 

Hermes together. “Singer” might be used as a transpor 

tation means ‘0 take crews to larger space sf atrons on the 
moon or on Mars. The uses of the plane are not vet 
predictable. Financeng “Singer™ can redeem itself only of 

the frequency of launches are drastically mcreased com. 

pared with, the propected 12 to 14 fhehts per vear 

however, one cannot see any demand for that many 
floghts 

Apart from renouncing “Singer.” Ructigers themks that 
rs necessary to check all large European projects ( osts 
for the Mermes space shuttle could be reduced by ©) 

percent +f a demonstration device were bur't and the two 

planned aircraft were renounced 

SPD Defense Expert on Reduction of Bundeswehr 

LDOUSIOIS 9! HarcAure DPA in German 2208 OUT 

6 dug 9/ 

[Text] Hanover (DPA}>}—SPD [Social Democratn Party | 
defense expert Manfred Opel expects that. m the long 
term. the sive of the Bundeswehr will be between 
200,000 and 300,000 soldvers. le an mnterveew with thy 
Hanover newspaper, NELE PRESSE (Wednesday cc) 
on), Ope! sard financial and political reasons rev aired 
thes. 1f the British are reduceng thew Army to 116.000 
soldvers and the French are reduceng thers to wndet 
000, the Federal Republic can “hardly marmian a 
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sarger number politically.” As Germany 1s integrated 
into an alliance that is saving soldiers for the individual 
partners, “we should modevate our military needs,” the 
SPD politician demanded. Also, not every job in the 
Bundeswehr needs to be done by a soldier, Opel said. 

Ar agreement between Chancellor Helmut Kohl and 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev reached during 
their talks on the unification of Germany envisages a 
reduction of the German forces from 500,000 to 370,000 
men. 

Newspapers Reiease Latest Unemployment Statistics 

LDO508180691 Berlin ADN in German 1647 GMT 
5 Aug 91 

[Text] Frankfurt/Duesseldorf (ADN)}—The FRANK- 
FURTER RUNDSCHAU (Tuesday edition) reports that 
more than | million people are now registered as unem- 
ployed in the new laender. In July alone, the number of 
unemployed rose by around 215,000, more than twice 
the increase for this year as a whole. BILD also prere- 
leased these figures today. 

According to information in FRANKFURTER RUND- 
SCHAU, the official statistics, which will be published 
on 6 August by the Federal Labor Office, show a total 
figure of approximately 1.05 million unemployed in 
eastern Germany. Women in particular suffered from 
job losses in July. The proportion of unemployed 
women, which has already been markedly above average 
for some time, rose to a disproportinate degree. At the 
end of June the tota! share amounted to 9.5 percent, 11.2 
percent of women are officially without a job. 

The trade union confederation estimates that the unem- 
ployment figures for July are 150,000 to 200,000 higher 
than in June. Ursula Engelen-Kefer, deputy chairwoman 
of the confederation, stated in Duesseldorf today that 
this rise 1s alarming because the tigures are really even 
higher. Only one in two jobs lost are actually reflected in 
the unemployment figures. According to vonfederation 
calculations, there 1s already a 40-percent drop in work 
hours in the new laender compared with the autumn of 
1989. 

* Radical Right Activity, Ideology Detailed 

YIGEO3S9A Bonn RHEINISCHER MERKUR/ 
CHRIST UND WELT in German 7 Jun 91 p 3 

[Juergen Wahl article: “Fruitful Soil for Brown Sced: 
Neo-Nazis in Eastern Germany”) 

[Text] ° month ago, Germany's most dangerous neo- 
Nazi, .-year-old Michael Kuehnen, died of Aids. His 
poisonous political seed has taken root, first in western 
Germany, then, even more strongly, in eastern Germany. 
Kuehnen was the most militant and the most widely 
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known member of the brown scene. His trades against 
foreigners always found an audience. Many other agita- 
tors prefer to remain in the background. 

Right-wing radicalism in eastern Germany 1s rapidly 
becoming more violent and widespread, and has long 
since ceased to be a matter of rsolated incidents. As a 
result, politicians from the democratic parties are 
coming under increasing pressure. 

¢ On March 9, mght-wing radicals connected with 
Kuehnen attacked youth clubs in Elsterwerde and 
Bad Liebenwerda. The facilities were vandalized and 
those present were beaten up. The clubs had invited 
foreigners. 

¢ On the Saturday before Easter (30 March), three 
motorcyclists from the skinhead scene attacked a 
family of asylum seekers in Zwenkau. near Leipzig. 
Two people were seriously injured. The family fled to 
Hesse. 

¢ On Easter Sunday (31 March). young mght-wing rad- 
icals stormed Line 7 of the Dresden streetcar system 
and threw Joao Gomondai, a 28-year-old African, out 
onto the street. Gomonda: died in the hospital. 

During the funeral, 60 skinheads attacked the 
mourners, yelling “Heil Hitler’ and “Out with the 
foreigners'”. The police prevented the clashes from 
escé lating. 

¢ Several days before the visa requirement for Poles 
was lifted on 8 April, the ODER-ANZEIGER in 
Frankfurt on the Oder reported that neo-Nazis from 
all parts of Germany were planning a rally billed as 
“Poles Keep Out.” The Kuechnen gang denied this. 
Their spokesman, Heinz Reisz, from Langen in 
Hesse, protested: “We're not going into that Jewish 
city.” Nonetheless, on 8 April they were there: hun- 
dreds of militants, some decked out in swastikas, who 
demolished cars, attacked Polish travelers. and 
shouted Hitler slogans. In some areas. the rioting did 
not end until April 9. 

¢ April 20. Hitler's birthday. was declared the “day of 
the great battle” for reght-wing radicals in western and 
eastern Germany. The largest nots occurred on the 
sidelines of a soccer match in Leipzig. In Ersenhuet- 
tenstadt, foreigners were assaulted. In Erfurt, skin- 
heads threatened patrons of the Erfurt Inn with 
knives. Hooligans paraded through the strects of 
Magdeburg singing Nazi songs. The “great meeting” 
in honor of the “Fuchrer™ was cancelled, however, as 
by this time Kuchnen was already in the hospital. 

¢ On 3 May, police in Sondershausen, in Thuringia. 
were forced to use firearms to defend themselves 
against Nazis. After a demonstration, 2! young 
people were arrested. They had amassed an extensive 
cache of weapons. 

¢ On Ascension Day (Father's Day), skinheads in Ber- 
lin-Koepenick, Dresden, and Leipzig attacked restau- 
rants where foreigners were being served. In Lichert- 
wolkwitz (Saxony), a home for asylum seekers was 
burned. 
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¢ Two senously injured Namibians from Wittenberge 
were brought to the Magdeburg hospital. Two well- 
known neo-Nazis had thrown them out of the third 
story of a building. 

¢ On the night of 26 May, 70 right-wing radicals armed 
wiia iron bars and tear gas guns attacked people at a 
spring festival in the eastern Berlin district of Mahl- 
sdort. On 20 April, the same group had attacked the 
Mocca-Bar at Alexander Square. The perpetrators 
boasted that they were “disposing of the fags.” 

¢ The most recent in the much longer series of attacks 
took place in Dresden on the night of | June. Rainer 
Sonntag. the 36-year-old leader of the neo-Nazi move- 
ment was gunned down on the streets. The presumed 
perpetrators, a 23- and a 24-year-old from Baden 
Wuerttemberg, have rv been apprehended. The 
motive for the killing 1s still unclear, but may have 
been a power struggle between mght-wing radical 
groups. Last weekend skinheads also attacked a home 
for asylum seekers in Pirna. 

The fear of attacks 1s growing, and police in castern 
Germany have little control over the situation. There are 
over 100 prelaminary proceedings currently ongoing in 
the former district of Cottbus. But there 1s a lack of 
training. The development of a defense for the constitu- 
tion 1s bogged down in the early stages. It 1s also faltering 
for psychological reasons, Nazis are complaining that the 
old East German state police are being brought back. 

After the anti-Polish noting, the mayor of Frankfurt on 
the Oder protested defiantly, “We can't keep a hundred 
police on hand for every Pole.” He suppressed the fact 
that police were on hand, but, according to mutually 
corroborative testimonies, did not take action for hours. 
Local politicians used the phrase “minor offenses.” 

The use in Dresden of Federal Border Guard troops from 
western Germany proved to be a wise move. The troops 
separated determined neo-Nazis from counterdemon- 
strators. In Magdeburg and Dessau, over $0 perpetrators 
were taken into custody. During the last attacks mm 
Berlin, on the other hand, not a single person was 
arrested. The people are passive, as they were forced to 
be for forty years. Some of them, including, unfortu- 
naicly, the police, express sympathy for young people 
who are out of work and are taught by neo-Nazi “lead- 
ers” from western Germany to persecute foreigners. 

The development was predictable, there were advance 
warnings. As early as November 1990, Christian Lochte, 
constitutional defender for Hamburg. stated that Kuch- 
nen, using Dresden as a home base, was casting a net 
over the new laender. Eastern skinheads are also much 
more political than western skinheads, who are more 
interested in rioting and making mischief than in the 
trumph of the emulators of Hitler. Furthermore, it was 
those from Hamburg. not from Berlin, who first recog- 
nized that there was a squatier scene in the former 
German Democratic Republic (GDR). The first house to 
be occupied was at 122 Weithings Street in castern 
Berlin. 
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Nonetheless, east German politicians are justified in 
protesting that not all of the mght-wing radicalism 1s 
occurring between the Elbe and the Oder. Most of the 
planners and instigators are in western Germany. and 
acts of violence are on the upswing there also. 

¢ On 20 Apnil, the Fuehrer’s Birthday, neo-Nazis in 
Osnabrueck set fire to Kurdish relief posters and 
vandalized the office doors of the Alien Advisory 
Office. In Gieselwerder, near Kassel, Nazi songs were 
played and cars were vandalized. In Bad Soden. 
Kuehnen followers demolished the exhibit of an 
Italian painter, causing damages estimated at 200,000 
German marks [DM]. 

¢ In the woods near Frankfurt, Kuchnen’s entourage 
trained young people in the use of weapons and urged 
Iraq to use them as soldiers in its fight against 
America. For a fee, television crews were allowed to 
film a few meters. 

e A few years ago in Schwandorf (Bavaria). three Turks 
and one German were killed in an arson attack by the 

right-wing radical scene. 
¢ During 1990, 17 Jewish cemeteries were vandalized 

in Baden Wuerttemberg alone. One of these, a ceme- 
tery in Ihringen at Karserstuhl was completely 
destroyed. One confessed perpetrator admitted to 
having been associated with Kuchnen’s group. In 
Gifhorn, a 23-year-old punk was chased and seriously 
wounded by skinheads. 

¢ Inthe middle of the Ulm business district, mght-wing 
radicals rampaged about, shouting things such as 
“Foreigners go home'™ at Greeks, and beat a |}- 
year-old girl so severely that she had to be taken to a 
hospital. Passersby were indifferent, including two 
Italians. 

¢ In Neuburg near Ingolstadt, skinheads destroyed 
parts of the youth center and sang. among other 
things, the “Horst-Wessel Song.” Neuburg young 
people also took part in a “memorial march” to the 
grave of Rudolf Hess. 

In a few months, more than half the cast German youth 
may be on the streets. Already, thousands of young 
people are hanging out in the big citres. It 1s sand, with 
some truth, that these young people provide fertile soul 
for right-wing radicals—“just like in the Weimar Repub- 
hic.” Nonetheless, 1 would be a mistake to assume that 
social factors are the sole cause for the Nazi tendencies. 

Western political parties and circles have imported an 
entire collection of racist, nationalistic, and elitist ideas 
into the new laender. After all, the “Horst-Wessel Song” 
could not have been learned in the GDR. nor could 
books on the “Auschwitz lie” have been purchased. 
Now, however, the ideological poison 1s flowing una- 
bated, as castern Germany has less immunity than 
western Germany. Kiosks hang right-wing radical news- 
papers in the front rather than in the back. Kuchnen 
supporters distribute order forms from the brown scene's 
mail-order business, which is partly centered in the US 
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and Canada. Eastern Germans go to western Germany 
for traming. turning up in Bielefeld, Frankfurt. and 
Munich. 

In Dresden alone, the “new capital of the movement” as 
Kuchnen put 11. the following groups are established 

* The National Democratic Party (NPD), the German 
Pe sples’ Union, and the Republicans, 

¢ The German Alternative, (DA) a nght-wing radical 
group which split off from Schoenhuber. 

¢ Radical right-wing extremist groups, some of which 
subscribe to violence, mncluding the Association of 
Saxon Werewolves, Schutzstaffel East (SS-East). 
German National Resistance, and the military sports 
group Peiper. These militant groups not only have 
contact with the Kuchnen scene, in which the names 
of associations and so-called parties have changed 
frequently during the last several years, but also have 
friends in Austria and Flanders. 

The political program of the mght-wing radicals 1s the 
same throughout the German laender, in eastern Ger- 
many. however, the fight against foreigners, particularly 
asylum seekers, has top priority. The most important 
elements of the program are as follows. 

1. The nation is regressing. The unification of Europe is 
an invention of big business and must be stopped. [his 1s 
why “liberation movements” such as the PLO [Pales- 
tomian Liberation Organization], the IRA [Irish Repub- 
lean Army], Basque Fatherland and Liberty (ETA), and 
others are supported. The motto 1s “Nationalists of all 
lands, unite and reorganize Europe.” 

2. America 1s Our enemy, not our frend. This 1s why 
Saddam Husayn was the one to support during the Gulf 
War. The right-wing intellectual group Young Freedom 
called Kuwait the “Silesia of Iraq.” The new right-wing 
amalgamation German Alliance demands that Germany 
quit NATO and unite with Russia against the Poles. 

3. Israel should be opposed. In addition, Bonn should 
cease the so-called reparation payments (Schoenhuber). 

4. The NPD refers to the Trust Agency as a “capitalist 
scythe,” and to the murdered Rohwedder, a Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD) politician, as a 
“henchman for the moneybags.” 

5. Silesia and other parts of Germany that were “bar- 
gained away” should be reconquered. The theory: just as 
the Reunification of 1990 could not have been predicted, 
$0, one day, can there be a new German land across the 
Oder and the Neisse. Until that ume, Silesian districts in 
the area of Goerlitz that preserve the heritage of the 
divided portion of Germany should be infiltrated. 
Already, posters saying “Silesia, Land of the Federal 
Republic of Germany” have been put up in Goerlitz. 

6. Advocation of a national and socialist environmental 

policy aimed against EC production and favoring 
German farmers. 

7. Radical anticrime measures and stiffer penalties. 
Some groups demand capital punishment 

8 Elimination of “internal command” within the 

German armed forces, and encouragement of the tradi- 
uion of Schutzstaffel (SS) units 

9. Gradual ousting of foreigners and the prohibition of 
any further entry by foreigners. 

As they have in the past. leaders of the nght-wing radical 
scene vary im where they fall within the mghi-wing 
spectrum. Established groups such as the Republicans or 
the NPD. which occasionally serve in west German 
district councils, are moderate, “have nothing against 
Turks,” and avoid actions which may cause the situation 
to escalate. This 1s why Harald Neubauer, member of the 
European Parliament was called a “democratic asshole” 
by a heckler from a Thuringian sympathizer group 
during the first assembly of the German Alliance in 
Munich. 

The DA, which 1s heavily influenced by NPD members, 
wants to replace the Schoenhuber circle, which was “too 
weak.” The Bavarian, however, whose influence 1s 
waning. 1s pinning his hopes on the people “over there.” 
Indeed, the young voters in Saxony and Thuringia have 
been more willing than the enlightened “Wessis” to give 
their votes to the “Reps.” and many have voted for the 
NPD. 

The circle surrounding the publisher Gerhard Frey, who 
disassociated himself from skinhead actions and 
Kuchnen slogans, 1s also pinning his hopes on eastern 
Germany. The group hopes to “collect,” and presented 
two members of the Oppeln German Peoples’ Group 
with an Andreas-Hofer Prize. 

Up to this pot the Federal Government has been 
unconcerned about the dangerous situation in castern 
Germany. Eduard Lintner, undersecretary of state for 
the Ministry of the Interior, alluded to the responsibility 
of the laender. Bonn should realize, however, that the 
police “over there” need as much additional help as do 
many other government offices. Above alli, the officers 
lack tramung. 

What is even more lacking, of course, 1s prevention. Ina 
country where antifascism was clevated to the highest 
virtue, there 1s a lack of basic opposition. This was 
demonstrated in the GDRs past by empty pro-fascism. 
Schools, universities, and ot *r extracurricular traning 
centers have a long way to go to achieve that which 
western Germany has achieved via entirely peaceful 
means. To do so, they need help, both maternal and 
intellectual. 
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* Skeptical Assessment of Job Creation Programs 

9IGE0369B Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in German 6 Jul 91 p 33 

[Franz Thoma article: “Unemployment on Hold. Tem- 
porary Employment Companies in the New Laender Are 
at Best a Transitional Measure”) 

[Text] Whatever may be the reason, despite positive 
beginnings, there 1s far too little development of the 
private enterprise segment in the new laender. There are 
reasons for the fact that the investors do come, but 
certainly not in droves, such as lack of management. 
obstacles to the acquisition of plots of land. and wages 
disproportionate to productivity. 

But the assessment of the hesitant development in the 
easi—dynamism had been expected—is one-sided. For 
we are looking for the most part at industry. in other 

words the secondary area whose share in the national 
product anyhow 1s constantly declining in the west. In 
doing so we overlook what 1s happening with respect to 
the crafts, small business, and, above all, mn the tertiary 
field of services. New jobs are being created here all the 
time, only simply not quickly and numerously enough. 

Since that 1s the case, since industry has to release 
workers in large numbers and the development of new. 
and by the way smaller, capacities will take years, the 
former GDR 1s now faced with the chore: Either to 
finance more unemployed who then—after all not every- 
thing 1s a question of money—more or less threaten to go 
to seed and someday, when there will be a job. will no 
longer be fit to work, or to look for crutches—the 
catchword for temporary employment companies 

The Lesser Evil 

This crutch is the lesser evil but only because the new 
laender failed to organize the development of the 
economy quickly and in keeping with the market. For, 
after all, there 1s enough work and enough public money 
(from western Germany). Why isn't there any connec- 
tron to the private sector of the economy”? Why aren't 
there allegedly enough construction companies of 
craftsmen who tear down dilapidated factory buildings 
with their special equipment in a week, work for which 
the people of the temporary employment companies. so 
to speak working with hammer and crowbar, take 
months” And why not establish jobs in craft enterprises 
within the program of job creating measures (ABM)’ 
There the individual could get a regular job much more 
quickly than in the ABM company which must be 
conceived only as an interim solution, although some are 
led to believe in job security. 

Questions and more questions. Of course the labor 
umions prefer the ABM companies. But, in assessing 
their position, small excursions into recent history are 
instructive. If their advice had been followed after 1948. 
even closing the offices rssuing food stamps and ration 
cards should not have been permitted, for, with the 
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large-scale unemployment in the beginning of the 
German mark period, many thousands were employed 

in these offices. And. if the advice of industry and the 
labor umons had been followed, Ludwig Erhard would 
never have been permitted to liberalize imports because 
that meant the end for many enterprises, ¢.g.. the textile 

mills. But in their place. new. viable enterprises devel- 

oped, a change of the structure toward high-grade prod- 
ucts was initiated 

It could go exactly in the opposite way in the former 
GDR: the longer ABM companies exisi the longer 11 will 
take for the structural change and the development of a 
viable private enterprise sector to develop. As matters 
stand. the latter will soon bring up the request for wage 
subsidies since the wages paid by the competitor, the 

ABM company. are publicly financed. All precautionary 
restrictions, such as that the ABM work must be “sup- 
plementary” and in the “public interest.” will change 
little on thal score 

But not too many questions should be rarsed—the situ- 
ation on the former GDR 1s the way 11 1s. All comparisons 
with the period after 1948 are inappropriate. Back then 
there cxrsted no nch western part of the country, almost 

everybody was poor in Europe. It was possible to achieve 
something with diligence and work—today the markets 

are saturated. For example with the Goggomobil, then a 
hit on the west, nothing could be accomplished with ut 
now even in the cast 

And the citizen of western Germany of 1948 was modest 

mn hes demands and worked harder than he asked to in 
return. That is different now in castern Germany. In 
psychological respect, too. In the west people had to 
rebuild, but in the east people were taken with an 
industry which was regarded in a way as the showpiece in 
CEMA [Council of Economic Mutual Assistance]. And 
suddenly that 1s supposed to be nothing but scrap’ Well, 
it 8. But that has to be first digested. 

Fall From Grace in Transition 

All of that comes down to one thing: ABM companies are 
indeed a sin im terms of public policy but, in the 
meantime, they ac simply a transition measure that can 
hardly be avoided any more. For the time being they can 
accomplish something. perhaps do some straightening 
up where there 1s no money for this purpose in unsold or 
unsalable Trust Agency companies. The labor contracts 
must be revised. The sooner a person Ieaves the ABM 
company because he has found a job the better it 1s, since 
it simply cannot be prevented that some ABM work 
becomes make-believe work and the ABM company 
becomes a parking lot for the unemployed. [The transi- 
lion measures must be maintained] with a financial 
difference that the income 1s higher than in the case of 
open unemployment and with a psychological difference 
that the person involved retains a feeling of self-respect 
And the transition measures keep self-respect alive for 
the new future, which comes a little late, with the help of 
the Trust Agency which really has other purposes than 
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financing ABM companies, and with the danger that 
such ABM companies are more tenaciously holding on to 
life than 1s now assumed. 

* Housing Shortage: From Crisis to Disaster 

YIGEO377 4A Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 

1S Jul 91 pp 102-112 

[Unattributed article: “Housing Market Crashes” } 

[Text] The 1990's will be a decade of severe housing 
shortage. The throngs of homeless increase without 
pause. broad sectors of the population are no longer able 
to pay the rents demanded. The social market economy 
fails to cope with widespread housing shortage The 
government sees itself challenged 

He had been given notice to vacate the apartment, but 
the tenant wanted to live there a little longer. He needed 
a little more time. he told the pudge. to find a new abode. 

The Cologne district court made short shrift of u. The 
petition was denied. “In view of his poor economic 
Situation (social assistance reciprent).” the judge rea- 
soned, the tenant would “hardly be able to find a new 
apartment for his five-person houschold.~ 

Uwe Kessler, head of the Cologne housing administra- 
tion, says the poor and the sick, addicts, and incompe- 
tents at present are kicked out of their abodes “in 
overdrive, lickety-split.” Last year, 4.237 “petitioners” 
in Cologne alone applied to Kessler’s colleagues, because 
they had to clear out of their apartments or were already 
homeless 

The administration could not find housing for even half 
of them. The majority—resettlers and unemployed, fam- 
ihes with many children, and single mothers—were 
dumped into warchouses and emergency camps. 
squeezed into floating hotels and cheap pensions In 
Cologne alone, $0,000 people are housed in such emer- 
gency shelters. 

It 1s no different in Stuttgart and Hamburg, in Munich 
and Frankfurt. Countrywide, by now more than a mil- 
lion people are homeless or temporarily housed in emer- 
gency shelters. More are added daily. Housing market 
1991: the last hurrah. 

In rich Germany, housing has become a very scarce 
commodity. Among citizens, only the environment 
ranks higher on the scale of unsolved problems. The lack 
of housing codetermines elections, at least in areas of 
concentration. In the past three years, three ministers 
have occupied the chief's chair in the Bonn Housing 
Ministry. That brought no great changes. Housing 
market 1991 a disaster 

The “Golden West” of the republic lacks 1.5 million 
apartments. Every day. more people stream into the 
country, above all evacuces and resetilers. They need a 
few walls and a roof over their heads 
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The new laender lack an additional | million housing 
units. One-fourth of existing housing in the cast can 
hardly be rehabilitated, and modernization and mainte- 

nance expenses for the remainder 1s estimated at 450 
bilhon German marks [DM]. 

What 1s to be done” According to the results of a new 
analysis by the Munich Ifo Instuute for Economic 
Research, the available political tools are “not very 
effective.” The tax bilhons distnbuted by Bonn only 
rarely reach where they are needed. To a large extent 
they gladden the hearts of well-heeled home builders. 
luxury restorers, and speculators. 

New and better concepts have been developed by prac- 
titioners in the communities. Bul no housing minister in 
the 1980's had the courage to take on the building and 
loan banks or the lobby of the self-employed, to scare 
homeowners and landowners, or to dare touch the Land 
Law. 

Bonn's housing policy 1s a slow, constant tragedy with 
changing principal actors. Housing Minister Oscar 
Schneider of the CSU [Christian Social Union] had to 
leave his post because he still glossed over the housing 
supply as “excellent” at a time when, even according to 
official statistics, there was already a shortage of hun- 
dreds of thousands of apartments. 

His party pal and successor, Gerda Hasselfeldt, pro- 
fessed perplexity around the country, but in Bonn failed 
miserably even with the attempt to limit rent increases, 
with current leases in the areas with great housing 
shortages, to 15 percent within three years. 

Since the CSU lost interest in the Housing Ministry at 
the beginning of this year, Irmgard Adam-Schwactzcr, 
49. a trained pharmacist, rules in the small Deschmanns 
Aue Castle, the official seat of the Housing and Rent 
Department, situated in Bonn'’s Mehiem district. 

The Liberal lady now wants to take care that—‘‘not 
ideologically, but quite pragmatically”"—‘in the cast new 
construction gets underway, delapidated houses are 
rehabilitated,” and “in the west a lot of apartments will 
be built, so that a lot of families can get their own 
, “ 

The minister meanwhile has learned that it 1s not enough 
just to keep on filling up the subsidy watering can. High 
interest rates and exploding construction and land costs 
cal up government assistance. 

In the fall, Irmgard Adam-Schwactzer intends to present 
a new building promotion concept. The way to their own 
four walls 1s to be eased for lower-income families. At the 
expense of those with higher incomes, building assis- 
tance 1s to be aimed at lower-income families with 
greater accuracy in future. 

Today. no one thinks of abolishing the Housing Ministry 
as was still the case five or seven years ago. On the 
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contrary, in the new laender in the cast high rents and the 
lack of housing are more than ever a political topic of the 
day. 

In the west as well as the cast. The new citizens of the 
republic still live in poor housing, but cheaply. But the 
mechanism of the housing markets already affects the 
cast, also. 

Irmgard Adam-Schwactzer has realized that the situa- 
tion in the new federal laender 1s deteriorating “dramat- 
ically.” Heating was already cut back during winter, and 
even the most urgent repairs are no longer made. All of 
the apartment enterprises are more or less bankrupt. 

Rents are miles below costs, they repay not even one- 
seventh of actual expenditures. Cost-covering rents 
could hardly be paid by anyone, considering the actual 
incomes in the German cast. 

Despite an acute shortage of housing, newly constructed 
apartment buildings stand empty for a long time, on the 
island of Ruegen, for example. The old contracting 
agency for construction, the bezirk administration, no 
longer exists nor subsidizes. No one can pay the cost- 
covering rent of DM12 to DM13 per m’. 

“Don't disappoint us'” wrote a Naumburg citizen to the 
Bonn housing minister. His newly constructed one-room 
efficiency, with heating, from now on 1s to cost DM445, 
half of his net income. Yet the Free Democrat had 
promised to limit “rents to 10 percent of income.” 

The promise, renewed weekly, cannot be kept. Tempo- 
rarily still restricted by regulation, rents on the other side 
of the Elbe will nse by up to $00 percent as carly as 
October. And that is only the beginning. In a very short 
tume, better housing will be raised to the western price 
level, and the shoddy remainder can go to ruin. 

The competition of supplanting from top to bottom also 
Started in the cast some time ago. For DM240,000, a 
well-heeled Wessi [western German] bought at auction 
one of 19 eastern houses which were auctioned off to the 
highest bidders from the west. The apartment building in 
Goerlitz is “surely a profit deal,” says the investor. 
Because over there, rent increases are now as “certain as 
the ‘Amen’ in church.” 

This speculation will probably work out. In the east as 
well as the west, housing 1s perforce becoming more 
expensive. “The 1990's will be a decade of housing 
shortage,” says Helmut Schlich, business manager of the 
German Alliance of Tenants. 

Ja 1991, some 350,000 apartments will be built in the 
western laender, only half as many as in the record year 
1973, but noticeably more than in recent years. The 
construction industry's capacities are fully utilized, more 
is hardly possible. And yet, it 1s not enough. “Compared 
to the enormous demand,” states the Ifo Institute for 
Economic Research, “the result of completed construc- 
tion must be considered much too low.” 
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In order to balance supply and demand by the end of the 
decade, $00,000 to 600,000 units would have to be 
completed annually—for the foreseeable tame. a utopian 
figure. In the opimon of the CDU [Christian Democratic 
Union] housing expert, Dictmar Kansky, even the Fed- 
eral Government's more modest goal—! million apart- 
ments within three years—<an no longer be achieved 
The result: “The housing deficit 1s not decreasing. but 
will uncrease further.” 

By now people with average incomes have difficulties in 
the west of finding living quarters: The personne! of the 
postal service, police, and hospitals im large citees are 
running away because even the most modest apartment 
cannot be afforded with gross [monthly] salanes of 
DM2,000 to DM3,000. Of all people. the representative 
of the tenants’ alliance searched in Berlin for months for 
affordable housing. 

Where demand grows much faster than supply. prices 
rise steeply —that's the way it 1s in a market economy. It 
comes through in the prognoses of almost all research 
institutes that, up to the year 2000, rents will continue to 
rise steeply, and the fight for the all-too-scarce housing 
commodity will be even tougher. 

This year, the budget of Bonn’s Housing Ministry with 
DM8.2 billion is higher than ever before. Since fall of 
1989, it is finally dawning on the cabinet of Kohl, 
Genscher and company that their hope, that the market 
mechanism would balance demand and supply as it did 
with margarine, is not being fulfilled. The relaxations of 
the rent law in the beginning of 1983, the drying up of 
social housing construction—they proved to be political 
mistakes and were an essential contributing factor to the 
present desperate situation. 

Since 1990, building assistance 1s being increased almost 
every month, at first in the west, and now also in the cast. 
But Bonn has only German marks, and no ideas 

Berlin's housing senator, Wolfgang Nagel (SPD) [Social 
Democratic Party], sees more of a “legalistic hectic state 
than conceptual considerations” in Bonn. The Federa! 
Association of Prefabricated Construction considers “a 
lack of political concepts” the cause of the “drastically 
growing deterioration of the situation” and of “increas- 
ing resignation.” 

Many Germans in the west are probably baffled by the 
continuing fuss over the so-called housing shortage. 
Most of them are well supplied with housing. More than 
three-fourths of ¢ || \ousing has collective heating, a bath 
and indoor plun.ving. Statistically, every person can 
romp on 36 m?’, more than had ever been available 
before. 

Many apartments continue to be quite inexpensive, most 
people paying perceptibly less than DM10 per rented m? 
And 42 percent of west Germans live within their own 
four walls. 
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Whoever has a well-paying job. and perhaps lives m a 

two-rncome houschold. can handic the average rent 
adjustments. According to official statestics. rents are 
rising 3 percent annually. Even the meager wage and 
salary imecreases of the recent collective bargaining 
rounds are sufficrent for such rate increases. And if 
moncys 1s short nonctheless, the state housing allowance 
provides a social bonus. Where. pray tell, 1s the probiem” 

The statestical pocture of the German housing wd) ll 1s 
correct—and yet ioizily wrong. In the arstthmetic mean. 
the sales manager and ihe divorced female assembly -line 
worker with child possibly live cach on 90 m°_ respec- 
tively. In practice, however, she must make do with W). 
while he can spread out on 150 m° 

The housing shortage 1s an exponent of the two-thirds 
society: In tac lower to middle portions of the income 
pyramid, housing 1s scarce. By contrast, the main floor rs 
becoming ever more commodious and luxurious 

The more difficult the search, the higher the rents, the 
more interesting becomes housing as a status symbol for 
the well-heeled. A used Porsche may already be afford- 
able tor a skilled worker, and clothes haven't made the 
man for a long tume—poor and nch are distinguished 
sharply by thei abode. Whether in one’s own home or 
rented: Location and luxury, cost and comfort of the 
abodes define the status of their occupants. The more 
ostentatious, the better 

The “first floor luxury apartment, with garden. approx- 
imately 260 m°* living space” in the “best Herzogpark 
location” in Munich swallows DM8_000 plus additional 
costs. Whoever wants to occupy the fourth floor (216 m°*) 
ina “representative, luxuriously renovated Ant Nouveau 

house” om Munich-Schwabing, must pay DM6.8588 a 
month. without heating and other additional costs 

The upper-income league separates out an estimated |S 
million m° for better living quarters. That amounts to 
150,000 apartments of 100 m’ cach. Cheap tiny apart- 
ments are joined and modernized. large and inexpensive 
old burldings are rehabilitated so Jasishiy that only a 
double-income couple can afford the four-room apart- 
ment. the former subsidized housing becomes a lucrative 
capital investment 

Some 300,000 apartments are strictly lersure-time resi- 
dences for those with top incomes. For 10 of more 
months per vear they stand empty Complains Munich's 
mayor Kronawitter: “The constant demand capansion of 
the higher income group” 1s clearly “at the capense of the 

socially weaker.” 

Official statestics do not reflect this trend. They mix arca 
consumption and rent burden at the top and the bottom. 
from cities and rural areas ino a meaningless porridge 
Based on such average figures, the political discussion in 
the mid-1980's was dominated by catchwords such as 
“apartments standing empty” and “tenants’ market” 
The housing market [allegedly) was balanced. tenants 
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could even push pres down. For Exrsting apartment: 
m the FRG already exceed the number of houscholds. 

That was truc for a few years. Only the cause was quite 

different. It was not an oversupply that brought relief, 
but rather a decline on the demand side. Real incomes 
between 1980 and 1985 had declined steadily. so many 
could not consider a new. larger. and hence more cxupen- 

sive. apariment 

When incomes rose again in the second half of the 
1 980)'s, housing wishes were to be fulfilled. The demand 
grew dramatically. but the market reacted contrary to 
textbook theones: The supply shrank. especially mm the 

lower price range 

Annually. 70.000 to 80.000 abodes are torn down, poined 
together, or remodeled into offices’ Many thousands of 
small apartments—statistiics don't muss that particular 
trend—have since been joined together, modernized 
luaunously from the bottom up. and subsequently sold 
off to well-heeled renters or purchasers. More and more 
young people leave them parental home carly and look 
for their own digs—cheap ones, as a rule. But singics take 
up more space 

In addition. the settlers from the former GDR and 
resetilers from East Europe also need much room. 
Asylum seekers from all ever the world also want apart- 
ments 

Although in 1988 almost 350.000 entered the country, 
the flood swelled enormously in 1989: Some 840,000 
people moved to the German republic, with just as many 
last year, and there won't be fewer mm the current year. 

The Low Point in the Bast: Apartments Built in Fast 

as 109.790 | 10467 | 92.980 
- . - —_ 

Bait for Placers of Building Orders 

This is how the Federal Govern- bitent of support in billions of 
ment promotes howung comin (-erman marks 
tren 

Direct measures 

Pubic howsng construction 

—— Howsng allowance 

— Home -burider savings (prem: Om 
ums interim financing program) 

—tirhen renewal 

Indirect measures 

— Promotion of owner onc upred i 

housing 

—Premotion of madernization 0 " 
and energy economy 
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Batt Cor Pincers of Buliding Onders (Continned 
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——- — + . 
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——- 7 
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> 
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construction and remodeling of 
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“Jou Achon East”) 

—Subsidies for madermzation 0” 
and repairs 

= ——_ - — » . 

—Secunng construction of rental ow 
Propects iN progress 

- - . 

— ontinuation of ownerstup ow 
measures / 

_ . + 

—Interest equalization tor pr. O14 

vate home owners 
——— + 

—# rpanded housing allowance 12 
(federal and laender) | 

They are attracted to where the square meters are already 
scarce: the areas of concentration. Understandably so. 
that’s where the jobs and the universities are, where 

social benefits are high, and social barners low. City aur 
today 15 still liberating. However, for many this applies 
all too Interally: As in postwar times, the homeless again 
live under many a bridge 

It's natural that rents have been rising since then. Truc, 
the construction volume also has been rising im recent 
years (see tables). But the very apartments that are in 
grcatest demand are not being built: cheap ones. Private 
costing for such buildings doesn't come out even. Con- 
struction and land prices, and moreover extremely high 
interest rates in recent months, as well as high municipal 
fees from canalization to garbage removal have made the 
housing commodity so cxpensive that the mvestor’s 
necessary Cost prices can no longer be afforded by many 
apartment hunters. Whoever calculates soberly does not 
put his money into concrete and mortar 

The example of a large apartment house, calculated by 
the Association of German Mortgage Banks, makes that 
clear. The multiple family building costs DM4.86 muil- 
hon, the owner has DM1.144 millon own capital. The 
rest 18 a loan at 9 percent interest rate, and | percent paid 
back. Al present, the investor can collect DM 12.80 gross 
rent for cach of the 1.500 m’. In addition, he receives a 
healthy tax reduction of DM200,000 a year 

The result 1s meager: After taxes, he gets barely 
19M 37.775 from his million-DM investment. Relative to 
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his own capital invested, thal represents 2n interest ratc 
of 3.2 percent, ndiculously lith—ceven a capital life 
imsurance brings a lot more. 

If compatnots sink their moncy into building despite the 
lousy returns—and there are more of them thes vear than 
im many a year—., they do so only with a vi2% i future 
chances of returns. According to am internal analysis by 
the mortgage banks, these invesiors “evidently” count 
on “good chances for continued rent increases in view of 
the increased shortage trend in the housing market.” Not 
to mention the expected increase in value of the concrete 
burldings which become all the larger. the scarcer living 
quarters remain. 

If thes calculation pans out, and everything points in that 
direction, then tenants can expect to face [paying] a lot 
more. The majority of apartmest hunters already have 
great difficulties in paying the DM 1° 50 calculated in the 
model building. For 60 m*, that wiready amounts to 
DM 750. not counting additional costs. But in Munich or 
Cologne, Stuttgart and Berlin, even such rents have 
become a good deal. There, small apartments are hardly 
offered below DM20 [per m*/month]. 

This drives many people to social assistance, and some 
into dire need. Munich's CSU section head for social 
affairs, Hans Stuctzic, says bitterly that he doesn’! under- 
stand why the many thousands of public employees in 
his city with incomes of DM 2,000 and less do not ecpnly 
give up their jobs and register with the social asi. we 
office: “Including the rent, they are better off :f they 
don't work.” 

Actually, the housing allowance 1s meant to prevent 
unbearable rent burdens. It fits optimally ito a free 
market order Initially, the market mechanism ¢s to Come 
into play unresinctedly, whoever cannot pay the prices 
resulting from the supply-demend play for the basic 
commodity, housing. has a claim) t© state support. 

But the state allowances do not reach all the needy 
people by fer, and they are not far-reaching cnough, 
particularly in the problem regions. This year, the Fed- 
eral Government and laender are distributing some 
DM4 bilhon to approximately 1.8 million households in 
the ol western laender alone. On average, they cover 
about one-third of the rent (without heating) of recipr- 
ents. 

However, two-thirds of the addressees of state assistance 
are pensioners, the unemployed, and social assistance 
recypents. Employees seldom receive anything. Espe- 
cially in areas of concentration, most employed persons 
fall into the “housing allowance trap” (Stuetzie): In order 
to pay the rent, they need—no matier how—a certain 
minimum income. But if they have that, they are above 
the income limit for the housing allowance. 

One example: A person living alone may carn only a 
maximum of DM1.440 gross if he wants to get a housing 
allowance. His efficiency apartment with a kitchen 
alcove and bathroom costs DM800. without heating. in 
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Munich The housing assistance only gocs along up to 
19M535. Although muncreased only last fall and provided 
with a top rateng for citees like Munich, the calculation 
lormets are far from any reality. So he only gcts DMS! 
housong assistance. Despite the housing subsidy. the 
tenant 1s stuck with DM719. That 1s too much for a grows 
salary of DM1.440. after taxes. social contributions. 
clectrcity and heateng. 1s not cnough In order to 
survive om hes Munich apartment, the single must carn 
more. cither through a different job. or perhaps a second 
yo at night Of course, of he increases hes income he then 

hoses hes clanm to the DMI housing assistance 

The curous result of these facts 1s that im arcas of 
concentration, despite rising rent burdens, housing 
allowance payments have been declining im recent years 

According to the head of the building authorities, Irm- 
gard Adam-Schwactver, the housing allowance regula- 
trons for the new German regions are “noticeably more 
tavorable ~ Bonn has introduced special free allowances. 
and capenses for heateng and hot water can also be 
subsidized Compared with income and rent level. the 
( osses [eastern Germans] can count on more support than 
then western brothers and sisters. According to budget 
plans. neat year 40 percent of all the billions in housing 
allowance will go cast. where only 20 percent of all 
Crermans live 

The money 1s urgently needed The Federal Government 
decided that, as of October, basic rents will be rarsed by 

DM per m’ on the average, by DM!.30 maximum 
(operating costs (garbage removal, chimncy sweeping) 
can also be raed by up to DM1. and heating and hot 
water fees can be mcreased by an additional DM) in 
eatreme cases 

According to computations by Bonn ministry officials. 
that comes to a mean amount of DM) 60 in old housing 
and DM360 i new construction, at worst being 
1)M4_50. Thus the 80-m’ abode could nse already this 
summer from DMSO per month to DM344 And u 
cannot stay there very long 

Because what may be already more than an imposition 
for the tenants 1s for the owners “totally msufficrent.” 
according to Association president Theodor Paul He 1s 
right Public levies and fees have practically exploded in 
the cast: While before German unification the land!ord 
pard | percent interest, or none at all, for a mortgage 
loan. he must now suddenly shell out 9 percent: Where 
from” 

Eastern owners complain that 15 percent of actual costs 
are at present covered by rents. With the moereases 
authorized by Bonn, thes portion rises on the fall to about 
Wor 35 percent. The draft of the laender position on the 
castern rent concept of the Bonn coalition states “The 
cost oncreases that have meanwhile occurred, with a 
simultancous price freeze. endanger property even more 
than ot was endangered under the legal system of the 
GDR” 
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Bonn finds uscif wm an uncomforiable position. Exther 
the government permits property owners to improve 

thew moome. then drasta rent mcreases are the result 
(ir Bonn covers the deficst with public funds. that could 

casily COM an amount im the two-digit range of bilhons 

In order to “breskly” remedy the “hquidity needs” of 

landlords om the new lacnder: Housing Minister Adam- 
Schwactzer had an ordinance prepared at the beginning 
of the vear It proveded that repair of the ramshackle 

buildings mm the cast can be added to rents. up to a 
maximum of DM2S0 perm. on addition to rent adjust- 

ment and charges tor beating. hot water and operational 
costs 

That appeared logical. but ut had a snag Eastern rents 
would pump tar beyond the range promised by Bonn (10 
percent of moome) many repts would practically 
caplode 

Berlin's burlding capert. Nagel. demonstrated to the 
Liberal [moenester| that apartment rents m an old cast 
Berlin busiding could rive from 60 pfenmigs per m° to 
almost DM10 (oncluding heateng) Nagel warned that, 
with the Bonn com apportionment concept. cast Berlin 
rents “would quickly reach the level of west Berlin rents, 
m many cases even exceed «” Bonn's building boss 
drew back. fearing uproar by irate tenants 

Housing policy speaker for the FDP [Free Democratic 
Party}, Walter Hitschler, then critically noted that the 
waiver of ropa: com apportonments ms “a glaringly 

wrong cconomen decrson with far-reaching conse- 
quences for the buriding industry © The omission would 
“wnevitably” lead to the situathon where “apartment 

repairs to a large catent are not undertaken ~ 

The breakthrough on the cast 1s now to be forced with an 

enormous privatization action of formerly sate-crwned 
apariments Theres vear and neat. the Federal Crovernment 
will make a gift of DMO) millon im cach vear to 

200.000 cast Germans who will assume ownership of 
then present rental apartments 

Al first glance the mode! looks tempting Bonn recom. 
mends that the communitics give up the houwsng for 
DM1I00 per m= and use the mcome to pay off old debts 
on the apartments Thus the buver would gct an unen- 

cumbered 60 m? abode for DM6.000, 20 percent of the 
purchase price DMI O00) Adam-Schwactzer reembursed 
by return mail fas published] I renovations become 
necessary. there «= more moola from Bonn tavorablc 
loans. or a further 20-percent subsidy 

But hanks the tenants asociation and howsng caperts 
urgentl) advise against the apparently lucrative offer 

According to the speaker of the board of Deutsche 

Hy pothckenhant [Crerman mortgage hank | on Frankturt 
Paul-t rast Penndort many burldings are already “ovet- 
preed” at DMI) perm The prefabricated compo. 

nents are “glued together with plastecs and clastomers 
When the sun shines. they diwolve ~ Asa rule. one must 
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add to the purchase prnce an amount many times over for 

absolutely necessary repairs. 

The tenants’ association's business manager. Helmut 
Schiich, also warns that “rchabilutation of a very run- 
down house” would casily cost more than DM 100.000 
Interest and repayment. together with operational and 
heating costs quickly add up “to DM1.200 a month for 
such an apartment—more than the average net income 
between Rostock and Radebeul” Says tenant-lobbyrst 
Schhich: “I warn the cunous™ 

As it has done for years mm the west. Bonn now also banks 
On programs in the cast whose accuracy of arm 1s weak. 
their effect doubtful Irmtation among those responsibic 
1S al a peak. perhaps only agnculture politicians surpass 
the housing politecians in the extent of them perplexity 

The many bilhons are a necessary, but not an adequate 
condition fer more success. The Ifo Institute has calcu- 
lated for the western part of the republic that much more 
effect could be obtained with the same cxpenditure of 
funds 

With which tool out of Bonn's kit of buslding blocks. 
asked the researchers, can the “rate of deficrent supply” 
he lowered of DM! bilhon are used alternatively. under 

otherwise equal conditions’ Higher housing allowance. 
Promoting savipgs un building socreties. additional chii- 
dren's allowance for people willing to busld—the com- 
puters showed only minimal effects for all these 
methods Additional tax help for people buriding homes 
and buyers of condominiums 1s also not very efficient 

It would be much more effective to give direct subsidies 
for private homes to those willing to burld among the 
lower imcome Thess way. Bonn could house 
almost | 7,000 housecholes with DM! billhon, according 
to Ifo Also according to Ifo, only 2.000 families would 
ect under anew roof via the detour of higher bonuses for 
savings in building societies 

A second effective tool would be a semple change in the 
tax help as practiced 

Today the amount of aid from the Article 1 Kc on home 
burlding in the Income Tax Law « deducted from 
taxable income The progression provides tug carners 
with bountiful assestance, the small ones ge’ minimal 
amounts An amount of own-home deduction from the 
tax debi. uniform for all, would provide more for the 
mayority of those on the middie and lower income range 

The housing minister considers taking up this proposal 
For those willing to burld. she even wants to directly pay 

out the “burlding™ child allowance to families who send 
nothing or little to the tax authoritves. However. the 
finance minister still opposes ut stubbornly “Too capen- 
“ee 

That would be so if other subsidies were retained But 
why must everything remain as it 1s” Many ands could be 
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climinated. many state bilhons are even counterproduc- 
trve. They worsen the housing shortage mnsicad of miti- 

One cxample ss tax gifts for the purchase of older 
condominiums. “They create an enormous pari of our 
problems.” moans the manager of Stutigart’s housing 
office. Manfred Gann. The subsidies undoubtedly accel- 
crate the conversion of incapensive rental apartments 
Into CApeNnsive Condominiums 

The procedure 1s always the same. The old tenants are 
driven out through lawsuits or by objectionable treat- 
ment. the buslding 1s luaunously remodeled and newly 
brought on the market—for a different. more moneyed 
class. Many upper-class real estate properties have been 
sold and resold ever more cxupensively within a very 

short time. and have been newly Diessed cach teme with 
tax funds 

Thess madness must finally be ended. one hears m 
housing offices where the “frozen-out™ victims of con- 
version stand in line 

“New construction instead of promoting crusting hous- 
ing.” demands Cologne's housing office chicf, Uwe 
Kessicr, New construchon—that means above all: to 
purposetully create apartments for the largest demand 

group. the lower imcome groups. that means. gorng back 
to the not very respected low-rent [public housing] 
apartment 

Those mm government understood long ago that 1 won't 
work without thes form of support. After carher drastic 
cutbacks. since | 988 the government has again rarsed the 
funds for the construction of new low-rent apartments 

from the then hrstorcal low (DMO 3 billon) to a present 
DM. 2 tilhon for an enlarged Germany But even thes 
moneys. much too littl anyway. 1s not pul to optimal use 

In order to produce high success figures as rapidly as 
possible: Bonn has inverted a “third promotion 
method” The owner receives lower subsidies than usual 
for the classical low-rent apartment, but 1s also tied to the 
low rent for a shorter penod, usually 10 vears. Then he 
can demand what the market will bear 

Complans SPD housng cxpert Franz Muenictering 
“The first apartments will already have been freed up 
again by the tome the last ones om the program will pust 
have been compicted © 

The number of low-rent apartments will rather be 
shrinking anyway A huge number of apartments. today 
under rent control and hence cheap. will become mar- 
ketable om the next years. The old. long-term commut- 
ments are expiring of are being redeemed prematurely by 
the owners with repayment of the government loans 

After a transition pernod. the customary local compar. 

won rent then apphes to hundreds of thousands morc 

apartments In arcas of concentratvon. 1 ¢s at least tence 

as high as the low-rent price 



For years, low-rent apartments have had a rather bad = amvestment and. The cuperts of the Congress of Cres 
reputation. The; cost the taxpayer a lot of money §9-m*? shave their eyes on those citizens who permanently collect 
abodes in Munich require a subsidy of DM153.000. the housing allowance because thew income situation will 

lot must be subsidized additionally. And they hardly improve in the foresecable future 

schools, city managers, engincers, and judges live in —- For thes group, the housing allowance would be better 
they had the low-rent apartments, into which moved used for new constructzon: The state grants construction 

decades ago when their incomes were low loans to the builders to whom the howsing allowance 
clam « ceded. The housing allowance would creaic 

A levy on wrong occupancy, imtroduced by several more housing instead of a merely haphazard financing 
laender in 1981, was to redress the abuse. The tenant in shortage 

dized rent remains far below market prices apartments would not be built for the truly needy 

Obviously, the the difference, the fewer “wrong However. in the traditional manner the dispersal losses 
occupants” ( ) give up thew abodes In the are greater. According to a housing cupert im the Stut- 

over of tenants in public housing. now the fluctuation 1s market the bilhons are “basically wasted moncy— 
at 8 percent, im large cities even only § percent strictly run-through financing for social assrstance ~ 

including appropriate nterest on own capital as well as dies of carler burldings So a mere DMS million remains 
formation of sufficient reserves © for new activities. Nothing can be done with that in a city 

with almost | millon inhabitants 

incapensive municipal apartment obligates himself to All on all, the Federal Government and the laender are 
regular disclosure of his income The rent 1s based on = spending the enormous sum of DM40 billhon annually 
these data. Low-income persons pay only the social for housing construction and rent subsidies But frittered 
price, with higher incomes the rents are ransed. and the away on umpteen programs—some doubic-financed, 
top group pays market rents—or moves out others thwarted, many incomprehensibic—_ the funds all 

effect 

mes construct apartment burldings which they finance — the Federal Government spent between 1986 and 1988 
privately. that 1s without state assistance They cover for public housing construction. And cities have com- 
one-fourth of the costs with their own capital, three- plained for many years about the “nonsensical support. 
fourths come from the bank from a housing policy aspect of acquisition of second 

rewdences” (SPD housing cupert Achim Crrossmann) 
years. 

mterest and repayment of principal, and subeec- There 1s truly no dearth of reform proposa’s 

loan. Thus one could build cheaply today and pay * “Tas-free, lowanterest social mortgage bonds” to 
tomorrow. According to Cologne's manager of the finance low-rent public howwng 1s proposed by the 
housing office. Kessler. rents for these huridings would German Trade Union, and similarly by the home 
be calculated on the basis of the Munich social concept owner lobby 
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© Redistribution of subtsedics for relatively high-income 
home owners to tenants in public housing 1s 
demanded by the SPD. with good arguments 

¢ Prohibition, for a lomited tumec, of turning rental 
apartments into condominiums 15 advocated by the 
representatives of large cities, and also mgd laws 
against rent usury 

Housing minisicr Adam-Schwactzer wants to mecrease 
the amounts of deprecsateon im the first few years at the 
capense of later years and amm al! building promotions 
more strongly toward low-mmcome groups 

But the necessary fundamental reform, as the Liberal 
minister also knows, 1 not getting ahead in the Chris- 
tian-Liberal coalition. Things will go on as long as they 

can: In Bonn. the fear of the lobby of those who would 
lose by reforms 1s greater than the fear of rebelling 
tenants 

Updating tradition will not suffice. I son and 
fleastulity are needed, particularly mm the German cast, 
where the contours of the howseng drsastcr are only 
beginning to appear and totally unaccustomed probicms 
have to be solved 

“Politscans can stl afford the same old rut.” prophesies 
Hans-Juergen Barth, deputy cheef of the Munich housing 
office, “but not much longer.” in the opimon of the 
housing cxpert. within a very few years i can no longer 
be prevented hat there will be “real, terrible slums” in 
the large west German cities as on London or New York. 
Says expert Kessler of Cologne: “And then there will be 
a blowup.” 
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* Polls Show Mitterrand, Cresson Losing Support 

GIESUGOOA Pars, LE MONDE om Freack 
6 Jul VI ps 

[Text] The alert was sounded by the BYA organization 
last week: Edith Cresson’s popularity 1s om a free fall and 
she 5 dragging Francon Mutterrand along with ber. A 
new wave of polls confirms the trend. According to a 
SOFRES poll of 1,000 persons conducted from 2? to 25 
June and published in LE FIGARO MAGAZINE on 5 
July. the percentage of French with “complete confi- 
dence” of “substantial confidence” cn the prome moniter 
fell 11 pounts from the previous month's ratung. whule the 
percentage of French who do not have confidence mm her 
has risen 15 pownts. For the president of the Republic, 
the respective figures are down six and up five. 

The result 1s particularly disturbing for Cresson imas- 
much as less than two months after her arrival at 

. there are more French who do not have 
confidence mm her (50 percent) than French who do (38 
percent). In contrast, 1 was not until 18 months after his 
appomntment that Laurent Fabius found himscif im a 
comparable situation and Michel Rocard never caper. 
enced it. 

Mitterrand’s ratung reflects the trend and he has as many 
favorable as unfavorable opmrons (48 percent). It 1s the 
first tome since March 1986 that there are not more 
French people with confidence mm him than without 

While the poll was conducted following Jacques Churac’s 
Statements about “the none and smell” of certam for- 
exgners, 44 percent of all persons surveyed hope to see 
the president of the RPR [Rally for the Republic] 
“an important role un the months and years abead ~ 
gaining 5 pornts. he Gtiee Bis these 6s the tam of Ge 
ladJer of fi on the mght, just behind Simone Veil, 
who drops 5 ports. while among prominent persons on 
the left, Jack Lang. whose rating holds steady. now leads 
Jacques Delors, down 4 points 

sf 

Cresson Interviewed on Cooperation With ROK 

SA0 708030191 Seoul CHOSON ILBO in Korean 
Ji Jul GI ps 

[“Exclusive™” mmterview with Prome Minister Edith 
Cresson by Sin Yong-sok in Paris, date not given—first 
paragraph 1s CHOSUN IL BO introduction] 

[Text] Editor's note: Edeth Cresson, 56, who took office 
as the Prime Minister of France on 16 May, has become 
famous for her recent remarks critical of Japan and for 
her policy of strengthening the international compcti- 
tiveness of French industries 

[Sin] The ROK is now faced with the urgent task of 
developing high technology to achieve another economic 
leap. Do you think that France can be an ideal cconomn 
partner of the ROK im the 21st century” 
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[Eduh Cresson] French beseness fires have generally 
assumed a hiieral altrtude toward ther: hagh 
technology to the ROK. The Unsned States and Japan. 
‘he tradssonal cconomx Cooperatvon partners of the 

ROK. have tended to regard the ROK as thew coomoma 
rival for fear that thew domestnx markets wll be 
encroached upon by ROK enterprises. However, France 
sees the ROK as a partner for coomome cooperatron m 
the future. Thes can be prowed by the fact that France 
ranks third, behund Japan and Crcrmany. among the 
countnes providing technology to the ROK 

[Sen] In whech fields do you thenk the ROK and France 
can cooperate with cach other om the future” 

[Cresson] There will be many fickds Among them. 
however, | think nuclear energy. the defense industry, 
the acrospace indusiry and tramsportation will be mayor 

fields of cooperation between the two countnes. In the 
nuclear energy ficld. the Ulchen nuclear power plant. 
built with technology proveded by France. 5 now m 
operation, and | believe thal more cooperaton and 

transfers will occur om thes field mn the future 
The defense mndusiry, as well, 1s a field mm which the two 
countnes can cooperate with cach other 

[Sin] What possibilities of cooperation between the two 
countnes mm acrospace and tramsportation do you see” 

[Cresson] In the aerospace mmdustry and the iransporta- 
tron field. which require the most advanced technology. 
it 18 necessary for businessmen of the two countries to 

cooperate on a long-term commercial bass The decrsson 
of Korean Air to jon the plan of Arrbus A300 and A400 
1s a result of the cooperative relatrons that have been 
maintained for a long tina between Korcan Aw and 
Airbus Industrie of France The representative cxampie 
mn the transportation ficld will be the high-speed rarlway 
sytem of France [TGV] 

[Sen] | theonk that France's mterest mm the construction 
project of the Seoul-Pusan high-speed railway 1s armed 
only at velling TGV technology and equipment, 1s 1 not” 

[Cresson] It 1s true that the French Government 1s very 
mmterested in the moves of French business firms. which 
hope to partcupate mm the construction project of the 
Scoul-Pusan high-speed raslway However it 1s wrong to 
say that France « interested only om selling high tech- 
nology to the ROK With the Seoul-Pusan high-speed 
railway Construction project as an occawon. im additron 

to technology transfers to the ROK. the French Govern- 
ment 1s mterested in the possiblity of ROK and French 
business firms yorntl) manufacturing TGV facilites and 
equipment and selling them to third countnes 

[Sin] The trade volume between the ROK and France 
has been mncreawng But, it os stell bess than that between 
the ROK and Germany Do you thenk that there are 
obstacles to promoting cconome cooperation between 
the ROK and France” 
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[Cresson] Over the past sm years. the trade volume 
betecen the two countrees mercased from § bilhon 
francs mm 1985 to 14 bellom francs m 1990. In particular. 
the trade between the two countnes has mamtamned a 
balance. Therefore. there have been no problems or 
difficultecs mm trade between the two countnes. If cco- 
nome Cooperation and technology transfers betecen the 
two countnes are further promoted m the future. | 
predict that the present trade volurne wil mmcrease two oF 
three tomes by the end of the nincties 

[Sim] However. te caports of ROK automobiles to 
France have been blocked This cannot be considered a 
normal situation mm trade between the two countnes 

[Cresson] The mssue of automobiles 1s a special case. So 
far the automobile industry in France has undergone 
many difficulties because of its weak Competitivencss in 
imternational markets. Therefore, « os true that the 
advance of ROK automotules to French markets has 
been delayed thus far. On the other hand, foreign firms 
selling automotules mm the ROK, as well, have 
difficulties until now. Last year, the market share of 
imported foreign-manufactured automobiles was only 
0.3 percent mm our country. Last year, the number of 
automobiles sold by French automobile sale companies 
m the ROK was only 200. For the desirable trade in 
automobiles betwecen the two countries, 1 1s emperative 
to have negotiations on this matter between the two 
countres. Along with thes, I myself well actively rewew 
steps to capedite the advance of ROK automobiles into 
French markets 

[Sen] | would like to hear your opinion on the decrson of 
simultancous entry by North and South Korea into the 
United Nations 

[Cresson] France has supported the ROK’'s efforts to 
enter the United Nations thus far France, which has 
contributed to making North Korea decide to enter the 
United Nations. 1 pleased and satisfied with the deci- 
won of simultaneous entry of North and South Korea 
into the international organization 

[Sin] 1 thonk that of os @ Very important issue to 
strengthen relations between united Europe and the 
ROK. What do vou thnk us the most dessrable direction 
for continuously developing relations with Europe” 

[Cresson] United Europe. composed of | 2 countries, will 
be the largest single market in the world. and ut is 
obvious that united Europe will play important roles in 
industrnes and About 30 French enterprises 
have already advanced to the ROK, and they have taken 
part om about \) port venture businesses with ROK 
firms. Thus far. France has taken part in the construction 
of an nuclear power plant, gas facilitees, and the second 
plant of the Pohang Steel and tron Compiles. Thus, 
France has established firm foundations for economc 
cooperation with the ROK 

However, | think that, compared with the size of its 
imports of commoditees to Europe, the ROK has been 
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somewhat passive in secking 2 long-term economax Coop- 
¢ratron wth thes repon. | thenk that a 1s desirable for 
ROK busness firms to more actively advance mito 
Europe before united Europe ss realized. 

[Sen] Wowld you give me details” 

[Cresson] In ROK busness firms” advance imto French 
markets. France has provided ROK business firms with 
mort favorable conditions Nevertheless. only two ROK 
buseness firrms have ther buseness bases in France so far 
1 also thenk that « would be a good idea for busness 
firms of the two countnes to establish joint organs to 
yorntly advance into markets mm the Soviet Union, East 
Ewropean countries, China, Southeast Asia, the Middic 
East. and Afmca | think that of ROK and French 
business firms have close cooperation in all fields on the 
threshold of the turth of united Europe. relations 
between the ROK and Europe will be naturally strength- 
ened im the future 

[Sen] In your recent remarks that were critical of Japan's 
trade policy. for some of them. we Koreans can share the 
same oprmon with you Do you see a possibility that 
France and the ROK will cooperate cach other mm order 
to compete with Japan in imternational markets” 

[Cresson] The views on Japan's economic power may be 
different om Europe and Asia. Asian countries have 
maintammed close relations with Japan histoncally and 
for geographical reasons. Japan 1s the most important 
partner of the ROK in the industry and trade fields, and 
the Japanese economy has become a model for the ROK. 
However, Europeans want Japan to perform political 
and econmomnc roles and to assume responsibility suitable 
to its COMpetitive ess in international markets and to 
make contributiom im establishing a balanced and just 
imternatronal econon. « order. 

[Sen] Japanese’s reaction to your remarks that were 
critical of «t has been vaned. 

[Cresson] I beleve that relations between France and 
Japan should develop in a sound manner in the future. 
too. To do so. Japan should recognize and understand 
the just concerns about the economic and trade disputes 
with Japan that France and other European countries 
have had 

[Sin] Among the movies that you saw recently, what 
movie was Most interesting’ And among the books that 
you read recently, what book was most mteresting” 

[Cresson] | was very mpressed by the movie “Cyrano de 
Bergerac.“ | read the book Biography of De Gaulle | was 
very empressed by it 
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* Reduction in Military Service Proposed 

YIESO9I4A Paris LE MONDE in French 

11 Jul 91 p 10 

[Article by Jacques isnard: “Three Proposed Laws at the 
Council of Ministers: Military Service Will Be Reduced 
to Ten Months and Recruits Will Be Assigned to Civil 
Security” ] 

[Text] At a cabinet meeting on Wednesday. 10 July. 
Minister of Defense Pierre Joxe presented three bills. the 
most important of which would, as of | January. reduce 
the length of military service to 10 months (from 12) and 
provide for assigning recruits to civilian security tasks. 
The other two bills, which are more technical, deal with 
changing the age limits of noncommissioned officers or 
certain high-ranking officers in the Air Force and with 
application of the so-called “Armed Forces 2000" Plan 
having to do with the reorganization of military service 
in France. 

1. Length and Diversification of Types of Service 

Joxe’s bill on national military service fulfills a promise 
made by Fraacois Mitterrand nearly a year ago to the 
day of reducing the period of active military service from 
12 months to 10. The bill, to be submitted to Parliament. 
would take effect on | January 1992. but those called 
upon to serve during the final quarter of 1991 should be 
able to take advantage of this reduction in the length of 
time they are required to serve. In other words. recruits 
drafted from Octoder on would be discharged at the end 
of July 1992. 

The effect of this shortening of active military service to 
10 months 1s that the length of other (often civilian) 
forms of national service will also be modified in varying 
proportions depending on the different formulas charac- 
teristic of such service. 

For example, natronal service with the Police. instituted 
by a law of 7 August 1985, will also be reduced to 10 
months, as it 1s in the Gendarmerie, where service, which 
has a longer history, is considered military in nature 
because that inst iution comes under the Ministry of 
Defense. On the other hand, technical aid and coopera- 
tron service remains set at 16 months. Service performed 
by conscientious objectors, traditionally double that of 
military service, goes to 20 months 

Finally, a term of 12 months 1s maintained for two types 
of national service: “drafted scientific personnel” 
assigned to military laboratories. and doctors. pharma- 
cists, veterinarians, and biolog:sts performing their ser- 
vice in the Armed Forces, and police or firemen. Joxe 
considers that this |2-month period offsets the fact that 
these young men enjoy the advantage of being able to 
continue their studies before being called up and exercise 
their trade in the service. 

The same bill is an innovation in what 1s now commonly 
called the diversification of the civilian forms of national 
service. An active service will therefore be instituted in 
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Civilian Security and the fire brigade, which 1s, in a 
sense. official confirmation of what was already being 
done in the field experimentally. This new service 1s 
analogous to service in the Police. One special feature 
has been provided for: being able to assign recruits to 
organizations which contribute directly to protection of 
the people and come under an administration other than 
the Ministry of Interior. Joxe thus gives his colleagues in 
Environment (Brice Laionde) and Humanitarian Action 
(Bernard Kouchner) an opportunity to benefit from the 
aid of certain volunteers. 

Subsequent texts will set forth the conditions for these 
two new services. In particular, the minister of defense 
particularly likes the fact that recruits benefiting from 
them will have an initial period of service (scheduled for 
six weeks), and their organization and living and 
working conditions will be the responsibility of the 
“chent™ administrations. 

Silence on VSNE 

The bill makes no reference to the case of certain civilian 
types of service whose existence was condemned in 1989 
by a deputy on an assigned mission, Guy-Michel Chau- 
veau (PS [Socialist Party}. Sarthe), who deemed them 
particularly unjust, even scandalous, imasmuch as they 
violated the princ:ple of the equality of all French before 
the law. This 1s particularly the case of volunteers in the 
national service serving in business (VSNE), which 
enables young “fast trackers” to complete a kind of 
training integrated into prehiring im companies with 
trade offices abroad. 

Chauveau has not succeeded in actually counting the 
number of such VSNE’s since the system was instituted 
in 1978, revived for the first time in 1983, and practiced 
on a larger scale after 1986. In his report. he estimated 
that such a formula “was morally shocking because 1 
encourages an already privileged minority.” and he 
recalled that the system of VSNE’s had no legal basis. No 
one 1s unaware of the Gefense minister's opposition to 
expansion of this system of “unfair promotion.” Joxe 
also preferred not to codify its existence. Despite the fact 
that one prime minister, Edith Cresson, might recall that 
she served as minister of foreign trade, the minister of 
defense 1s undoubtedly thinking of trying to discreetly 
climinate the corps of VSNE’s. 

2. Age Limits ir Certain Military Careers 

The second bill taken up by the Cabinet modifies the age 
omits of certain soldiers who are not officers and that of 
colonels or generals still flying with the Air Force. It 1s a 
matter of standardizing the ranks, coordinating the dif- 
ferent forces, and extending the careers of more highly 
skilled personnel. 

Concerning nonofficer personnel, Joxe actually intends 
to offer them three types of careers: first, short careers 
(about 10 years) for those in performance posts or jobs 
deemed arduous, second, the so-called intermediate 
careers (about 20 years) enabling the Armed Forces to 
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keep those specialists who are more useful in special 

fields: and third. long careers for career noncommis- 
sioned officers (in contrast with noncommissioned 
officers on contract) who hope to stay in until they reach 
the equivalent rank of sergeant major or mayor 

Under these conditions, three series of measures are 
planned. The first would extend the age limit of sergeant 
mayors (or chief warrant officers in the navy) and that of 
mayors. As in the case of officers, the sccond insiitutes a 

single age limit by rank, while up to now there have been 
upper and lower age limits. The third coordinates age 
lamits. which are now highly diversified by ranks and 
depending on the branch of service 

Concerning colonels and generals still flying in the Au 
Force, their age limits. which are particularly low. are 
raised by a year. According to Jowe’s bill, 1 1s a matter of 

deriving greater benefit from the experience of such 
officers and of keeping lower-ranking officers in opera- 
tional units longer. albeit mt at the msk of gradually 
allowing the French Armed Forces to age 

All of these measures were previously examined by the 

High Council on Military Affairs. which made some 
modifications. The defense minister provided this body 
with assurances on two points: There can be no question 

of canceling the right of noncommissioned officers (after 
1S vears of service) to reure and immediately draw 
pensions, or of preventing military personnel from 

having a sccond (new) career on civilian life 
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Joxe drafted a sernes of texts whose purpose it 1 to 
continue the Armed Forces 2000 Reorganization Plan. 
which his predecessor Jean-Pierre Chevenement 
launched in 1989 and which must be put into effect 
between now and 1992. The plan. which involves 3 
percent of all personnel. gives priority to operational 
missions on the territonal chain of command and 1s 
intended to develop cooperation between the different 
branches of service further 

[Box, p 10] 

One Out of Three Avoid Service 

According to the most recent statsstics of the Central 
National Service Directorate (DCSN), the distribution 
of draftees was as follows: 190.299 in the Army (70.4 
percent of those called), 35.923 im the Au Force (13.3 
percent), 20,447 in the Navy (7.6 percent). 11.19! in the 
Gendarmene (4.1 percent), 4.709 in Cooperation (1.7 
percent). 3.580 in Police (1.3 percent). 3.162 conscien- 
thous objectors (1.2 percent), and 864 under Technical 
Assistance (.3 percent). One must add to this total 515 
female volunteers for service in the Army or Coopera- 
tion. A total of 1,983 applications were registered 

A total of 23.981 exemptions were granted for social or 
administrative reasons (5.8 percent of the age classifica- 
tion), along with 87.039 exemptions for medical reasons 
(20.64 percent). When one adds those dismissed (3.7 
percent) for psychiatric reasons discovered during the 
first three months of service, nearly ¥).2 percent of all 
young Frenchmen reaching draft age do no military 
service 
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De Michelis on EC Common Defense Policy 

AL 0608113291 Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
in German 6 Aug Yi p 3 

[“Last part™ of interview with Italian Foreign Minister 
Gianni de Michelis by Ferdinand Hennerbichier. place 
and date not given: “There Will Be An EC Mhistary 
Alliance”’—“part four” of interview published in § 
August West Europe DAILY REPORT. pp 22-23) 

[Text] According to Italian Foreign Minister Gianni de 
Michelis, the EC will have a common defense policy 
before the year 2000. which will be independent of 
NATO. In case Austria joins the EC. it will have no mghi 
to veto. Neutral ireland has already accepted this option. 

{Hennerbichler] We claim that we cannot join a mulitary 
alliance. 

[De Michels] You know that you would be a member of 
a military alliance. 

[Hennerbichler] What | want to say 1s that in the Treaties 
of Rome the EC will not stipulate a military alliance that 
is independent of NATO. Is thai correct” 

[De Michelis} No, it 1s not correct. The Community will 
develop its own defense policy. 

{[Hennerbichler] You did not answer my question 
exactly. 

[De Michelis}] This means that the Austrian Army will be 
incorporated in a European Army. 

[Hennerbichler] During the Kuwait crisis, the Germans 
defended NATO territory in Turkey on the basis of UN 
Security Council resolutions, but they were not willing to 
g0 to Iraq. 

[De Michelis] Yes, apparently. 

[Hennerbichler] What I want to say 1s the following: Do 
you want the EC to continue to be the European pillar of 
NATO, or do you want the EC to become an indepen- 
dent military bloc with its own military alliance inde- 
pendent of NATO” 

[De Michels] | want an independent military bloc 
However, we do not want a military bloc that would be 
opposed to others, but a military entity. 

[Hennerbichler] Will there be a European military alh- 
ance of the EC” 

[De Michels] Yes. 

{[Hennerbichler] Will it be different, independent, and 
separate from NATO” 

{De Michelis] Yes, certainly. We will have a common 
defense policy. What does this mean” 

[Hennerbichler] Among other things it means that there 
will be an EC Army in the future. 
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[De Michelis} European union means that we will 
transfer more powers and that we will develop a 
commen policy. This also applies to the sphere of 

defense. You can call ut an alliance or a umon 

I can explain that to you: During the first phase. that 1s. 
as of January 1993. when we will not yet have a common 

defense policy. the EC—whoch will then have a common 
foreign and security polny—and the Western European 
Union (WEL) will coordinate their activities 

The Western European Union will represent an element 
of cooperation and a defense clement at the government 
level. This will be some kind of link. That has already 

been accepted by Ircland. Thus. the political guidelines 

for the Western European Union will be issued by the 
European summit. by the European Council. This 
Council will lead the Western European Union. The 
second phase. which will start around 1998. will lead to 

a merger (of the WEL and EC) Then we will have a 
common detense policy 

[Hennerbichier] Will the United States be a member of 
this military and defense alliance” 

[De Michelrs} No 

{[Hennerbichler] Will the United States withdraw its 
troops from Europe” 

[De Michelss}] No, not at thes port. At the Rome summit in 
November 1991. we will seck a way to coordinate the two 

aspects. The Western European Union. for example, will 
establish a rapid reaction force, a European rapid reaction 
force. This force will be linked with the NATO rapid 
reaction force. The NATO rapid reaction forces will be used 
in cases involving NATO. This means that the European 
rapid reaction forces will operate outside NATO area 

[Hennerbichler] So far you have always claimed that the 
WEL wall remain the European pillar of NATO 

‘TDe MicheNis[ NT. thes 1s not truc 

[Hennerbichler] You are describing a completely dif- 
ferent concept now. It means that NATO and an inde- 
pendent EC military alliance will exrst in the future 

{De Michelrs} | am only trying to describe the reality to 
you. One thing must be clear The debate in the EC has 
come to an end. There are differences among the various 
members. | do not know exactly what the final outcome 
will be. Britain and the Netherlands are still opposed to 
the idea of the development of a common defense policy 
However. their reasons are unfounded. | am quite cer- 
tain that there will be a compromise that will pom im 
thes direction. If we want more security, we must natu- 

rally wait unt'! the Maastrecht conference scheduled for 

10 December. 7] ven we will know the final result. How- 
ever, you must make preparations. | told Chancellor 

Vranitzky) Your declaration 1s not important. What 1s 

important s the content of the agreement, because you 
will have to observe thes treaty. Full membership in the 
EC 4s not full membership of the Treaties of Rome 
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[Hennerbichler] We will have no might to veto 

[De Michelis] No. thes 1s quite clear 

[Hennerbichier] Thus. we will jon a future military 
alliance with the option of an EC Army 

[De Michelrs] Military alliance 1s not quite the correct term 
We will be in a phase of federation. of confederation. A 
confederation 1s not a military alliance It 1s an entity 

{[Hennerbichicr] But in any case «t would be separate 
from NATO” 

[De Michels] Yes. certainly. However, at the same ume 
the majority of the member states will be part of NATO 
From our viewpoint, this 1s not a contradiction because 
NATO will increasingly develop into the supporting 
pillar of the only European security system 

NATO 1s undergoing changes. NATO wall one day stop 
being a military alliance against somebody. It will become a 
set of security structures, a security alliance, which will 
become the supporting pillar of the only European security 
system. In the coming years, NATO will conclude agree- 
ments with Hungary. the CSFR. with Poland. and so on. For 
1995—1 would like to mention the year—I can foresee a 
treaty between NATO and the Sovict Union 

Why 1995” Because pror to the conclusion of a treaty. a 
security agreement, between NATO and the Soviet Union. 
the Soviet Army must withdraw completely from Germany 
Second, the second phase of talks on conventional disarma- 
ment in Europe, the so-called “CFE IT” talks will not be 
concluded before 1995. It will start in Helsomks next year, in 
the middie of 1992. and last two or three years 

Thus, the preconditions for an agreement between the 
Soviet Union and the NATO alhance will be given by 
1995. By that time. a uniform European security system 
will have been established as well 

[Hennerbichler} Once all states belong to an alliance ina 
collective security system 

[De Michelis} exactly 

{[Hennerbichicr] against whom will the Europeans 
defend themselves in the future” 

[De Michelis] Against possible risks from outside 

[Hennerbichler] From the Third World” 

[De Michelis] No, also against internal risks. A security 
agreement 1s an instrument that makes it possible to 
defend oneself against all kinds of risks that can occur i 
any country. Nobody knows—a dictator might assume 
power in Poland tomorrow Well. these structures reduce 
such a risk. However, it will not be an alliance against 
anybody because there will no longer be anybody against 
whom one could forge an alliance 
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* Carli Interviewed on Budget Reduction Strategy 

VIESOYSSA Rome L ESPRESSO in Italian 

21 Jul 91 pp 18-17 

[Interview with Treasury Minister Carl by Salvatore 
Gatts. place and date not given: “But | Am Not Giving 
Up” —arucle includes report by “TF™ on a conversation 
with Grorgero La Malta] 

[Text] Thursday. 11 July at 0900 in the morning. Trea- 
sury Minister Guido Carh enters his office on the first 

floor of the Umberto-style palace on Via XX Sctiembre 
with a quick step. He knows that in a cabinet mecting to 
be held a few hours later the government will approve 
that pension reform wanted by Labor Munister Franco 
Marim. but which by no means pleases him. He 1s 
certainly not in the mood of a general mm retreat after a 
defeat. On the contrary, he suddenly appears combative 

He seats himself at the end of the long table where he 
holds his often stormy mectings. looks at a note. and 
wants to make a preliminary statement before beginning 
the quick repartee with LESPRESSO) on the state of 
public finances and on his hopes to reorganize them 

[Carh] My approach to economic policy 1s aimed at 

reaching a definite obyective sustainability of the public 
det. What does that cxpression mean” It means a deh 
contained within limits where tt can be financed without 
creating new money (that would feed inflation) Thus. 
maximum independence of the Bank of Italy 1s assured. 
and needed resources are sought on the market 

(Gatt:) But thes year the deficut will be very high, above 
132 trithon lire. mostly for the interest to be paid on the 
public debt 

{Carh] That 1s true. the interest will be around 148 
triihon. But we have reached one of the necessary 
conditions for being admitted into the European Monc- 
tary Umion by abandoning the financing of the debt with 
coercive methods (for cxample. imposing oon the 
banks). and resorting to the market. instead 

[Gatt)| Mr. Minister, are you really convinced that we are 
getting closer to Europe” That we are not on Division B” 

[Carh] If we refer to the imstitutional framework, we 
have, in effect, moved farther away Disparity grew 
between the centers of public outlay and centers of 

acquiring revenue. Therefore. we are less close to 
Europe 

[Gattis] What are the most critical pots om the state of 
public finances” 

[Carli] Health care expenses. whose fund deficit—which the 
Treasury must finance—will nse from 66 trillion mm 1990 to 
78 thihon m 1991. the outlay for pensions. which is 
mecreasing from a $4 tnilhon deficnt in the INPS [National 
Institute of Social Security] to $8 tnthon thes year. financing 
of local agencies, which on turn 1s increasing from the more 
than 188 tnilon im 1990 to the 208 tnihon estomated for 
1991. Furthermore. there are the cxpenses for personne! 
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Here, 100. there are painful aspects. sunce for the state sector 
alone there 1s an increase from 122 tnilhon in last year's 
outlays to more than | 32 tnlhon for this year. Bul one must 
act on these blocs if one wishes to control public finances. 
Anything else 1s just talk. 

[Gatti] All that 1s true and important. But other coun- 
tres, 100, have had problems simular to ours and for the 
most part they have resolved them. 

[Carl] That ss true. In 1991 governments throughout 
Europe have intervened with corrective measures. The 
difference between ourselves and them 1s two-fold. First. 
in almost all of these countries the event was not 
considered ternble. Second, the corrective measures 
were promptly administered. With great pride the 
French finance minister was able to point out the con- 
sequences resulting from a strong fall in revenue. on the 
one hand, and immediately afterward, he was able to 
remedy thal situation in a short time with measures 
promptly approved by Parhament 

[Gatti] In recent days you have seemed particularly 
opposed to an unhealthy swelling im the public finances. 
namely. pensions 

[Carl] The latest reform, the one presented by the labor 
minister, seems to me to present a senous problem in the 
middie range even if not in the short range. But the real 
difficultues arose with the welfare reform of last year. In our 
system the most favorable payments in Europe have prolif- 
erated. In all these years, when. as happened last year, it was 
a question of extending the most favorable welfare pay- 
ments to categornes that were excluded in the past (that 1s. 
the self-employed). all the political forces said yes, while the 
treasury minister was Opposed. as was Republican Party In 
many ways it has distinguished itself as being the most 
sensitive to problems of public finances 

[Gatti] More than tracong fine lines of economic policy. 
the problem seems to be to carry them out. You, as well 
as the ministers of budget and of finance, seemed to have 
real difficulty in translating your policies into reality 

[Carh] Yes, and there 1s a reason for it. In all European 
countries, the executive has much wider powers in the field 
of finance leg:siation than our government has. | cite the 
example of Germany. The finance minister can veto the 
preseniation of amendments to provisions concerning 
public finances. If Parlament persists, a conflict arises 
between the executive and the legislature. which in the end 
may lead to a government crisis, since in the end. power 

resides in Parhament But to overnde his vetoes one must 
reach a crisis. That 1s, one cannot circumvent finance laws 
with volleys of amendments unscathed, as it happens in 
Italy 

[Gatti] And what would you like to change im the 
management of public finances” 

{Carli} | would hke to develop the state budget within the 
framework of the government, without the presence of 
outside clements. And | would then like to be able to 
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present st to Parliament without there being the possi- 
bility of proposing amendments without the treasury 
minister's approval. Is that an authoritanan solution” 
No, because if a radical conflict should arise, in Italy as 
in Germany, the treasury minister, to whom Parliament 
might withdraw confidence. would be the loser 

[Gatt:) Perhaps even that 1s not enough. In downgrading our 
country two weeks ago. MOODY's wrote in a note to its 
associates that “the Italian political reality 1s by nature such 
as to prevent the government from making drastic cuts in 
public outlays.” Such a judgment does not seem to leave 
much hope for your action as treasury minister 

[Car] Actually, they brought out the fact that our 
programs are wise but conflict with a political situation 
of difficult governabuility. 

[Gatts] And do you share this view of MOODY'S” 

[Carh] Yes. It 1s enough to attend a parliamentary 
debate 

[Gatti] Bancor, the anonymous author writing in 
L’ESPRESSO when you were governor of the Bank of 
Italy (and who some would think was you). maintained 
in 1973 that Parhament was the cause of a large part of 
the damage sustained by public finances. Are you stull of 
the same opinion” 

(Carh] The view that Bancor expressed my thinking 
could mean the problems | am pointing out are being 
repeated with an almost exasperating monotony 

[Gat] Mr. Minister, a few days ago Giorgio la Malfa. 
secretary of the Republican Party, said in an interview 
“The autumn of Guido Carli, a man of prestige. foretells 
our country’s decline.” And he told how he had asked 
you how in the world you stayed on in the government 
and supported this disintegration Have you nothing to 
say to him” 

[Car] Yes. that there are two possible solutions, among 
many. One 1s to mse up to heaven in a ball of smoke 
abandoning oneself to history. The other 1s more modest 
and 1s the one | have chosen. Stay in ones post and fulfill 
ones duty 

[Box, pp 16-17] 

The Trouble Is That the Lira Would ( ollapse 

“One thing 1s certain, in December at the Maastricht 
meeting of the top European leadership. they will inform 
us that Italy 1s not in a position to keep up with the other 
EEC countries because we have a higher inflation rate 
than the others and a budget situation that 1s out of 
control. Carli 1s the first to know that the situation 1s so 
alarming ~~ Giorgio la Malia, secretary of the Repubiican 
Party, confirms his indictment. first of all against the 
government that, he says “by its ignorance 1s preparing 
the public debt crisis. Furthermore. it 1s not the first ume 
that savers are being lied to Government bonds were not 
taxed, now they are” 
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But La Malfa does not spare even Treasury Minister 
Guido Carl from his strong critscrsms. The PRI [Italizn 
Republican Party] secretary affirms that “Carli us a 
powerless witness of this decline. | wonder if he 1s not 
blackmailed in some way by Prime Minister Giulio 
Andreotti, at least in the sense that if the treasury 
munister resigned, as would be his duty if for no other 
reason than to preserve his own personal reputation. he 

would be accused of causing the collapse of the lira. The 
trouble 1s that the lira will collapse anyway. and also 

destroy Carli's remaiming prestige.” 

Hence, 1s it an invitation to Carli to resign’ “Certainly, he 
Ought not to have threatened to do so several times and 
never resign because this has meant a further loss in 
credibility. And | am certainly not the one to urge him to 
leave. If he feels like staying, if he considers he 1s a part of 
this way of governing. then so much the worse for him.” 

Is that not a little too severe on a person who has had much 
ment’ “But in the current situation he 1s in danger of 
serving as a screen for the misdeeds of others. A trade in 
indulgences, in which Andreott: 1s certainly the grand 
master, 1s concealed behind his respectability. And so Carh 
ends up by being coresponsible in a policy for which our 
country will pay dearly in the years to come. Continuing 

along this way, without drastic reorganization measures, we 
will reach the end of the century with a public debt of 4.000 
trillhon, three times the current debi, and with a national 
income of less than 3,000 tnthon. Then, and probably well 
before then, we will be unable to market state bonds even if 
offered at a high rate 

But it was Carl himself who lowered the rates... “He 
lowered them and then he had to raise them again. The 
productive fabric of the country 1s being killed that way, 
and with only one outcome: feeding the vortex of public 
outlays and defending the system of consensus supported 
by the DC [Christian Democratic Party) and the PSI 
{Itahan Socialist Party)” 

All this 15 certainly not the work of the treasury minis- 

ter... “No, but Andreott: 1s in no position to understand 
how dangerous the economic situation 1s. And | would 
be interested in knowing to what extent even Bettino 
Craxi, PSI secretary, who now states he 1s alarmed, 1s 
truly aware of the gravity of the situation. Instead, Carl 
18 the only one who has the necessary means and cxpe- 

nence to undersiand and to point out solutions. The 
most discouraging fact is that he has not the strength to 
do so. He 1s a great salesman and at best does what others 
decide politically.” 

And yet Carl has tried several times to express his 
disagreement, for example, on pension reform. “But 
then he ended up by accepting and enduring. | do not 
believe he 1s satisfied with the way things are going, but 
then he underwrites policies that certainly will not bring 
about those results. And as can been seen, nothing comes 
of his sorties.” 
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Mass Celebrated in Zagreb; Envoy Asks for Peace 

44 0708094491 Rome ANSA in English 

O8S37 GMT 7 Aug 9! 

[Text] (ANSA) Vatican City, August 6-—An appeal for an 
end to hostilities and resumption of dialogue in Y uge- 
Slavia was made in Zagreb Tuesday [7 August] by 
Monsignor Jean Lous Tauran, the Vatican's foreign 
minister, Vatican sources sand 

Tauran, in a sermon during a mass in Zagreb Cathedral 
attended by all Yugoslavia’s Catholic bishops. called on 
“all the peoples and all the faithful of Yugoslavia__to 

break the spiral of violence which ("spills) blood over 
your land.” 

The secretary for relations with states travels to the 
federal capital Belgrade Wednesday for talks with For- 
eign Minister Budimir Loncar and a mecting with the 
Orthodox patriarch Pavie 

According to Tauran, Pope John Paul Il would like to see 
Catholic and Orthodox churchmen working together “to 
help all Yugoslavia’s Christians to demonstrate through 
their behaviour their love for Christ in this dramatic 
situation.” 

Calling on God to stop “an even greater catastrophe” 

befalling mainly Orthodox Serbs and Catholic Croats 
alike, the pope's envoy [words indistinct] 

Albanian ‘Boat People’ Spotted off Coast 
4100708110491 Paris AFP in Enelish 

0941 GMT 7 Aue 9! 

[Text] Otranto, Italy Aug 7 (AFP)}—Two vessels con- 
taining an estimated 200 Albanian refugees were spotted 
Wednesday [7 August] off the southern Italian coastline 
here, an informed source said here 

The larger vessel, a trawler, was seen 19 neutical miles 
from Otranto while the second, containing ) passen- 
gers, had run aground near the coasthne, 20 kilometres 
(13 males) north of here 

In Brindis:, port authorities reported overnight that two 
cargo ships with 300 to 400 Albanians were held at Viona 
and then headed off towards Malta 

Two waves of Albanian “boat people” have already 
crossed the Adnatic to Italy and authorities in Rome 

have demanded that Albamian authorities prevent the 
exodus. 

The Itahan Government has also approved a 70 billion 
lira ($4 million dollars) ard package to help Albania’s 
weak economy 
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Problems Noted in U.S. Lajes Base Negotiations 

PMO07OSO090991 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
in Portuguese 31 Jul 91 p 3 

[Rafael Cota report: “United States Could Try To Cut 
Layes Compensation” | 

[Text] There are signs that the United States 1s creating 
obstacles in the negotiations on the Layes agreement. and 
that those obstacles perhaps underlie diplomatic tnction 
that led to the Portuguese Government's banning a LS 
Au Force band from performing in various places in the 
Azores. 

The Americans have conveyed to the Azores through 
vanous channels a message that the moncy paid for the 

Layes base 1s not being well used by the regional govern- 
ment and. as a result. the financial compensation could 
Cease to cxrst 

The regional government believes that this is just a 
Stratagem on the part of the US. delegation that has 
aiready been used on previous occasions of the renego- 
tiation of the agreement and that 1s usually accompanied 
by reports. which allegedly seck to play down the base's 
military importance for the United States 

Mota Amaral stressed that the hints are unfounded. and 
although admitting that this could form part of the 
aimosphere of the negotiating process, did not fail to 
remark that “thes attsutude on the part of the United 

States 1s not pleasant” The regional! government premier 
pointed out that the Americans have always been 
received “lke a family” on the Azores, and that “Y ankee 

go home™ has never been shouted im the islands, as 
happens clsewhere in the world In the Azores author- 
ties’ Opimon, the negotiation of the Lajes agreement 
“should take place or the basis of solidarity between 
alles who are also fnends,” and accordingly. the regronal 
government premicr remarked. “there are things that are 
not done to frends.” Mota Amaral siressed that aid for 
the Azores’ development also suits the United States. 
since the Americans, however much they may seck to 

play 1t down, have a “permanent strategic interest” on 
the Azores. 

The regional government premicr acknowledged that it 
was a mistake not to have identified the projects bering 
carned out with the money paid in compensation for the 
Layes base 

“There could be some jealousy.” Mota Amaral admitted 
“about the fact that the stars of Europe can be seen 
everywhere in the Azores (alongssde proyects carned out 
with EC aid), but the US. stars cannot be seen” 

The regional government premier believes that thes 
should be corrected, and could even be a way of 
expressing “our Atlantic vocation” through an “intenss- 
fication of relations between the old and new conti- 
nents.” However, there 1 complete confidence on the 
part of the Azores in the Portuguese delegation’s firm 
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Stance, which, according to Mota Amaral, 1s “in pertect 

harmony with the stances upheld by the region.” as well 
as in the support of US. politicians already cxupressed to 

the regional bodies 

The state of disappomtment with the course of the 
negotiations on the Lajyes agreement could underlie the 
Foreign Ministry's stance of banneng a LS. Au Force 
band from performing outside the Lajes base 

The band. from the Lackland base mm Texas. came to 
attend the Gratitude to the Community Day ccichra- 
tons, Orgamized every year by the US. Armed Forces 

command at Lajes as way of cxpressing thanks for the 
crvihan community's assistance fer the Americans’ mis- 

son im the Azores 

Although the reason cited was the fact that the ser- 
vicemen in the band lacked papers cnabling them to 
travel on Portuguese terior. 1 also appears to have 
been the government's intention to express its drssatrs- 
faction with the way in which the US. Admunistration rs 
conducting the negotiations. since a band visits the 
Azores every year on the same terms, and has always 

performed on other slands. This time. despite diplo- 

matic efforts, authorization was not secured 

Absence From ( celebration 

The regional authorities assert that they had nothing to 
do with this ban, but an Azores Government source told 
DIARIO DE NOTICIAS that makes no sense for the 
Americans to be engaged in demonstrations of gratitude 
to the community but at the same time to be creating 
difficulties for the ard, which they know to be essential 
for the islands’ development 

Let ut also be noted that none of the members of the 
regional government was present al the ball organized by 
the U.S. Armed Forces command 20 July. on Crratitude 
to the Community Day. unlike previous years. It 1s 
accepted that that this absence was a way for the regronal 
administration to show itself dissatisfied with the way in 
which “its old US. frends” are behaving in the negotr- 
ations on the Layes agreement 

Minister To Defend Agricultural Interests in EC 
L DO6OB034491 Lishon RDP Commercial Radw 

Network in Portuewese 2200 GMT S Aue 9! 

[Excerpt] Agriculture Minister Ariindo Cunha says he 
intends to step up the defense of the interests of Portu- 
guese agriculture im the EC. Commenting on an inter- 
view with a Portuguese newspaper by the EC president, 
Ariindo Cunha said that if we are criticized tor 
defending our own interests, then that 1s a positive sign 
Arlindo Cunha was speaking in Lisbon this afternoon on 
his way Out of a mecting with his Swedish counterpart, 
Matts Helstrom. The Portuguese minister expressed Por- 
tugal’s political commitment to reforming the common 
agricultural policy and \o Sweden's entry into the Ft 
[passage omitted] 
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Defense Minister Meets French Counterpart 

LDO608 190891 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1800 GMT 6 Aue 9! 

[Text] Spanish Defense Minister Juhan Garcia Vargas 
has admitted that 11 1s very likely that a low-intensity but 

very long conflict will continue in Yugoslavia, that the 
next decade—the nineties. now beginning—will not be 
as Stable as the csghties, and that there will be uncertain- 
ues om Central Europe because nationalism 1s reap- 
pearing and the very map of the old continent 1s being 

questioned. Garcia Vargas took a short break from his 
vacation im Asturas this afternoon to mect his French 
counterpart, Prerre Joxe, with the crises in the Balkans as 
one of the central topics of their conversation—a report 

on thes from Luz de la Fuente y Solinacuch in Oviedo 

[De la Fuente] This afternoon Oviedo was the venue for 
an Hispano-French mini-summit, with the presence of 
the two ministers, Prerre Jone and Julian Garcia Vargas. 
who met this afternoon for almost three hours and ended 
their news conference a few minutes ago. On the agenda 
of the two politicians were such important subjects as the 
Yugoslav crisis, bilateral cooperation, the articulation of 
a common security policy for Europe, and the reform of 
military service. The meeting with the media was con- 
fined to subjects relating to Yugoslavia, because the 
ministers were in a hurry 

Spanish Defense Minister Juhhan Garcia Vargas sand that 
the possibility of sending a force to Yugoslavia 1s only a 
possibility, but that i wall be studied by the Spanish 
Government, which will act accordingly. In no instance 
did the French defense minister try to persuade him. 
according to Garcia Vargas, and there are no prepara- 
tions for a Spanish force to participate for the time being 

in the Yugoslav conflict 

[Begin Garcia Vargas recording] The possibility being 
considered 1s that of an interposing force, not an inter- 
vention force, which 1s different. There is still nothing 
scheduled im the practical field im this respect. This 
possibility should not be ruled out. Any political mutia- 
tive which can be taken by the 12 Community members 
to prevent the conflict in Yugoslavia from worsening 
deserves vur attention and should be studied [end 
recording] 

{De la Fuente] In the bilateral field the two ministers also 
discussed the reform of military service, and Defense 
Minister Garcia Vargas asked th- public to look at the 
reforms undertaken by the French. so they would not 
then critecize the Spanish reforms. The two ministers arc 
now on their way to the Asturian regional palace for a 
meeting with the premier of the principality, Juan Lurs 
Rodrigucz-Vigil That 1s all 
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Bomb F \plodes on Segovia-\ alladolid Rail Line 

LDO 08091491 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 0900 GMT 7 Aug 9! 

[Text] A device has exploded on the Segovia- Valladolid 
railway line at Olmedo. We have a report from our 
studio in Valladohd 

[Unidentified reporter] The explosion took place at 0330 
hours and slightly damaged | © sleepers, 40 cm of track, 
and two telecommunication cables. The explosive charge 
was made up of four kilos of amonal, the same strength 
as the device that exploded on 3 August in Palencia. 

As a precaution, rail traffic has been suspended on the 
affected line 

* Interview, Reportage on GAL Polemic Published 

YIWROD7IZ Madnd TIEMPO in Spanish 
S Jul 91 pp S0-53 

[Interview with Jean Marc Dufourg. former French 
police inspector, by Amaha Barron, place and date not 
given “Antiterrorst Liberation Groups: Ex-Policeman 
Dufourg Speaks of Alleged Relationship Between French 
and Spanish Police: ‘Amedo Ought To Tell Them Every- 
thing He Knows, His Supernors Are Letteing Him Take 
the Fall for Them™”] 

[Text] The controversy over the GAL [Antiterrorist 
Liberation Groups] 1s still goung on. Jean Marc Dufourg 
maintains that Gonzalez reached agreements with Mit- 
terrand and that the French minister of intenor tue ved 
over Basque refugees’ records to the GAL. All this was 
done with the full approval of the highest officials of 
both countnes 

Jean Marc Dufourg, an ex-inspector of the French Min- 
istry of the Interior's General Intelligence (RG), 1s the 
author of the book, “Control Section.” im which he 
describes the methods employed by this police force 
famous for its effective antiterronst actions. He was 
convicted of a crime “committed with the tacit consent 
of his supernors.” who were planning to support the 

kidnapping of Pastor Douce, according to his lawyer. 
Jacques Vergues. He tells of his relations with the ETA 
[Basque Fatherland and Liberty Group] and the GAL 
and of the alleged connections between the French and 
Spanish police concerning the latter organization 

[Barron] Did you know Jose Amedo and Michel 
Dominguez” 

[Dufourg] No They used to meet with Jean Pierre 
Irazabal (deceased), the head of the Investigations 
Department of the RG Central Directorate, im the 
French Basque Country or in Andorra. Later, Minister of 
Intennor Charles Pascua concluded cooperation agree- 
ments on the antiterrorist campaign with Spanish Min- 
ister of Intenor Jose Barnonuevo. They decided to 
extradite the alleged ETA militants and there have been 
no more GAL attacks since that day They were not 
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necessary since the peopic had been arrested and taken 

to the border Irazahal kept en contact with Amedo. who 
was 2 chict of poloe. and was therctore normal tor 

them to be in contact with onc another What! want to 

Say 0s thal there were relations between the Spanish and 
French pole trom 1984 to 1986 of 1987 This was no 
secret 

[Barron| The secret was, as vou say om your hook. the 
delivery of Basque refugee records to the Spanish polioe 
mm hes RG office om Pars 

[Dutourg] Very few people knew about a Normally. | 
shouldn't have been intormed of a We. Polwoe Chic 
Roger Duran and |. knew about « because both of us 
shared an office with RG deputy director Andre Fer- 
rand The kc) «as aman who went to sce Ferrand. Ange! 
Cwerrero Lucas. who sence 198) has been a member of 
the minister of mntervor mm Madnd’s staff mm charge of 
cooperation between the Spanish and French poloe 
Thes individual was accompanied by a high officual 
called Pedro Both of them returned to Spain after seeing 
Ferrand and Irazabal. carrying with them the records of 
Basque militants of the military wing of the ETA who 
resided on French soul om ordes to turn them over to the 
Ministry of Internor in Madnd The records mcluded 
personal particulars. photographs. and addresses in Bay - 
onne. Biarritz, Hendave. or Saunt Jean de Luz These 

records were ot ously later passed on to the GAL. not 
necessarily by the persons | just mentioned Perhaps by 
others. but that 1s of no umportance: The fact 1s that thes 
were delivered to the GALI 

[Barron] How did vou know that they were goung to fall 
mmte the hands of the GAL” 

[Dutourg) Because we found these records with the seal 
of RG, ( entral directorate on them om the hands of many 
members of the GAL arrested in France Since the 
Ministry of Intenor was not m direct contact with 
members of the GAL and these records had been passed 
on to the Spanish Monestry of Intervor. rt os clear that they 
were the ones who delivered the records to the GAl 

[Barron] You seem to be convinced that French and 
Spanish officials are emplicated in thes delivery of intor- 

mation 

[Dutourg] This couldn't have been accomplished 
without the approval of the highest officuals If thes were 
not the case there would have been investigations There 
was Never an imvestigation to determine whether the 
GAL were in powewon of these reports Tha proves 
that high officials had given them approval 

[Barron) No investigations were made mn France erther 

[Doutourg] No. because the same thong was happening 
here Ferrand and Irazahal couldn't have turned over the 
records without the approval of the muenitry and the 
government If thes were not the case. an imvestigation 
would have been launched nght after the first attack to 
determine why these records that came from the French 
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Minimtr, of Intenor were found m the possesmon of 
members of the GAL The « regularly done m other 
cases. As oon & there 6 2 leah an mvcsigatvon 

conducted When onc « not made a means thal 4 was 

em ouraged 

[Barron] Would vou be willing to state that before the 
National ( ourt” 

[Dutourg] I'm willeng to go to Madi bul thes haven't 
asked me to Nor have Ferrand or Duran been asked to 

do w cither If the Natronal ( ourt subpoenas me TU 
respond 

[Barron]| Is your case comparatic to Amedo s” 

[Dutourg) There may be a paralic! As was l Amedo na 
pohceman eho received hes orders and lymited humectf 
to carrying them out. to the pomt of having avaslabic to 
hom tunds sct aside for that purpose I nev ct partn ipated 

m the activites of the GAL. but both of us were 
abandoned by our superiors im the same wey) 1 because 
of the Douce affan and he because of the GAL affaw 

[| Barron) Do you think that Amedeo rs trying to protect hes 
superiors’ 

[Dutourg) He s covering tor hes supernor. bul they are 

lettiong him take the tall for them tt I were he | would tell 
them ever thong because Amedo was wmply carrying out 
orders. as was | and because conmtewing everytheng 
comstitutes part of hes security | ded se on the adviece of 

my lawyer Jacgucs Verges (the defense attorney m 
famous cases lhe the Claws Bartec tral) [Barron] Why 
do vou think that he  refusng to tal” 

[wtourg) Amedo still heheves that the govermment rs 
gow? to protect hom What! want ms tor Amedo to talk 
Let him tell everything he knows Becauw in that event 
the mvestigatioms wont be pursued at the level of 
Amedo and Dominguez but at the top level Thess what 
has to be done if they want to know the truth Evervone 
knows that Felipe Gonzales Concluded agreements arth 
Mitterrand and that the Spanmh meneter of menor 
concluded agreements with the French monester of mnte- 
ror I make no pudgment as to whether what the Spanish 

Crovernment did was good or had but | do critcize the 
French Government because had no reason to get 
mvolved on thes dirty war because France has never had 
to suffer because of the activites of the military wing of 
the ETA 

[Barron| You just won a sult agarnst Guerrero Lucas 
who had charged vou with defamation of character 

[Dufourg) Several photos were mntroduced at the tral 
that proved that Duran had recrurted Guerrero Lucas as 
an informer m 19°" when he had no official status, but 
was linked with the GRAP) Mictoher Firt Amred 
Revolutionary Croup! and was trv rng ip Towlowse where 
Duran was head of the RG Investgatiom Department 

When Duran we om again on hes vierts to terrand 

weell-drewed he was greatlh surprised He wondered how 
he as anintormer could have transformed hemeelt into 
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an important person close te the Spannh querer of 

imienor ft scemed moreditic to hum 

[Barron| The Duran-Dutourg team acvct had any con 

tact with Amedeo and Domungucs but they did woth (Al 
members 

[Dutourg) We had contact with Rashed one of the chect 

GAL hu men Through hom I knew who “le ( heonne 

ithe Brich) was. the famous blond GAL buller 

{Barron} Who vs the real “Mond holler 

[Dutourg] Her name « on rooord at the Ment of 

Intenor because Duran and | wrote reports on ber Alla 
would take for me to gct «fom a telephone call, but thes 
may charge me with dctamatron | eced proof and a in 

burned on the Moenrstry of Intersor She's a Frenchwoman 

and her hushand was a former logromnanc who mn mow on 
prison She was om decent comtact ecth Rasted They 

made most of the attacks tagether Later we rocrunted 
Rasied as an informer bul mot so that he would talk 
about the GAL of the ETA. Pecaune &c werent opter 

evied in them 

| Barron) Whe werent vow mnterested on a subyect of such 

importance " 

[Duvourg] Because betwcen 1484 and 148% when Creer 

rero Lucas used to Come to Pare and eas reccved om the 

offices of the Ministry of Interson we undertoed ver 

well that we had better mot drecees that saleert We 

werent crary 

(Barron) Did vou discuss mations arth the ETA menher 

*Treomen” 

[Dutourg] We had ver) lowe comtact with “Tome” to 

pct hem to stop Iparrctarra’ + attacks «heh eas what we 

were interesied in We told “Teormen” that. of he helped 
ws. we would help him to protect hes multants agers 
(Al attacks We made thy offer on our cen onrtiatove 

not on orders from ahowe The agreement lasted ents! 

there was 2 few wave of attacks after whech “Teor 

accused us of farheng to honor the agreement 

[Rarron) Most of the GAL commandos were recrusted 
from among majyortroench ocominals 

[Dutourg) Yes. only mm the ond were they rocrened m 

Portugal But at that tome the Larmous Mend GAL keller 

was living om ( avicinaury Aude and the tamows ( hres 
than Miter was beveng om Mareesiies These GAL poopie 

operated bev awee the Prem h moenestry allowed them to It 

they had sand te ws “We dont want the Spencers to 
come to France ~ they woulda t hawe dene a We would 

have recrurted informers oe Sperm and ec would havc 

brown when thes wore cL Cotreng amd «we would have 

arresied them 

[Rarrom) After tetling ws all thes do vow feel threatened” 

[Dutowrg) So ba my tine of work vow had to have at beast 
one quality not herng atrand There + no reason ety | 
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should change with respect to the I hawe a bot of trends 

and. if anythung should happen to mc. that would alo 
happen —phvsnally—to members of the gov crnment 
They know of and that’s win I'm sot afracd 

[Box p St} 

GAL [reat “lt Regret That Geveraments De Not 
Asseme [hee Respomsebeletecs— 

GAL member Figuceredo talks to TIE MPC) trom prison 
m Pay and continms bes accusations agarnst Amedo 

“1 regret that the Portuguese, French. and Spanish Cron 
craments and polue departments of multtary do not 

assume thee responseteletecs om thes maticr ~~ sand (,4! 

member Jose Paulo Figuceredo to TIEMPO) trom priw 
m Pau biguceredo. who ms serving a sentence of 15 yeu 

imposed on hem two weeks ago by a French court for tu 
attacks on ETA eetugees om France. lasd strong emphay 

on the fochings he capressed during hrs trial which hogar 

at the samc tome as the trial of Amedeo and Domrnguc 

biguciredo eho had wicntified in photos teo Spanish 
poloemen as the persom eho wader the names of 

t duarde and Ricardo hired him om Portugal admuticd 
to thes revere that he had “the fecteng tediay that | wa 
thorough) manspulated Wf | agreed to carry oul the 
mewon that they had propesed to mec of was only 

hecauw of the offheal nature « appeared to the he 
avsered ws During hes trial, Figuceredo emsested that he 
had enrolied mm what he referred to as “the meron 

commoed that he eas workeng for the Spanrsh Crovern 

ment and with the support of the French for a good caus 
agains! poapic who comstetuted a danger to the sacecty 
eypecially after | had seen phot of ETA attacks 

ahah Amedo had shown him 

The Portuguese saed thes ehele standeng om front of hes 
sete ETA members Abechuco and Harambourc were 
m the courtroom handcufied as eas the defendant 

hemectt: hecawee the first of the two ms serv eng a sentence 

m brance for aweecsteng with cromenals and the second 
of them = awarteng trial for several murders mm Spam 

committed as a member of the Henan Parot commando 
tcam 

itt had heen past for the money ~~ PF qgewerredo awerted 

dent vow thent that tt wowk! have heen teow dangerous 

to rob a hank than to go and take ou the nest of vipers 
comtrtuted by terrenwn” 

b guciredo marntamned that he realized that be had been 
trxked when the French polwe arrested hem after the 

woond attack om Sart Jean de Laz. and bes French 

contact dud net defend hem “lt was only after my arrest 

that | had the ony . avon that | had been tracked. when 

I reahved that the Prench party to the affac ded not seem 

to be as | had been old he would he he caplamned 

was the The trench party acoordeng to Pigucurede 
mivicrows Jean-lows a Frenchman who had pounced 
Amedo and Domengucs and the Portuguese mercenaries 
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m tran ond eho had taken charge of the ecapoms to gci 
them to the French sede of the border and deliver them 
m Bavenne Jcan-Lowss made up for the lack of famuil- 

tarity with the arca of some of the men brought om shortly 
before the attacks om Portugal h eas he who over and 
overt agar «cnt through the newghhorhoods where the 
retugees would drmk wene He knew the places [thes 
frequented). when thes dod so. thew habets. and thew 

taces fean-Loun showed them a photo of Atechuco. the 
man thes were to bell, and the specific streets thes had to 
take to get aay He told them about a sacctys precaution 

tor thew escape and guaranteed them that the French 
pole would not make a move unt 1S of 20 munutes 
after the attack Everytheng turned out well after the first 
attack. bet Figuewedo was arrested after the scoond onc 
He was comvinced that Jean-Lours would get hom out of 
mt When be realved that hes French contact had van- 
whed he talked 

[Bon p $2) 

Testomemecs Witnesses for Prosecution (garnet 
Poloemen Vmede and Domingue: 

(her 10 persons hawe testefeed im the trial agammst the 
detendants Ten testemonecs from different ertinesses 
have omtraduced morumenatong evidence against Deputy 
Polwe Cheef Amedeo and Inspector Michel Dormngucz 
durong the testifveng phas of the tnal that « now 
practcally over Speceal emportance « attached to the 
Statements made by the emplovees of the Hotel Londres 
and the Kursal Cawne of San Schastian, who mdiwated 
that the two pohoemen used to use these two places of 
hbwwness as headquarters om thew contacts eth GAL 
meroena4©riecs 

Jose Marw Garyo Ortega. the witness ai the Kursal 
( awno om San Schastean. confirmed the fact before the 
court that Amedo and Domunguez used to receive calls 
m the same of Mr Thomas This testemony comcdes 
with the statements made by GAL members Lucien 
Matte: and Prerre Frugoh. who had asserted to the 
Froach police that thes used to mect at these places with 
the two pohocemen and that people called them there 
asking for Thomas Agusten Irastorza. a warter at the 
Hote! Londres coffee shop. stated that Amedo met with 
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four GAL meroenarecs on the datcs emmeduicly pre- 

coding some of that growp’s attacks Ths cmplovec 
dentificd Reiland Sampictro. Patraxk de (Carvatho. 
Luccn Mati. and Vecs Pesgnecr 2s some of thos 
accompany ing Amedo and Dominguc? during thei stays 
at the hotc! 

As for Jose Ramon Garmendsa. the cawno «eriness, be 
confirmed hes collcaguc’s statement and sasd that he had 
seen the GAL mercenary. Luceen Mattes. at the hotel 
with Amedo Both emplovecs cated that. when the two 
pohoemen used to meet at the hotel or the casino and 
recerve calls on the name of Mr Thomas. the personne! 
would comment that something had happened or was 
gong to happen because thes always comcded with 
GAL attacks 

(nher prominent erinesses are (ruadalupe Crome; and 
Adolfo Mediavilla. Inmaculada Cromez sster and 
brother-in-law confirmed the fact before the court that 
Amedo'’s cx-gitifmend had recenved threats from the 
pohoe Both of them stated that Inmaculada had told 
them that Amedo had brought the bomb with which 
Garcia Goena «as murdered to then home Cuadalupe 
sand that her sester had told ber that Amedo had been 
seen with several GAL mercenanes and mentioned Jean 
Philippe Labade. among others The statements made by 
these two wrinesses against Amedo are only for reference 
purposes since thes serve to confirm the accusathons 

made hy Amedo's ex-girlfriend 

The same importance 1s attached to the evidence given 
by Marna Jesus Garcia Urtuna, a frend of Domingucy’ 
former girifmend who stated that Blanca Balsategu: had 
told her that the two pohoemen were GAL monbers 
Maria Jesus knew through Blanca that Dominguez had 
covered his bead to carry on a conversation eth 
cre. 4. Thies conversation comcwded with the one 
newspaper reporters Meichor Moralies and Jose Carolos 
Duque had with a hooded man 

And lastly. the ex-girifnends of the two poloemen, 
inmacelada Gomez and Blanca Balsategur. are the choef 
witnesses for the prosecution m commection ith the 
murder of the Basque refugee. Garcia Gooena During the 
trial two GAL mercenaries. Paulo Figueiredo Fontes and 
Mohamed Thal. have cach made accusations agarnst 
Michel Dominguez to the French polwe 
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* Finance Minister's Position on Economic Policy 

VIE N0OS 71 Copenhagen BORSENS 
ND ME DSVWAG ASTIN on Dantsh 14 Jun 91 pp il-i? 

[Artecte by Trocts Federspiel, Peter Kyacrgaard. Sicen 
Frenty Laursen, Tage Cnthyacr, and Vibcke Vestcrgaard] 

| E scerpts} Frnance Menester Henning Dyremose 1s ready 
to Stake hes yob that the Jong cxpected coomomec upturn 
m Denmark will come now. Beginning thes summer 
through the end of the year and into 1992 we will sce a 
growth of three The finance munister told 

RORSENS NY HEDSMAGASIN that a turnaround now 
 “absoluch crucial” for him 

baperts and government cconomists are almost as opti- 
mrstx as Henning Dyremose in thew evaluations of the 
near future for export and the domestx marict. But a 
serves BORSENS NYHEDSMAGASIN made of a wide 
cross-section of Danrsh coonoma hfe reveals a much 
more uneven priure 

Tapert trade that depends upon Germany « having 

golden tomes. but the rest of our promary markets con- 
trnwe to be very poor, The domestic market sector docs 
met see an upturn mm vice 

Henning Dyremose’s optemism must be seen against the 
hackgrownd of a gaping hole of % bilhon kroner m the 
natronal budget whech Dyremose cannot hope to close if the 
heralded upturn 1s delayed much longer The finance min- 
ter apparently realizes that there very btthe he can do 

alone to bring about the crucial turn in the coonomy 

“Tt os vetally emportant that we kick back mmto growth 
And that 1 happening mow. | don't hesitate to predict 
that Denmark 1s about to hecome a growth-Denmark All 
forecasts are amazengly m agreement, mcluding the 
latest OFC D analyses which anticipate a growth of three 
percent from now mmto 1992." sad Henning Dyremow 

The finance menester thenks that hrs job os largely donc 

All of the government's tig. gold-plated reforms—the 
tconeme Reform Plan and the Overall Plan--ran 
aground but acarly all of the partial obyectives were later 

adopted what Henning Dyremose calls “the small-steps 
poles ~~ The locomotive os moving. now i 1s up to others 
to shovel coal ente its borer 

We are currently ome of the strongest coonomics m 
turope Tam not the only one to say thes, abroad they arc 

also sayeng tt We hawe bow inflation and low miteres. In 
less than teow years the mnterest differentia: between 
Denmark and Grermany has been reduced irom two- 

and-a-hall percent to about one-half percent at the 
present tome We have a favorable balance of trade which 

it seers powshle to mantan ~ 
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Henrong Dytomose admuts however that not cverythong has 
been accompinhed The natronal budget and uncmploy- 
ment comtenec to be big problems. and for a nomsocsalest 
muenrsict. he 1s surpresingis concerned about the laticr 

“Unemployment ns the coonome problem wrth the highcs! 
pronts Because « ms very epportant. we do not delude 

ourscives mto thinking we can solve t rapidly. To solve 
uncmploy ment by means of growth takes a long time If we 
do nol Contenuc to carry oul the correct policy m the neat 

two or three years. the whole thong can fall apan~ 

Henning Dyrremose benks the two mayor problems— 
uacmploy ment and the budget defictt—and points to a 

single solutvon. if the other uemportant burldirg blocks are 
to be kept mtact: growth 

“ht was beginneng to come our way last year when ft was 

crushed by the Cull cre. But now we are on the way 
towards a lasting growth om the private sector, Crrowth- 

Denmark «= a realestx ofyectwe That «= fortunate. 
because of ns precescly what 1 needed to solve our two 

major problems ~ 

Neo More Bottlenecks 

In contrast to the situatron om the muddle of the I980's— 
when the cconomen locomotive was running hot— 

Dyremose thinks there ms now room for growth At that 
time a drsastrouws bottleneck arose on which many mndus- 

trees capernenced a shortage of workforce despiic 
220.000 uwnemploved. That preceprtated a severe wage 
drift which forced the government to sam the brakes on 

“The growth pause was much longer than anyone 
dreamed—or wanted Thrs tome we must not gct stuck on 
a bottleneck, We can semply pot allow that to happen. 

and it will not happen given the changes that have been 
made in the unemplovoment-compensation system 

These changes are much more valuable than 1s realized. 
especially om an upturn Unemployment duc to lavofis 

has fallen and we have tightened up on access to supple- 

mentary unemployment compensation 

“tnt | January 1989. an mndivedual could work hes 

whole life on a permanent reduced-time baws and 
receive supplementary compensation Now one can do 
that, at most. for a vear, so that very few well plan ther 

wes around «t Because of thes, the ‘unemployment 

threshold’ where the bottleneck problems begin, has 
been lowered © [passage omitted] 

\ Decade of Strong } xpoert 

“Danish madustry has hawcally done better m the 1980's 

m the caport markets than most realize.” says Finance 
Minster Henning Dyremose, commenting on a confi. 
dential caport analyses 
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The analyses wall be publeshed mm the Fiscal 
to be released 20 Junc, but BORSENS NYHEDSMA- 
GASIN 1 able to reveal the mam conclesons: Agrcul- 
tural cxporn. caport of furniture and medicine. and 
export of services, in partecular, have claumed the leading 
share of the cxuport market. 

Analyses published carer have all indicated that Danish 
industry has attempted for 4 number of years to sell the 
wrong goods m the wrong markets. That ms. has 
attempted to sell goods with declining demand to coun- 
ines awash im cconom« stagnation 

The analysrs on the upcoming Fiscal Accounting shows. 
mM CONtrasl, an optimistic pecture 

Despite continuing falling prices for farmers. the valuc of 
agricultural export has risen greatly. so thal marke! share 

has been gained the 1980's. The same 1s truc 
for the hight mndusines, dominated by furniture, med)- 
cine, and textiles 

Last but not least, caport of services has stayed one- 
and-a-half percentage powts over total market growth. 
which also cxpanded greatly within the penod Export of 
services has grown a great deal mm the 1980's. Sea trans- 
port's share of services 1s now 26 percent, but trucking. 
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with 2 23 percent share. lose behend. The same ss truc 
for carnings from tournsm., tech rank almost as high. 

The stor and metal mdusines. alone. have lost market share 
during the perod Export has remamed bagh. but has not 
kept up with the raped growth om the market overall 

“I subscribe to the study's mam concluwons, but | must 

Services Gain Most 

Vearts (.reeth of the baport Mertet and b igert 1980 89 ie ( errem! Prices 

(Average Yearly Groeth @ Per 
com) 

Vapor ( omersberion to (ash Harmings and Hmploymeni ie MOY 
0 upert e Le Avener aed —T 
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* Dissension Between Coalition Parties Grows 

VIE NOO92 4 Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 

in Dantwsh 2° Jun 91 p 8 

[Artecte by Per Lyngby and Terkel Svensson: “Mapping 
Out the International Path™] 

[Text}) The Conservative Party and the Liberal Party are 
now scrously competeng about the foreign policy. In 
recemt days. they have shown concrete drsagreements im 
relation to the EC and the stand on Yugoslavia. The 
contest 1 also a Conservative Party “dey vu.” 

Rac kgrownd 

“In 2 natural way. we want to do well m drawing out 
Conservative Party veewpomts around international 
events.” 

Thes 1s the message from Prime Minsster Poul Schluter at 
a Conservanve Party group meeting on 16 January this 
year. The fifth election defeat m a row was a fact. and 
now the Conservative Party policy was to be promoted 
with turbo effect 

“Thes apples to our foresgn policy stand, the EC, the 
views on the public sector and better employment,” sand 
Poul Schiuter 

The reason for a more defined Conservative profile im 
foregn poly was af thes time obvious to everyone 
Foreygn Monester Uffe Ellemann-Jensen and his party. 
the Leberal Party. ran aeey with the Gulf criss and 
recerved an exclusive electson un December. 

“1 well take the next war,” sand Poul Schluter presumably 
at a Conservative Party group mecting immediately 
before the Gulf war broke out 

In recent weeks, the Conservative Party has attacked on 
a different front. namely on connection with the EC. And 
that has cawsed the Leberal Party to react strongly 

The Conservative Party growp leader, Lars P. Gammel- 
gaard, has launched an attack on the EC's directives con- 
cerning crooked cucumbers, organvation of dumping 
grounds and playgrounds. and other detail regulations from 
Brussels. And the other day. he followed this up with a 
rowsng no to a European Currency Umon (ECU) 

The response from Uffe Ellemann-Jensen came 

Promptly 

“I wonder about thes emphasis. It 1s not m accordance 
with the government's policy ~ 

The foreugn monster feels that with this position, the 
Conservative Party “rs putteng on the brakes” in relation 
to the EC which 1s dangerous prior to the crucial refer- 
endum on the EC umon neat year 

And Uffe Ellemann-Jensen fears that the Conservative 
Party crvtecrsm of the EC bureaucracy will create unnec- 

essary wenrest with the Socual Democratic Party which 
otherwise rs well on its way to the Europe policy 
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Perhaps he 1s correct. Yesterday. the newspaper INFOR- 
MATION was able to quote Socal Democrat Ivar Nor- 
gaard stating that with regard to EC policy there 5 now 
a greater difference between the Liberal Party and the 
Conservative Party than the Socsal Democrat Party 
and the Conservative Party. The wedge was mstanta- 
ncously driven between the two government partics 

Agree on the Issue 

Among the Conservatives, people are shaking thei 
heads over the announcements from the Liberal Party 
Now, the view of the EC as something holy and sacro- 
sanct must stop. Denmark's for-or-against dchate 1s over. 
and it 1s quite legal to discuss the EC's organizatnon. ss 
the message from the Conservative Party 

Where the Liberal Party concentrates on a quick clarifi- 
cation on an cconomi monctary union, the Conserva- 
tive Party wants to take more time. The temperament 1s 
different, but the objective «3 the same for the two 
government parties: a close European cooperation 

i somethong cise, however, that the Conservative 
goats over the Liberal Party's dissatisfaction. 

Besides criticizing the EC bureaucracy, of 1s taken as a 
welcome extra bonus to be able to say “deja vu to the 
Liberal Party. 

Sence 1984, there has cxrsted a form of work distribution 
between the two parties. The Conservative Party hon- 
died the cconomuc policy, the Liberal party handled the 
foreign policy. But the Conservative Party feels that m 
recent years, the Liberal Party has played with its power 
when it came to savings im the public sector, mndicatong 
that the Conservatives were too weak. 

Conversely, the Conservative Party has held back im 
entering “Uffe Eliemann-Jensen’s monopoly” of the 
foreign policy, as it os stated. The division of labor has 
been respected. But that tome 1s now over. 

Prime Minister Poul Schiuter took the offensive during 
the Gulf war and other Conservatives have followed hrs 

7: 

In addition, Finance Minister Henning Dy remose (Con- 
servative Party) has just established a so-<alled ECU 
office that will keep him up to date about the develop- 
ments within the EC. People in the Liberal Party wonder 
about this considerably because EC economic questions 
belong under Minister of Economic Affairs and Taxation 
Anders Fogh Rasmusen (Liberal Party). 

Another cxample of the battle between the Conservative 
Party and the Liberal Party 1s the stand on Yugoslavia. In an 
agreement with other foreign ministers, Uffe Eliemann- 
Jensen has stated that he 1s on favor of a united \ ugosiavia 

Conservative Party foreign policy spokesman, Nicts Ahl- 
mann-Ohisen, has maintained just the opposite. that he 
supports Croatia's and Slovenia's strife to secede from 

the Yugoslav federation 

On Uffe Eliemann-Jensen'’s powtron, Nicls Abiman- 
Obisen said to the BERLINGSKE TIDENDE yesterday 
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“He has the mght to express himself on behalf of the 
government and the Liberal Party. But | must maintain 
the right to express myself on behalf of the Conservative 
Party. In my party, we laud a consistent freedom 
stance.” 

With fnendly greetings from one Cabinet partner to 
another. That is an expression that has been quite 
unheard of untul quite recently. 

The Tamil Issue 

There 1s no doubt within the Liberal Party why the 
Conservative Party has polished its foreign policy pro- 
file: It 1s in order to receive good Gallup figures during 
the summer months when support for the Conservative 
Party traditionally drops. Especially this summer that 
s’ rts with the shadow from the Tamil issue. 

Co. versely, the Conservative Party feels that Liberal 
Party Chairman Uffe Ellemann-Jensen added fuel to the 
fire when he gave statements on the Tamil issue. Then he 
was fishing in troubled waters among core Conservative 
Party voters with their terrorist insinuations among 
famil refugees. 

This annoys the Conservatives who feel tied and bound 
as long as the case 1s in the High Court. 

It 1s said that Poul Schluter 1s also quite irritated over 
Uffe Ellemann-Jensen’s behavior. But that has not put 
an additional wear and tear on the relations between the 
party leaders. 

The parties have not cooperated since September 1982, 
and seriously since 1984 when Uffe Ellemann-Jensen 
became the chairman of the Liberal Party. Previously, 
they associated privately a great deal. Now, they have a 
more businesslike relationship which is at times more 
easily prone to irritation. 

In between, they have a showdown when the need for 
defining the lines becomes too pronounced in their respec- 
tive parties. But a rift between them is not likely. They know 
quite well that as long as they stick together, the Social 
Democratic Party will not get to share the goodies. 

* EC Tie, Bridge Top Fall Political Agenda 

YIENO693B Copenhagen BERLINGSKE AFTEN 
in Danish 27 Jun 91 p 2 

[Solveig Rodsgaard article: “Folketing: Disagreement 
Among the Government Parties and the Social Demo- 
cratic Party and Many Political Definitions; Political 
Summertime” ] 

[Text] A doubt about the Oresund compromise between 
the government and the Social Democratic Party. Dis- 
agreement between the Liberal Party and the Conserva- 
tive Party about the development of the EC unions. 
Uncertainty about the 1992 budget bill 

The Foketing had not been in recess for many weeks 
before the political summer squabble began. 

As expected, 1 became politically dangerous to submit 
the appropriation bill for the Oresund link for approval. 
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When the compromise between the government, the 
Social Democratic Party and the Center Democrats was 
made on 4 March, it was the government's request that 
the appropriation bill be approved before the Folketing 
summer recess. But because of the strong public debate 
and problems in the Social Democratic Party hinterland. 
the Social Democratic Party, with Party Chairman 
Svend Auken in the forefront, wanted to submit the bill 
for final approval after the summer recess. 

The Folketing will assemble to approve the appropriation 
bill August 14, and as the next to the last tem on the 
Folketing agenda before summer recess on 3! May. the 
appropriation biil was undergoing the second reading. 1:15 
occurred without a hitch with respect to the Social Demo- 
cratic Party, irrespective of harsh attacks from the Socialist 
People’s Party and the Radical Liberal Party. On the other 
hand, the Social Democratic Party spokesman, J.K. Hansen. 
stated that the basis for the decision was in accordance with 
the studies that had been made about a link. such as a 
combination bridge-tunnel. 

On 12 June, the Swedish Riksdag approved the agree- 
ment between the Danish and Swedish Governments 
about the Oresund link. But then the hard-line attitudes 
began to move in Denmark. After a letter to the editor in 
BERLINGSKE TIDENDE last week from Niels-Enk 
Ottosen Hansen, in which it 1s suggested to offer bids for 
a tunnel under Oresend simultaneously with the 
decided-upon bridge-tunnel solution, Center Democrat 
communications spokesman, Arne Meichior, advocated 
a new paragraph for the appropriations bill. After that, 
the Social Democratic Party also supported the proposal. 

The government rejected the idea with reference to the 
fact that a tunnel solution alone would be too capensive 
Prime Minister Poul Schluter was also somewhat 
annoyed with .he Social Democratic Party when. on 
Tuesday after the last ministerial meeting before the 
summer recess, he spontaneously cxplained his stand on 
the Oresund agreement and his surprise over the most 
recent Social Democratic Party statements 

On Thursday, Minister of Environment Per Stig Moller 
and Minister of Transportation Kay Ikast met for con- 
sultation about the tunnel solution in the Folketing 
Traffic Committee. 

The EC Policy 

The government has made an effort to maintain unity with 
the Social Democratic Party in the EC area in connection 
with the government conferences on the EC umons and up 
to the summit that will begin today, Fnday, in Luxembourg 
Therefore, it is noteworthy that during the recent weeks 
there have been Conservative Party definitions that have 
shown a more critical EC line. 

The line has been defined deliberately by the Conserva- 
tive Party parliamentary group chairman, Lars P. Gam- 
meigaard, and the parliamentary group's deputy 
chairman and market policy spokesman, Henning Gove 
Gammelgaard wants, among other things. to have 
stronger control along with the EC Commission, he 1s 
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against a series of harmonizing directives, and, in par- 
tucular, the Conservative Party has turned against a joint 
EC currency at the present time. 

The Conservative Party definitions have annoyed the 
Liberal Party, and Foreign Minister Uffe Ellemann- 
Jensen protested in many newspapers on Tuesday. The 
foreign minister wondered about the government coali- 
tion partner's stand and maintained thal i was not in 
accordance with the government's policy. 

The deputy chairman of the Folketing Market Com- 
mittee, Center-Democrat Peter Ductoft, also struck out 
against the Conservative Party: “These days, the Con- 
servative Party parliamentary group chairman does 
more damage to the EC debate than the People’s Move- 
ment Against the EC has done for 20 years,” he said. 

After Tuesday's ministerial meeting, the prime minister 
smoothed things over. He said that Gammelgaard is a 
little concerned about getting joint currency too soon. 
But the prime minister underscored that in his opinion, 
jou currency would become reality in 8-12 years. The 
prime minister stated, however, that the plan for the 
third phase of the economic and monetary union 1s not 
quite firm. The third phase is the establishment of the 
European central bank, establishment of fixed currency 
rates, and eventually the introduction of joint currency 

There 1s aiso disagreement concerning other plans on the 
EC front. Already, before the first 10 million kroner for 
a national information campaign about the EC unions 
have been allocated, there has been polsiical disagree- 
ment about how the money 1s to be distributed. Before 
the allocation, government parties and the Social Dem- 
ocratic Party wanted to give a portion of the millions to 
the political information fund, but the three parties have 
disagreed on how large the amount should be. The other 
Folketing parties have suggested the umbrella organiza- 
tron Danish National Education Council [Danks Folke- 
oplysnings Samrad] as the organization that should 
administer and distribute the 10 million kroner. The 
fight has been going on for some time in the Folketing 
Market Committee subcommittee. 

Budget Bill 

The government finalized the 1992 Budget Bill at the 
ministerial meeting on Tuesday. It 1s now being printed 
and will be submitted to the Folketing on 27 August. The 
expenditure component is 245 billion kroner which 
requires 7.7 billion kroner savings. The state deficit in 
1992 1s budgeted at 28 billion kroner 

In connection with the presentation of the budget bill, 
the government will introduce a bill for an investment 
program to promote a series of large proyect investments. 
This 1s connected with trying to reduce unemployment, 
and up to 4 billion kroner from privatizations will be 
used for the investment program. The mode! for the 
large project investments 1s the Orestad project and the 
Copenhagen Harbor. 
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Moreover. the government also wants to introduce tran- 
sitional wages for the young people and others without 
tying it to the labor market, but the Social Democratic 
Party rejects that. 

Finance Minister Henning Dyremose has called the 
budget bill an “honest budget bill,” but the great 
unknown in the entire game 1s the Social Democratic 
party. The government assumes that the Social Demo- 
cratic Party can share responsibility for the budget bill 
but the final tactical moves concerning that will not be 
known until December when the third reading takes 
place 19 December. 

* Greenland Minister: Perspective on Economy 
9IENO6824 Nuuk GRONLANDSPOSTEN in Danish 
17 Jun 91 p8 

[Guest commentary by Emil Abelsen, member of the 
Greenland Home Rule Government's executive com- 
muttee responsible for economic affairs: “Perspectives 
on Greenland’s Economy™] 

{Text} | have been asked to join in the debate on 
Greenland's economic situation and business conditions 
yn this country. | will avail myself of this opportunity to 
emphasize some of the trends in Greenland’s economy 
which both the Home Rule Government and private 
business must take into account when decisions need to 
be taken regarding investments in the coming years and 
when activities need to be adapted to the economic 
trends in Greenland and the world around us. 

As 1s known, the Home Rule Government continues to 
have a very great influence on the overall economy of 
Greenland. Because of this many of the Home Rule 
Government's economic decisions and policy moves 
have also had a mayor influence on economic conditions 
for private business. This can be seen, among other 
things, from the fact that the national treasury’s com- 
bined expenditures make up approximately one-half of 
the combined turnover in Greenland. 

When viewed in an international perspective, the public 
sector's, and in particular the Home Rule Government's, 
share of the entire Greenland economy 1s very high. This 
1s true of both public sector spending and the public 
sector's share of all investments in this society. especially 
if companies such as Royal Greenland and Greenland 
Trade [KNI] are included. 

So changes in public sector treasury revenues and expen- 
ditures will affect the level of economic activity in the 
private sector quite significantly. This affect has been 
very obvious in the boom and bust penods we have 
experienced since home rule was established So. as the 
Home Rule Government has assumed responsibilities 
for functions from the Danish state, we have observed 
vigorous development in those sectors of private busi- 
ness and industry which have the greatest significance 
for the economy, ic. the building and plant construction 
sector and the fishing industry 
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Within the fishing sector, particular efforts have been 
devoted to expanding cod and shrimp fishing while at 
the same time Greenland’s fishing industry has been 
built up. Now. after the boom years from 1986 to 1986. 
during which the Home Rule Government invested 
muilhons of kroner in the fishing sector as a whole 
through investments in the fishing industry and with 
extensive financing to build up the private fishing fleet. 
we have reached a situation in which the Home Rule 
Government must pay interest and instalments on the 
det which arose when the Home Rule Government 
floated 2 loan in 1988 

Balance in the Economy 

Since the loan was floated. we have had to carry out an 
extensive reorganization of the Home Rule Government's 
budget. particularly of its policy on expenditures. In other 
words it has been necessary to halt the state treasury’s 
overall level of spending. This was necessary both to cover 
interest and instalment payment obligations and to balance 
the Home Rule Government's budget. something which. to 
the extent possible, will create long-term stability in the 
budget for the national treasury 

Naturally this sudden halt could be observed on the level 
of economic activity im other parts of our society In 
particular the building and plant construction sector has 
noticed the halt in plant investments 

But if we look at the economic problems im the fishing 
sector, there too 11 18 necessary to look at other conditions 

In 1990 shrimp fishing was better than in recent years 
and there are signs that fishing. particularly on the west 
coast, will be good this year as well But the rise in 
shrimp production in countries such as Norway. Iceland. 

the Soviet Union, and Denmark has led to a drop in the 
sale prices for cold water shrimp on the world market 

With this fact in mind, the public sector shrimp fishing 
im Royal Greenland’s fleet of trawlers has. among other 
things. undergone an adaptation such that its catch 
Capacity corresponds to genuine resource opportunities 
and profitability in the fishing industry can be as good as 
possible. Since this essential precondition for a good 
economy 1s now about to be fulfilled. and since ongorng 
business and administration costs are being held at a 
sufficsently low level, today Royal Greenland’s trawler 
division can be considered a well run company 

Level of Expenditures Too High 

However. even with a comparatively good shrimp catch 
a number of private shipyards in the Greenland shrimp 
fishing industry have cxapernenced significant economic 
problems. This is duc primarily to the fact that the 
vessels’ Capacity 18 too great in relation to the catch 

opportunities and generally speaking the level of cxapen- 
ditures 1s too high 

So the Landsting [Greeniand legislature}. during its fall 
1990 session, decided to work on a structural adaptation 

of the private shrimp fishing industry in Greenland The 
aim of this move was for there to be fewer vessels but on 
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the other hand that the remaining fishing fect should 
fish on the basis of a better quota and with fewer costs to 
maintain the vessels 

The Home Rule Government's contribution to this 
structural adaption 1s the offer of favorable state treasury 
loans which, within an overall framework of | 21) millon 
kroner, can be distributed to shipyards which take part 
in economically realistic mergers and in which vessels 
are taken out of the Greenland fishing industry 

Even if the reason for the structural adaptation 1s a critical 
economic condition in large segments of the private sector 
fishing industry. 11 1s now a pleasure to report thal ever more 
shipyards are taking the situation seriously and have begun 
working On mergers and determining which vessels are 
unseaworthy. The first mayor merger occurred when Ice 
Trawl, Inc. was formed at the end of 199) It ws my 
impression that this company 1s now being run on a more 
profitable basis than was the case for the old shipyards 

Decreasing Spending 

Employment and spending im our country have been 
decreasing since the Home Rule Government introduced 
its revised expenditures policy in 1988-89. and in policy 
terms we are headed towards some decisive chores in 
economic policy in the years to come 

In what direction should our society develop. and how 
shall we finance development which can create renewed 
optumism and a desire to invest in our society” 

Among other things we must choose whether we 4)! create 
the basis for new private business and indusinal develop- 
ment by investments in the infrastructure. whether for the 
Home Rule Government's part. we shall invest directly on 
new areas of business and industry. or whether we shal! 
spend this money, which after all. 1s for public spending 
For just as it 1s obvious that for a number of years vet to 
come there will be economic limits on what the state 

treasury will be able to accomplish. it 1s obvious there 1s a 
need to imitiate new measures to promote growth The trend 
within traditional businesses such as fishing building and 
mining. compared with the necessity for great cost- 
consciousness in the general running of the Home Rule 
Government makes it even more essential to explore oppor. 

tunities for new profitable business This 1s true both with 
respect to employment and to strengthen the profit level in 
Our society 

Dectine in One Industry 

We must recognize that in the long term we can no longer 

hase the development of our society just on those few 

industnes which are very sensitive to economic conditions 

such as shrimp fishing and mining 4 different mixture of 
hasic businesses 1s needed so a decline in one oF in several 
industries will not result in such major consequences for the 
rest of thes society. which 1s the case today 

In the executive committee's work on the (99) budget. and 
thus an the coming four to five-vear penod. we have stressed 
the creation of a structurally profitable basis for postive 
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business development. Primarily we are working on oppor- 
tunities for creating the basis for competitive business 
Today we musi recognize thal to an increasing extent 
international market conditions will influence Greeniand’s 
economy while a! the same time a aumber of basic costs for 

Greenland’s business and industry are very high when 
viewed In an international perspective As caampiles | would 
mention cost factors such as the cost of electricity and water. 
wages. freight. and transport 

If we are to maintain a reasonable standard of living in 
the long term. we must be able to compete under 
imternationally prevailing conditions. This puts great 
demands for efficiency on almost every area in Green- 
land society Some of these apply to private business and 
industry. some to our public institutions, to their admin- 

Strations. and to the big domestically run companies 

Priority Expenses 

Yet as far as our investments are concerned, we musi 
recognize that in the next four to five years, we wall not 
achieve the very high level we witnessed in 1987-88. But we 
have an opportunity to give a high prionty to economically 
important investments in both the infrastructure and busi- 
ness development. And | believe ii will be possible to 
achieve the requisite support in the Landsting. the business 
community. and the population for something radical to 
occur im the years to come. Yet it will become necessary to 
give a higher prionty to some of the most growth-onented 
arcas and invesiments while at the same time assigning a 
lower priority to other, more service-onented areas. Only in 
this way will it be possible to create a long-term basis for 

imcreased service to citizens and the business community 
while at the same tome achieving an increased level of 
profits im this society 

Finland 

Aho Departs for One-Day Visit to USSR 
L DOCUBOR3 191 Helunki Suomen Viewradio Network 
im Finnish 0800 GMT 7 Aue 91 

[Text] Prime Minister Esko Abo left thes morning for an 
unofficial visit to Kostomuksha In Kostomuksha, Prime 
Minister Esko Aho will have talks with the USSR Prime 
Minister Valentin Pavlov about increasing trade 
between the countries and economic cooperation. Aho 
will return home in the afternoon 

Rural Party Elects Makela New Chairman 
1 DO608 1010691 Helunksi Radwo Finland in Enelish 
ORI0 GMI O Aue 9! 

[Text] The opposition Finnish Rural Party. the SMP. 
elected member of parhament Tina Makela as its new 
chairman at a weekend congress in the south-western coastal 
city of Turku Also at the same gathering the party decided 
to delay the nomination of its candidate for the 1994 
Finnish presidential clection In a senes of declarations 
adopted by the congress the Rural Party calls for a major 
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reformation of Finland's economia policies including guar- 
antees for an agncultural sector based on smal) family. 
operated farms. The Rural Party also calls for a gradual end 
to the use of nucicar power im Finland and a ban on a 
construction of any new nucicar plants 

iceland 

* New Cabinet's Economic Policies Viewed 

VIENOUOG9OA RevajaviA VORGT NBLADID in hclands 

lO Jul Vi py 

[Commentary by “Stakstemnar “New Political Line”) 

[Text] Those whe are able to deal with crucial cconoma 
problems, and who should deal with them. are liberals 

and socialists from all parties. states an arinie mm a 
newsletier of the Association of Liberal Socialists It os 
also stated on the article that 1 1s of no use to look to the 

Women’s List. the People’s Alhance or the Progressive 
Party (the KAF-parties) for cooperation because they are 
part of the malignancy that needs to be overcome 

Today. Staksteinar publishes portrons of thes article 

The Great Betrayal Theory 

Economist Gudmundur Olafsson writes an articic in the 

newsieticr which he calls “The New Line im loclands 

Politics un the Wake of the Government Formation ~ 
Excerpts from the article are published below 

“At the last mecting of FFI [Association of Liberal 
Socialists} (lune 12). Ossur Skarphedinsson discussed 
his views on the recent clecthon campaign. and the 
political conclusion the electrons generated In his dis. 
cussion, it emerged that the alternatives the current 
government opposition now enumerates arc. on the one 
hand, reconstruction government, and on the other 
hand, a left government with concen able support trom 
the Women’s List. The alternatives were the Indepen- 

dence Party plus the Social Democratic Party. or the 
Independence Party plus the People’s Alliance In tact 
other people have presented semular views. cf the writ. 
ings of Throstur Olafsson and Birgir Arnason. In other 
words, people have responded to Olatur Ragnar 
Grmsson’s great betrayal theory by saying that he 
missed the ‘betrayal’ himself, Thus. the argumentations 
for the current government have been somewhat formed 
by partisan views, although many other issucs emerged 

“At the end of the meeting, | discussed the tasks that are 
ahead in Icelandic economic life, and, for that reason as 
well, | mamtained that the cooperation between the 
Social Democratic Party and the Women’s List. the 
People’s Alhance and the Progressive Party (here abbre 
viated KAF) 1s absurd. Now the situation is that the 
debate 1s to be continued from that point and there will 
be further discussion of these matters at a mecting on 
Wednesday, 10 July. In the meantime. 11 so happens that 
Margret Byornsdottir published an article on these issues 
mn MORGULNBLADID under the heading ‘New Frontier 
in Icelandyc Politics” In her article, Margret arrives at 
similar conclusions that | mentioned concerning the 
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nature of the KAF-parties and the political role of the 
Social Democratic Party. and 11 1s not an cxaggeration to 
state that Margret’s article 1s one of the most important 
articles in Icelandic politics in recent years 

Clique of Minor kings 

“As soon as the government formation was finished, 1 
came to light that two of the Independence Party minis- 
ters seemed determined to ignore their Chairman's nego- 
tations talks . and 1 soon became evident that a chque 
of minor kings was in charge within the parhamentary 
group. which caused difficulties for the party chairman. 
as well as loosening the grip that David [Oddsson. party 
chairman, former mayor] has held on his city council 
group unts! now. This resulted in the fact that a unity was 
not reached about obvious reformation in agricultural 
affairs and fisheries affairs, and thereby. the govern- 
ment’s ability 1s considerably lumited in reducing the 
chronic budget deficit. As a result, the government was 
forced to increase the interest rate on government bonds 
in order to finance a deficut that could casily have been 
ehminated if the Social Democratic Party proposals had 
been followed on this matter. This government interest 
rate increase ded. however, lead to a general interest rate 
increase with unforeseeable consequences with regard to 
inflation and economic growth 

“Thus, it can be saod that the results of the first months of 
the government coalition 1s quite similar to what it would 
have been if the Social Democratic Party had entered into a 
coalition government with the KAF-parties. After the pro- 
gressive clement of the parhamentary group of the Indepen- 
dence party went back home to the countryside after the 

spring session. the government has. nonetheless, been abic 
to form a shghtlhy healthier policy —Alafoss and the shnmp 
processing. just to give cxamples 

The New Line 

“Ever sence the end of World War I. the leclandx 
economic system has in many ways been similar to other 

newly berated colomal states. The mndustrial lite has. 

for the most part. been undiversified and has mostly 
been based on the export of raw materials, along with 
very unsophisticated trade procedures and market isola- 
tion Great economic growth has mostly been based on 
increased harvesting of fish stocks and increased partic- 
ipation of women in the labor market. Fluctuations in 
fisheries and market rsolation have led to considerably 

more consistent inflation than 1s known in the devcloped 
countnes. Until the middie of the last decade. the nation 
has been able to make up for all the coonomuc ills with 
mereased harvesting of the fish stocks. whether 1 
involved unfavorable inflation, trade deficit or untavor- 
able labor market Inflation was almost the only thing 
that cast a shadow on this cconomic growth 

“It has now come to the pot where i 1s nol possible to 

continue exploring the fish stocks or manpower Crucial 
economic problems require different solutions than national 
agreements and price freezes. On this rssuc. tt 1s of no use to 

look toward to KAF-partes for cooperation. they are part of 
the malignancy that needs to be overcome Those who arc 
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able to deal with thes new problem, and who should deal 
with it, are lsberals and socialists in all parties.” 

Sweden 

* Schedule for EC Application Outlined 
VIE NOCUAB Stadhoim DIGENS NUHETER 

in Swedish 2 Jul 91 p 5 

[Article by Gun Falth: “Sweden Examined” ] 

{Text} Once Prome Moinister Ingvar Carlsson submits 
Sweden's membership application to hrs Netherlands 
counterpart. the EC bureaucracy will begin its work. 

The neat step on the yourncy toward membership wall be 
a detasled cxamination of Swedish society 

The idea 1s to see if we are worthy of being members and 
to find out the areas on which we differ from our future 

allies in Europe 

This does not mean that we can avoid any of the legal 
aspects of the EC. which we can do m the EEA [Euro- 
pean coonomic areal process. If we join the EC, we must 
take the entire EC —tfor better or for worse. The exami- 

nation 1s important. however, for transitional regula- 
trons that may be discussed in future negotiations 

The cxamination vs made by the EC Commission which 
will then submit a report. the notification, to the Council 

of Ministers: Swedish EC cxperts hope this wall be 
completed by the summer of 199). After that. prelimi 

nary negotiations may begin 

Formal negotiations will begin only after the Council of 
Ministers has unanimous!) found that Sweden 1s quall- 
fied. based on thes notification 

Sweden hopes that these negotiations can begin in carly 
199%. There 1s no model for these negotiations im the 
Treaty of Rome. There are indications, however, that a 
Coreper subgroup. which 1s a kind of cabinet for the 
Council of Ministers. will sit on the EC side of the 
negotiating table (in the other side will be Sweden's 
chiet negotiator who. perhaps after the clection as well, 
will be Ulf Dinkelsprel. along with experts from our EC 
delegation in Brussels 

In order to achieve membership by | January 1995. the 

negotiations must be concluded and approved well 
before the 1994 clectrons Otherwise, there wall not be 
tume for the constitutvonal changes and the promised 
referendum (€ onsequently. the temetable 1s tight. A great 
deal depends on whether or not we have achieved an 
EEA agreement by that time If so. many questions wall 
have been cleared up Thove that remain wall be hard 

enough nuts to crack agricultural policy, a yount trade 
and customs union. foreign and questions. the economic 
and monetary unron. the currency umon, the political 

union, taxcs, and more 

After vears of stagnation) West European imtcgration 

took off with the unity document and white book of 
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1985. At that ume. a deadline of i January 1993 was set 
for implementing the four freedoms, 1.¢. the freedom of 
people, capital. goods, and services to move freely across 
national boundaries. With that umetable in mind, com- 
panies began to make the common market a reality. The 
politicians were forced to follow. 

Time and time again Sweden, which has been a member 
of the EFTA free trade region since 1960. has tned to 
move closer to the EC in various ways. In 1973 EFTA 
signed a free trade agreement with the EC. In 1984 the 
term EEA. European economic area, came up al an 
EC-EFTA meeting. In 1989 the EC Commussion offered 
EFTA chairman Jacques Delors closer cooperation 
within the framework of an EEA agreement. These 
negotiations are now capected to be completed this fall. 

But when the EEA negotiations entered their final stage. the 
government changed its EC policy Until that time, the 
cornerstone of this policy. formulated in 1961 by Tage 
Erlander and again in 1981 by Olof Palme. had been that 
membership was irreconcilable with Swedish neutrality 

The official explanation for the change was that the 
political blocs in Europe had disappeared. thereby clim- 
inating this obstacle to Swedish EC membership 

* Bildt: EC Tie Requires Neutrality Change 
YIENOCO4A Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 1] Jul Yl p 4 

[Guest commentary by Car! Bildt, leader of the Mod- 
erate Party: “UN. Profile Much Changed” | 

[Text] In the future, the term “policy of neutrality” must 

be reserved for its narrow meaning, imdicating our 
freedom from military alhances and our own responsi- 
bility for our own defense. Otherwise, we must aim 

toward a foreign policy with a clear European identity 
Al that time, we will have to change Sweden's United 
Nations policy. Moderate Party leader C arl Bridt wrote 
this for today’s formal submission of Sweden's applica- 
tion for EC membership 

After the Riksdag’s histone resolution on 12 December 
1990. the government will finally submit Sweden's applhi- 
cation for full membership in the European Community 
What should have been done in 1970. when the EC 
opened the door for EFTA countnes who wanted to 
participate in European cooperation, 1s now being donc, 
more than two decades later 

I believe that the Social Democratic government's agree- 
ment in March 1971 to reject the possibility of Swedish 
EC membership was the most serious political mistake of 
the postwar period. At that time, it was primarily tension 
within their own party that drove the Social Democrats 
into that position. The result was that Sweden placed 
itself outside of a quarter century of European coopera- 
tron, which has become more and more intensive 

We can only speculate over how Sweden would have 
fared during these decades if we had made the correct 
decision at that time 
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| am convinced that we would have had a higher rate of 
growth, lower inflation, and a higher level of employ- 
ment than what actually was the case. Now Sweden 1s 

lagging behind the EC countnes more and more in 
economic development. 

This was particularly clear during the 1981's. While eco- 

nomic development within the EC was taking off and 
inflation was being combated at an carly stage. Sweden's 
economy was becoming more and more stagnant Today the 
gap in growth between the EC and Sweden 1s paintulls large 

Politically, we would have quickly overcome the trend 
toward self-isolationism that exrsted om the Swedish 
debate and we could have played an active and eflective 
role in European cooperation at an carly stage | am 
convinced that this would have been good tor Sweden 
and | am not ashamed to say that I believe it also would 
have been good for the rest of Europe 

With regard to neutrality, 1 can only be sand that nt could 

have been combined with full membership during that 
entire penod. 

But what has happened has happened. At that tome the 

Social Democrats closed the door that they now. after 
much huffing and puffing and much hesitation. are being 

forced to open. Just as vigorously as FE criticized ther 
isolation in the past. | now welcome their openness 

A year ago Ingvar Carlsson and I clashed here on the 
DAGENS NYHETER Debate page over Sweden's Euro- 
pean poly. Afier a meeting with the Foreign Aflais 
Commitice on 29 June. at which the question of E¢ 

membership had been thoroughly discussed for the first 
time, | said that Sweden must apply for EC membership as 

carly as 1991. with an eve toward jounmng around 1995 

Bui the Social Democrats could not accept that On 5 

July the prime minister used the DAGENS NY HETER 
Debate page to attack the “Moderate Party's dissident 

line” on this issue Al the same tome. however he 

beheved that there was such “broad support for the main 

direction in Swedish foreign policy” that the Moderate 
Party's call for a membership application m 199! should 

not lead to any dou in the rest of the world as to where 
Sweden stood 

According to Ingvar Carlsson. after the meeting of the 
Foren Affairs Commitice. there was “unity behind the 

proposition that there 1s no reason to bring up the rssuc 

of Swedish membership.” But that was totally wrong 

when it was written and tt would be totally wrong in the 
future, as well, During the meeting. both Bengt Wester. 

berg and | made ut clear that we thought 1 was a highly 
topical issuc 

But, like so often in the past. the prome muenister was 

forced several months later to adopt the cxact position 

that he had so clearly denounced 

That which was the “Moderate dissident line” a vcar ago 
is now Sweden's main line, And it 1s berng supported hy 
the person who rejected tt back then It was the Socal 
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Democrats’ “dissident line™ that had to give way and ut 
was the Moderate Party line that was victormous It was 
best for Sweden. 

We have now entered the decisive second phase of our 
European debate The first phase dealt with whether or 
not we would participate. The second deals with the way 
im and it will continue until we are able to sign a 
membership agreement. 

In recent years, vanous countnes have apphed for EC 
membership. Applications from Turkey. Austria. Malta. 
and Cyprus are already on the table at the Council of 
Ministers and i 1s an open secret that many others will 
follow Sweden We are not unique in wanting to youn the EC 

There 1s not yet a firm EC policy on new members and ut 
1s umprobable that this question wil! be discussed by the 
various EC organs before the two important intergovern- 
mental conferences are concluded. It 1s during 1992 that 
the various governments of the EC nations will take 
positions on this issuc, which 1s also of great important 
to Sweden. 

Most of the EC nations are favorably disposed toward 
Sweden but, at the same time, it would be a mistake if we 
ignored the skepticism that has resulted from our pre- 
vious policy toward Europe and the uncertainty that 
exists concerning how we see the tension between our 
policy of neutrality and the political goals of the EC. 
particularly in the area of security policy 

The government's declaration on this issue that the prime 
minister recently presented in Riksdag was important Its 
main positions were firmly rooted in the four mayor parties. 
but in the end the government itself chose to take respons:- 
bility for sts details and exact formulation 

It was not so good that the significant statements concerning 
Sweden's support of EC political goals was sparsely stated 
and burned in the document. This reduced the document's 
ability to clear up any ambiguities concerning Sweden's 
choice of a new path Some of the comments that have been 
made reinforce this conclusion 

For this reason, when the prime minister submits the 
formal application today im the Haag, it will be very 
important for him to take the opportunity to stress rather 
forcefully precisely these sections of the declaration 
This would help answer some of the questions that have 
been raised throughout Western Europe in recent weeks 

It must be made perfectly clear to the EC Council of 
Ministers that Sweden 1s yomning every part of the commu- 
nity, approves the changes that will come out of the inter. 
governmental conferences that are now under way. and 1s 
prepared to work actively in the community's further devel- 
opment toward the political goals that have been set 

For this to be clear to the EC, the Swedish gow rrement 
must say it in sO many words without bring. - j 
extraneous considerations 

It +s unavondable that this wil) have an impact on our 
foreign and security policy In the future. the term 
“policy of neutrality” must be reserved only for our 
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freedom from military alhances and our own responsi- 
bility for our own defense. Otherwise, we must conduct 
a foreign policy with a clear European identity 

As an cxamplc. we musi change Sweden's United 
Nations policy. since in United Nations votes we repre- 
sent a separate line that would be hard to reconcile with 

our future membership 

If no particular questions are rarsed. the EC Council of 
Ministers will now send the Swedish application to the 
EC Commussion for its study. The commission will 
probably present its findings some time neat year 

The government that 1s formed after thes fall's clec- 
thons—whether 1 be a new majority or whether the 

present leftsst majority manages to hang on—must hit 
the ground running on the issuc of European policy 

It +s now that the tig job actually begins gaining support 
for Sweden's desire to solve any problems that may arise 
during the transition period and gaining understanding 
for our request for an expedited application process 

We must not underestimate the challenges that we face 
In recent years the Swedish government's European 
policy has been characterized by more or less scrious 
mistakes. Now there 1s less room for that type of mus- 
judgment. Now it 1s getting serious 

The EEA [European economic area] negotiations indi- 
cate a part of the challenge we are facong Without 
question, the government and its collaborators have 
done a good job in a technical sense om these negotia- 
tons. Anita Gradin has done a laudable job both here 

and abroad. In the political sense, however, they have 

made one mistake after the other 

They have spoken constantly of new “breakthroughs.” 

but eventually it has become clear that thes really meant 
new delays. Wishful thinking has dominated ai the 

expense of reality And this has distorted our entire 
perspective on the process 

It +s emportant for us to learn from these mistakes. The 
European process 1s not controlled from Stockholm All the 
forces that, taken together, lead the development of the EC 
form a multifaceted process in which our task must be to be 
present every step of the way For us to do this, we must 
convince the rest of Europe that we are servous in this new 
direction that we as a nation are now prepared to go 

When Sweden enters the EC. it will be the end of an 
epoch. After socialism fell in East Europe and the free 
economies and free societies developed stronger and 
stronger in West Europe, there was no longer room for a 
middie path The long epoch of the “third way” 1s over 
and it 1s the European way that 1s the future for Sweden 

Thus, the chore of the European way must lead to a new 
openness and a new wil! to change in our public debate We 
can already see some wigns of thes After some mild resis. 
tance. the Social Democrats who supported the third way 
are now submitting the formal application This 1s as good a 
sign as any that the old conservatiem 1s losing its hold 
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But thes 1s just a beginning. We must be ready for new 
openness in one areca after the other, And 1 1s important 
that we enter the European cooperation with the convac- 
thon thal not only do we have something to give the rest 
of Europe. but also that the rest of Europe has a great 
deal to offer Sweden 

Speaking only of everything that must be protected and 

safeguarded when we enter the new Europe will create 
the umpression that we are afraid of what 1s coming. But 
we will not gain a better future if we do not free ourscives 
of thes defensive mentality 

Sweden needs a new start and we can get thes new start in 
the new Europe that 1s emerging. 

* Left Party Platform Stresses EC Opposition 

* Werner Attacks Carlsson 

VIE NO 344 Stackholm DAGENS NYHETER 
m Swedish 17 Jul GI pp Y 

[Article by Kaa Encberg “Werner Is Not Afraid of Tan 
Increase} 

[Teat}) Visby—Cret nd of the constramts againsi muni- 
ipal taxes so that the municipalities and the county 
councils have a reasonable chance of getting a decent 
source of uncome for social services’ 

These were the words of Left party leader Lars Werner 
on Tuesday when he appeared at the annual politician 
week mm Visby 

He mndicated a certamn willingness by the Left Party to 
offer the Socal Democrats support on the Ribksdag 1a the 
tall—although with the stipulation that the taa reform rs 
put down, that the municipalities are allowed to rane 
taxcs again. and that sufficrent measures are taken to 
reduce rising unemployment 

“The Social Democrats have leaned all too far toward 
the night on the recent penod to count of any automatic 
support from us It cannot be im the sense of a blank 
check. There will have to be changes mm distribution 
policy.” Lars Werner told the press which gathered im the 
afternoon mm the new art museum's library 

He revierated hes carer stated thesis about how the 
Ings ar ( arlsson government could have gotten together 
with the Left Party and powibly the Environmental 
Party on taxes. But the chowwe fell on the Liberal Party in 

order to get md of the marginal tax question im the 
campaign. Warner feels 

Many \lternatives 

As tradition dictates, he first held a press conference and 
later spoke to several hundred Cotlanders and summer 
vistors at the castern gravesites by the Ring Wall, 
decorated tor the day with the party's red banners 

During the press conference he stressed that the clection 
outcome 8 uwncertam and the political situation 

unclear that a “turbulence” giving tise to numerous 
possible outcomes could occur 
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“It 1s not as semple as the Social Democrats, for onc, hike 
to make out—that the clection involves either the con- 
tunuation of Social Democratic government or a transfer 
of power to the ‘conservative allance. that 1. the jount 
clection platform of the Moderates and the Liberals.” 
Werner explained He believes that one might also figure 
on a “Red-4ireen™ alhance on pertinent issues 

“Bows Characteristics” 

Inspired by party secretary, Kenncth Kvest, who os running 
for the Reksdag m the Skaraborg district, Werner, m hes 
speech, attacked New Democracy Leader Bert Carisson’s 
“anti-umon enterprise” at hes amusement park “Summer- 
land” outwde of Skara. In hes treatment of a young and 
powcricss summer staff. Bert Karlsson has demonstrated 
“boss characteristics.” Werner fects 

“It 1s urgent to draw the voters attention to what people like 
Bert Karlsson do when they get power and exercise 4.” 
explained Werner. who did not hike the interpretation that 
he was trying to warn voters agarast New Democracy 

“The umons have already distanced themscives from 
New Democracy and will surely draw the nght conclu- 

sons on clectron day.” Lars Werner sand 

The Left Party leader 1s keeping a low profile in Gotland 
and im Vishy where bes party first established a local 
headquarters in December of 1975 

An important part of the Left Party platform m oppos- 
tron to EC The lithe local headquarters in Visby displays 
the youth organization's poster with the teat “EC prices 
Birth 20.000 kronor, Broken bone 15,000 kronor” 

Lars Werner directed hes criticrsm of the EC agarnst the 
Cartsson government. which deliberately avorded an 
open debate on jong and did not give an open 
accounting of its acthoms. Al the same tome. the govern- 
ment was establishing EC groups mm every department 

and was actively participating im a large EC group on 
trade, according to Werner 

* Would Accept Tax Rise 
VIENOCIAB Stax dtholm DAGENS NVHETER 
im Swedish 24 Jul 91 p 10 

[Article by Kaa Eneberg “Tax Decrease Election 
Coody”. Left Party Alone Advocating Higher Taxes”) 

[Text] The Left Party « the only political party m the 
campaign that talks of the necessity of rarwng taxes im 
order to maintain Sweden's present welfare level 

The nonsocialist parties’ Campaign promises on lower 
taxes s brushed aude as “yust an clection goody” 
without real content 

“The partes and organizations thal are gorng out and 
promising lower taxes arc just throwong dazzle dust im 
the eves of the people They don't talk about how that 
will lead to poorer care and lew day care capanwon 

Instcad they dwell on the prospect that lower tases will 

have an automaty affect on growth ~ 
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These were remarks made by Left Party Leader Lan 
Werner when presenting a report on Tuesday bearing the 
tale “Do taxes have to be lowered” =eritten by the 
partys spokesman m tae msucs. Lars Backstrom. 
Reksdag Leader Maggs Mekacisson. and coomomest Per. 
Lennar Boryesson The report 1s described as an attempt 
to “semplify the debate” and pul holes m the varnous 
myths that crop up 

One of the alleged myths the Left Party would the to 
sinke down s that Seeden ms an crceptronally haghly- 
taxed country Another concerns the ratronal that adjust- 

ment to the EC requires Sweden to lower taxes and that 
the mere lowering of taxes Creates growth 

Hiding I hemsehves 

“The tax differential « wery large euthen the EC Take 
Greece. for example. whoch after four vears of membership 
retaims four different valuc-added taxes wales—tow for 
food. higher for resiaurant food and still higher & percent 
for restaurant food consumed at a luaury resiaurant with a 
large orchestra.” Lars Packstrom pointed out 

If Sweden wants to lower taxes, ts a domestic policy 
issuc without connection to the EC the group reasons 

The only “tas harmonizing™ that EC memberstup could 
require 1s for alcohol, tobacco. and tasatvon on caprtal 

“The conservative forces are hiding behind the EC im 
order to put thei demand for lower taxes through sand 
the Left Party leader. who on thes day even counted the 
Social Democrats in the comsersative group 

Misteadong 

The report contends that 1 misicading to talk about 
the differences between the tar rates of varous Countnes 
using the “tas quotient” as a bass ft 1s mesicading 
because the countries berg compared have different 
taxation systems The differences require certain adyust- 
ments with regard to the population structure and the 

balance In Sweden's case. thes entarls budgctary 
reducing by half the 14 percentage ports that the 
Swedish tax quotient rose above the EC's on 1986 

According to the long-term projection (Stefan Fotster). 
Sweden will not end up as the highest mm the world. but 
will be passed by Beigeum Holland and Ircland 

The party draws the concluwon that Sweden has a sgnifi- 
cantly higher tax quotient than many other countries (ne 
of the reasons 4 a more developed publ sector m our 
country In the EC countrnes. the rewdents to a greai extent 
pay for education. health and social services derectly from 
ther own pockets That allows lower putin capenditure and 
taxes. but at the same time places a greater ccomomn burden 
on the household. which must dig into its own pocket fora 
senes of capenditures 

The Left Party reyects the entere ratronal under which it 
1S possible to lower taxes and still preserve the Swedish 

weltare Mate ()n the contrary. 1 ms necessary to rare the 
tas rate om order to preserve the level of health and old 
age imsurance and support low moome pensioners The 
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requires an mercase m tases of 165 tulbon kronor 

whoch will be taken promarily from hegh mmcome carners 

“We must return to the solbdarty tan pola) ehach 
V igtorss advocated with taxation according to abulity to 
pas.” sand Werner, whos party compictels reyects the 
tas reform “wehech docs not allow low moome carers to 

get anytheng. of even lets them defray the capene of 

lower tases for large numbers of the affluent ~ 

* Liberal-Moderate bE lectoral Alliance \ iewed 
VIE NOUS 4 Stadbedlee DAIGENS NOHETER 

om Swedish 90 Jun Ol p 2 

{Ednornal “Rightrst Alhance—So What”) 

[Text] When Bengt Westerberg and ( ar! Biidt .o-authored 
an aftxle and thew respective partes mowed 2 pont. of 
lhmited. governmental platform. a number cf wcll. 
established circles in Swedish politics were surprised 

But still, « was tempieng for the Social Democrats and the 
Center Party. which sees steel as repected and picked on. to 
read nce signals from this act. namely that the | rheral Party 
had moved closer to the Moderates This unfortunatich 
the one<dimenwonal prcture of Swedish party politics 

Bawcally. the declaration contamned that whch the two 
partes had already agreed on betorchand m the arca of 

econom« polcoy It eas a bind of common denominator that 
chmunated anything that was controversial but omugnefi- 
cant m thes coment: With obvious glee Bo Torewson (Social 
Democrat) and others use the term “nghtet allhance” and 
Bild dacs not deny at We can only assume that Westerberg 
rs wechened by hoth the obyective and tacth al empl ations of 
thes malicrous label The real question is what thes alliance 
will mean om the short and long term and what is lyheral 
clement can and should do te mamtam control over ms 
internal dynamics 

if. for example. Liberal Party members protest loudly 
against a umon with another party that 1» characterized hy 
the term “nghtst™ ehach 1 foreign to them and hated by 
them. then of course the Social Democrats wll call a 
mmternal buckering (Ff course a coalition government 1s not 
necessarily a lasting marrage or cven an ideology al wren 
as indicated by coalitioms such as the Social Democrath and 
Maderate coalition im Finland and many others 

The important question 1s whether or not they can agree 
on how the most umportant problems of the day can be 
wived Perhaps the contracting parties showld have 
thought about what they would be called together but 
now the mam problem is to live up to thee bellong on 
what meucs do they have pornt proposals and m whet 

areas do they have thew own separate lines” 

(hutwde pressure can force both partees to reach agree- 
ment, at least mm matters where thew differences are 
sight Both partes must have been aware of thn mom 
advance (n the other hand. there are centrifugal forces 
particularly m the form of New Democracy show 

attraction 1 probably strongest on the nght wing of the 
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Maderate Party Both these Moderates and the Liberals 

must keep a clear bead and stack by what they have sand 

Thess = made cawcr by the fact that thew platform 

contamms some popular causes that are presently gaming 
support for the two parties making the public sector 
smaticr and more efficent. reducing taxes and subwidies. 
rarvng overall productivity. and becoming whoichcar- 
eds mvolved m Europe These msucs belong together 
and support one another The Socsal Democrats arc 
Mos ing in the same direction. but much more hesitantly 
and they are much more divided 

Thes docs not mean that the gap betecen liberal and 
comser: *t-ve sdeas has disappeared Beyond the politics 
of today. they well remain as long as people have dif- 
ferent attrttudes and veews of lefe Theres can affect various 
specific msucs at different tomes. Today thes 1s truc, for 
cxampic. of the parties’ views of emigrants, where the 
Liberal Party both on its Reksdag votes and according to 
oprmon polls among is voters. supports the most tol- 
erant and benevolent attitude while the Moderates are 
generally at the opposte end of the scale The same 
applies to and for developing countnes. For conservative 
people. solidarity = wsually lmited socially and gco- 
graphically. while 1s more general for lberals 

The same 1s true for family policy and gender roles 

Many have pounted out how. after the fall of communism 
om East Europe. the main contending forces mm society 
can now be described most simply as lrberal against 

comservatives. The most typical case 1s H where. 
as Agnes Heller has pownted owt (DAGENS NYHETER., 
( whwre page. 25 June). Democratic Forum stands for 
tradition nationalism. relgion. and semplicity while the 
Free Democrats are for ratonaliwm. tolerance. variety. 
and Western urban culture 

In a werrlar manner ot can be saed that when one of the 
three claswcal sdeologres. socialism. if not disappears. at 
least retreats and fades. then the human need for a 
foundation for further disxcuswon will make us focus 
more on the two remaming classical positroms They 
become crystallization pots around ehech indi iduals 
and partes form more or lews clear groupings freedom 
or security. mndivedualiem of collectivism. etc 

By international Mandards. Bildt's Moderates are rela- 
trvely lyheral conservatives. In order to solve Sweden's 
acute cconome problems using the platform of the 
“alhance” Westerberg need not reyect his ratronaliwm or 
other Wheral virtues. A good coonomy today will not 
make reform more difficult in the future 

* SDP Seen Blocking Welfare State Reforms 
VIE NOOOU Stadhole DIGENS NVHETER 
m Seodeot M4 Jun Vip? 

[Ednoral “The Socal Democrats Way”) 

[Teat) The Socal Democratic Party [SDP] remains a 
mughty force on Sweden. even after the party ceased to be 
cCapatic of governing m its own mghi 

prevalent ideas 

with 4 own 
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The emportant power remamung to “1. 15 1s powcr to 
block. If the labor mowement’s leadershep decodes that 
changes need to be put through. they can happer quickly 

because usually the only real hendrance s ntsclf. We saw 
om a pember of ssercs om 1989 and 1990. Tas reform 
was onc. The deductible franchise mm bealth msurance 
eas another Swedish membership in the EC was a third 

The reverse: If the Socsal Democratec Party clanms that 
changes are not needed. 1 can appreciably complicate 
and forestall them 

There are several reasons for thes power to block. Conser- 
vatism eithin the established system. and its beneficianes. 
is always a ready accomplice The new ms more uncertain 
than the famuhar Changes efoch arm at a more dynamic 
general economy create more complicated mechanisms and 
longer tome periods than the simple division “nich and 
poor.” By dint of ther hrstorncal role, the Social Democrats 
still have credybulity for many when they choose to claim 
that a certam change = “wnyust.” The Center Party os 
especially vulnerable to thrs 

When the Social Democrats employ superficial propa- 
ganda at the capense of cconomen understanding. thry 
can render contradicting information on healthcare inef- 
fective on the mind of the public Even the very cxrstence 
of an coonomn msuc 1s reduced to a political bazaar. 
where one and all can find what he prefers to believe 

An informed public 1s very emportant if necessary changes 
are to occur Health unsurance reforms now save bilhons of 
kronor quarter! It was possible to umplement these without 
much controversy, even within the labor movement, 
because the government had made clear ahead of tome 
that it was necessary to limit public capenditure 

The diagram shows the dramatic shifts that occurred in 
the comprehension of msues over several years up until 
the autumn of 1990. Allan Larsson was successful in his 
information concerning “that deadly seriousness” It 
won him negotiating room for his reforms 

What the Social Democrats choose has significance even 
for a nonmsocialist government, especially when a new 
government's majority 1 wholly dependent upon the 
center (Sifo for June gives the Red-Cireen block 170 
votes, still less than half) 

It was capected that the Social Democrats would recover 
m the last Sifo poll before the election campaign. The 
disturbing thing 1s the way it happened—or more accu- 
rately. the plausible myth of why « happened 

The current government party could have sand with a 
certamn pride that it had taken the bull by the horns after 
the failure of the third ways coonomic policy Tas 
reform rarsed indi rdual savings and has given Sweden a 
competitive buwness tax structure The EC decison and 
the lonkage of the krona with the ECL [European C ur- 
rency Unit] has removed much uncertainty from com- 
mercial fe The reform plans for the state's large trans- 
fers and for health and old age care can be beneficial if 
thes are carned out Thes « lenked to what has been 
aritten into the government's fiscal plan im January on 
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the fact that the hase structure of ATP [Workers Com- 
pensation Insurance| needs to he quickly rev esed on order 
to promote employment and savings 

The Socsal Democratec Party could have depicted the 

spring's fallong mmterest rates and rrsing confidence im the 
future as a result of ts own new policy direction, and 

could have vowed. m consegucnce. to follow up and 
fortefy what has been shown to benefit the country 

But what we have seen s an clection theme whech 5 
basically the opposite Nothing needs to change. Taxes 
should remam cxactly where they arc. all cle 6 “to 
dismantic the welfare state ~ The problem with the wage 
Mructure solved and requires no adjustment to the 
balance om the labor market. There 1s no further talk of 
alterrng ATP and uncmployment msurance. The aced 
for new business enterprise will be solved by seclf as 

businesses, lhe people. mecrease thew competence 
(Ingvar Carisson Sunday). Unemployment is no 

problem. ot well rise to three percent m August and snk 

NORDIC COUNTRIES 

again afterwards. More private altcrnatewe care and 
nursing would disturb the sacs! tabrax. The budget 
deft not worse than whal onc can capect m a low 
coonomy and docs not demand any mayor savings EX 

An craggctated disparagemenct of the social system by 
the New Democracy and others. whech has been buslding 
im Sweden. requires refutation from several partes. But 
what we have seen of the Social Dernocratn speakers thes 
Spring indicates something more Already mm February, 
the party went into premature opposition The oppos- 
thon party line appears to conmwst of the defense of 
everything currently om canstence, combuned with a pop- 

ulism of the Center Party type (valuc-added food tas} 

If thes line leads upwards im the clection, » contrast to the 
spring's low -placed expectations. thr tradrtronalrsm will put 
new wind om the sass of the worker movement. Should a 
occur, the Socal Democratx Party. unfortunately, can not 
be reed upon to be a constructive force for change m the 
upcoming years Feldt’s phalans 1s dead 

Seedish Opimon on the Public Sector 
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Attrtude toward the size of the putin w tor has fuctuated expecially sharply among Sexcsalrstn voters The mean (those eho ogpese a reduc tran — 
those eho eant @) went om 19S) from + . | te |) among Seceal Demecrats and from + Mite. 9 among Left Party voters (Seerce Lennar 
“Nilsson on SOM report 6 Potrtcal Scremce Imetriute Crothemburg | meversety } 

* Johansson Keeps Disparate Center Party | aited 
VIE NOOR Stadholm DIGENS NVHETER 

im Seedih 20 Jun ol p 10 

[News analyses by Kaa Encherg “He's ‘Olle’ to the 
Whole ( enter Party. Members Hope Johanson's ( au- 
throws Strategy Will Pay Off mn Election” ] 

[Text] Despite the much discussed ‘vagueness that has 
been severely critecized by hes own rank-and-file, Center 
Party Leader (Not Johansson was reciected by his party 
without a trace of corndor lobbying of discuswon 

Having pust accomplished its calmest and most harmo- 
nous Party convention on the last decade, the party now 

expects the autumn clectron, with the ard of Johanwon's 
Cautious strategy, to bring the Center Party cabinet into 
the government after the clectron. Preferably a nonso- 
calst one. The ever enthuwmastec youth association C uf 
1s Clanmoeng the prome moenister post for thew Olle 

Most of the delegates left U'ddevalla. in Bohuslan. happy 

and reheved on Wednesday. feeling they had caper: 
cnoed thew most upbeat convention And the party 

leadership that had been worred about the EC msue 
sighed with rehet after the convention sand yes to 8S veden 
seching EC membership 

That came about after a lively debate which followed a 
half-hearted reyectvon by Cul (without, however, votes 
berg counted) No to the FC as ot functroms today. And 
with stipulations that ncutrality would be mamntamned 
and the public would have the final say on a referendum 
after negotiations were complcted 

Critecrsm from scattered delegates and ( uf Chairman 
(Ha Jonson made an impreswon on the undeciied 
Center Party. Nor were the vowes rarnved agarnst the F« 
© vocifcrows that Cot Johansson needed to step in Yet. 
because ons such an important mouwe—the century's 
biggest. many felt—he rose to speak on its behalf. But. a 
was the down-to-carth argument of Per4 Ha Enkeson 
from Norrhotten that the FC was good for small buwness 
that was seen to carry the day 

Pleased party leaders bhhe Bore Hornlund crowed 
dchightedl) that “we are most certamnly the only party 
which dares to have an open FC dehate Others 
crowding around the party's raffle booths om Agneberg 
Hall, with crocheted tablecioths as prizes. talked of the 
doutt found also within the other partees. where the 
dechate would not be resolved 
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beoreign Guests 

Oot Johansson gave a preview of what te cxpect m an 
outbreak of jocularity during an open gucstron- 
and-ansecr scswon with the youth group on. among 
other things, hrs favoritc hobby. boule play 

“It's called “howle’ (aath ‘oO sound and double Th. my 

fnends. and nothing che" 

He adcptly cxccuted seme memoroblc adlihs in French 
for hrs international gucsts 

(Hot Johansson from Vallnghy. of modest rural orgs. 
had tough when after Thortyorn Falidin’s fall and 
Karin Soder’s interlude om 1986. he became party leader 
But now he 1s “Olle not pust to Center Party youth, but 
tw the whole party Farmers are pleased with Skaane 

farmer Karl-Enk Olsson and the women’s movement 

(CAF) with Gore! Thurden m thes unwsual coalescence of 
parts leadership 

Jovtul and tews crypt om hes speech. he lestened and 

talked hes way through five convention days—which 
imluded the nowadays s© accommodating women’s 

movement and the outspoken and still surtably rebel- 
hous youth He spoke on the msuc closest to the party's 
hearn——on equitable distribution of coOMOomnH resources 

and ard to familes with dependent children and prom. 
ised that these would take precedence over capricious tan 

cuts. Some tas cuts he and the part) want—lower valuc- 
added tax |moms) on food and howsing 

Project a Profile 

As one must. the Center Party leader cagerly projected a 
Center profile as soon as opportunity opened up—at the 

popular Rigsting on Crustafshorg s sun-drenched lawn on 
conversation with Cul CAE. and the larger convention 
And, as one must. be attacked the Social Democrats for 
tax reform and general moms mercases. as well as the 
Liberal and the Moderate Parties for playing up to the 
high-income group with promises of Cutting taxes. and 
for thew overall mequitablc Mance on. among other 
things the school msuc 

Yet. apparently to aver’ hes predecessor, Thortyorn 
Falidin's tactical mistake. be has not mswed an ult 
matum about participating m a powihlc nonsocalest 
government. He has responded «ith vagueness con 
cerning the extent to which the promise of and to famrbes 

“an mdespenuttlc demand © He has also avonded all 

Questions about what muinrsternal post he has on mond 
Repeatedis be has alluded to the fact that “it 1 the voters 

who decide — 

Assorted Sty Digs 

Despite assorted sly digs af Bengt Westerberg (Hot 
Johansson has catiteted a haw: goede) and has net 
thrashed amy of hes rrvals partecularly hard In his introduc 

tory remaris. however he called both Biidt and Wesierterg 
“tug theewes.” whole Ingvar ( arlson was merely a “bettle 
theet.~ for thew actron agarnet the Workeng Life Fund. ethech 

the party ses 46 2 Means to emprove m particular ( enter 

Party BoM & fewer eork ons rroaments 
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Former difficulties with the Christian Democrats [Kas] 
have been put to rest. Ads Leader Alf Svensson has. from 
tome to tome. won fame for having so ably caplained why 

hes party during its first 10 years has not managed to gain 
a scat om the Reksdag 

“The New Democracy ought to take a lesson from that,” 
sand (Not Johansson at a press conference. m which be 

refused to ict fall a cratacal word about the newcoomers— 
from whom he nevertheless detanced hemeclf m the 

concluding party leadership debate om the Riksdag 

* National Audit Bureau: Tank Ineffective 

* Faults Modernization Program 

VIENOCUAM Stackholm DIGENS NYVHETER 

mm Swedish 21 Jun 91 p § 

[Article by Anders Helberg “Tank Unusabic”) 

[ Text} The tanks of the Swedish Army well not work ina 
war The Army has failed in ts modernization of the 
tanks. almady obsolete today The Natronal Audit 
Rurcau, RRV_ now critizes the Army leadership and 

the commander im chict for not haveng spent cnough 
mone, on the remodeling 

In a sharply worded report on the renovation of the Swed- 
rsh-built Strdsvagn § [S-Tank}. the RRV determined that 
the Army leadership has almost compictely bungled the 

proyect. called Remo—renov ation and modification 

The total cost of the remodeling 6 pul at more than onc 
dillon 

“After compicted Remo, the maternal readiness of the 
wartime units docs not measure up to the demands for 
the writs’ capatulity of to the function of the materiel,” 

the RRV states om its report 

“Cinly one of the three stages of modernization has been 
carned out.” says director Ingemar Segergren at RRV, 
who rs responsible for the report 

The Natronal Audit Burcay ports out that emproved mght 
operation capabulity better functioning without defects and 
sufficrent spare parts are things which the Army staff has 
had to shelve—there just 1s not enough moncy 

Mere Money 

“at vt not the commander m chief's oF army com- 

mander mm cheef's fault that they ded not gct cnough 
r ste trom the politicians, 1 ” Thes 1s something the 
armed forces leadership has pointed owt many temes. and 
the politrciams still did not want to provide more funding 

tor the defense 

Defense Minrster Rome Carlson, for example. has sand 
mm a debate article that the government's powton 6 fo 
change in defense appropriations 

That's correct. but the army commander on chict could 
have prorntized hes resources 1a order for the reno. ation 

to the undertaken and the goals met.” says auditing 
derector Brot Wertell, who has worked with the report 
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But of rs mot only the remodeling of the tanks thal ns nos 
berg critecuzed by the RRV 

“The Army's system of matencl supply has scrous 
shortoomuengs. which. among other thongs. has resulted mm 
poor materec! avaslabulity om certam highly proornized 
varteme enets.” the RRV states 

(Central Role 

So it rs possible to draw semuilar conclessons regarding the 
other materee! proyects mm the Army, not pust regarding 
the tanks” 

“Yes. that's what we are domg. we have studied other 
proyects om the Army before.” says Ingemar Segergren 

The tanks occupy a central role m the defense of the 
country The Swedish Army os. wmply put, bust around 
three types of units armored brigades, Norrliand br- 
gades. and mftaniry brigades Each brigade has about 
Sis) men 

The task of the Norrland brigades 1s. as endycated by the 
name. to detend Norrland agarmst an invawon. whole the 
armored brigades and mfantry brigades are to defend 
southern Sweden 

The Army has two types of tanks today the British 
( enturvon and the Swedrsh S-Tank of 103. as ms also 

called. buslt by Bofors 

Both tanks are over 1) years old and don't stand a 

chance agarmst the most modern tanks of the major 
powers. such as the Sovect T 85 and the well-inown 
Amervcan MI-Al. ehech partcopated om the war om the 
Persan Crult 

New Tanks 

li 1 owt of the question that Sweden would purchase 
more than 60) completely new tanks that 1s an mvest- 
ment of almost the same magnitude as the mew JAS 
fighter asrcraft 

The commander on chet has also stated that the armed 
forces cannot afford to buy a new. Swedish- 

manufactured tank The Army has tested two foreign 
vehucles—-the Grerman Leopard 2 and the 1 S. MI-Al 

But while warteng for a decrwon whether to buy a new 
task of not the commander +) chect and the Army 
leadership decided to reno ate and extend the lifeteme of 

oid Swedrh S Tank 

vere *as HOT Even cCnough money for that. the RRV 
©) how shows The army commander mm chief, Li 

Lhe Sagren. did not want to comment on RRV's 
repert on Thursday 

NORDIC COUNTRIES ” 

“We did not gct the report ents! today” wavs publ 
relavons officer Anders Perveom at the Arm Siafl 

*S-103 Called ‘biasee’ 

VIE NOCOOB Stadholm DIGENS SVHETER 
im Sweduh 23 Jun ¥l p § 

[Artcle by Dag Eklund “Mieltary Condemns S-Tank”] 

[Test] The S-Tank « 2 fiasco It cannot fire whee mowung 
and the armed forces should never have bought 1 Those are 
the words of the former mmspector of the armored troom. 
Brig Gen. Bjorn Zxkerman, who even refuws to call aa 
tanb 

On Foday DAGENS NYHETER wrote that the RRY 
the Nathonal Audit Bercau condemns the renos atron of 
the S-Tank The renovation has cost a telhon kroner 
The result, according to the RRV_ os that the merely 
25-year-old tank model 1s and remaens obsolete ft lacks 
4 gun turret, ots fire power ts weak. as rs its moght-fightong 
capatulity. and the crew « poorly protected 

Brig Gen. Byorn Zxkerman goes ome viep further He 
condemns the S- Tank as a farlure from begrnning to ond 

“The S- Tank « not a tank ft an antetank vehcle If you 
drive ft mteo the field and meet an enem, tank. o's the 
shooting a sitteng duck. Chur seddvers dom have a chance ~ 

Lang t perience 

Byorn Zackherman 1s not post anyteeds «64 large part of tes 

profeswonal life ms connected with the S- Tank He was 

the grownd operations commander and later marte- 
nance chect at Miltary District Staff South when P 2 om 
Hawichoim and P 7 m Revenge got the S-Tank m 
1966-67. He was hattalon chect at P 4 om Shovde for the 
regiment's first hattahon of S Tanks He was regrmental 
commander at P ) from 19°) and mepector of the 
armored troops during the vears 1980-85 

Byorn Zickerman speaks with decades of cxpernence when 
he lvsts all the shortcomings How only half of the tanks got 
oul to drill (the rest were left behead broken down at the 
regiment). how the hydraulic of spurted trom leaky bones 
when the tank was turning om order to frre ck 

He « of the oprmron that 1 1s semectess to renovate the 
tank Replacing the gun would. according to 7icherman., 
cost almost as much as a new tank A new tank costs 
between YM) and 40 milhon kromet Sweden has 27S tanks 
of the 103 type. as ot 6 officrally called 

Byorn 7 cherman says that it rs wrong to blame the fared 
renovation on army commander om chit Ake Sagren 
Instead. the Mame should be attached to the then army 
commander on chict, Nils Shold ft was during bes tome 
(1976-84) that the armed forces decoded to mvest m a 
hgit tank. “Combat Vehicle 40 of “the Wolt” 
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Theres decrsson undurectly resulted m the renos ation of the 
S- Tank whech the Defense Matercl Agency now appar- 
ently has managed to bungic, be states 

Sweden's Need 

Acoordemg to Zackerman, the decison to mvest m 
“Combat Vehicle 90." conflicted with the armed forces 
own study of the nsue Zeckerman was charrman of the 
group of melitary cuperts which mm 1981-83 undertook a 
viuds of whch armored weapon Sweden should buy 
during the 1990's. The group arrived at the decrson that 
Sweden needs an armored weapon with a 12cm high 
pressure cannon The group unanimously advocated that 
thes armored wcapon should be a tank 

“The system study group thus gave prorty to a new tank 
ahead of Combat Vehicle 90." Byorn Zickerman pornts out 

Combat Vehucle 90 s a tracked, armored wehecle which 
provedes a certamn amount of ante-splinter protectson It 
rs cgurpped with a 40-mm automatic cannon and should 
net be mestaken for a tank. 

It os the Norrland brigades which are equipped with 
( ombhat Vehocle 90. The reason for thers 1s that the armed 
forces wsed to behewve the terran made mt mmpossible to 
wee tanks That 1 a myth, according to Zickerman 

“We had the German Leopard and the U.S. M1-Al ep mm 
Norrland They worked just fine, both m wenter and im 
summer.” he states 

New Tank 

Ryorn Zeckerman belheves that Sweden must buy a new 

tank He reyects the most recent assertvons that the tank 

is an outdated weapon, which proved vulnerable in the 
fightong between the UN alhance and Irag. The pro ®im 
rsa different one 

“The pressure from the Swedish mndustry 1s forceng the 
polrtrciams te choose a Swedish tank even if it's poorer” 

* Designer Defends Tank 
VIE NOCUOC Stockholm DIGENS NYHETER 
m Swedish 2S Jun 91 pe 

| Artecle by Bo Westmar “S-Tank Defended” ] 

[Text] The S-Tank = a precursor, which with a few 
moxdificatrons well keep for another few decades. Sven 
Berge the man behond the controversial Swedish tank 
now rebuts the cricrwm 

The same creaton whech m the mod-1960's caused a 
somsatron on the workd—a modern tank without a mobic 

pun terret—was the target of severe critecrsm last week 

The Natronal Audet Bureau, RRV. 1s of the openron that 
despite a costly renovatron amounting to more than a 
tulhon kronor the S- Tank docs not measure up Among 
other thongs. « has mnsufficeent fire power and night- 
fighting capability and provides too little protection for 
the crew. the RRV contends 
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In a DAGENS NYHETER emtervice on Sunday. the 
former umspector of the armored troops. Byorn Zacker- 
man, went a stcp further and stated that the S- Tank was 
a taslure from beginneng to cond 

Newher the RRV nor 7Zckerman know what they arc 
talkeng about. mamntanms the proncepal dewgner of the 
tank. Swen Berge. who after retereng from the Defense 
Mater! Agency ws years ago vs stell cccupred with tank 
matters om hrs own comsulteng company 

“The ocrrtasm by the Natronal Auda Burcau remuends 
me of the poorly founded accusations agarmet the Army 
adminetratron during World War Il Zickerman should 
have lestened more to people with wartime caperence 

and less to salesmen of war materi! before coming out 
with hes creo,” says Seen Berge 

Precerser 

Sven Berge himself holds several patents which are teed 
to the revoluthonary comstructron and has carned a great 
deal of moncy from the tank—at the same tome as he 
represented the buver. But he sees no conflict of mmterest 
m the two roles 

“The chormous mtcrest abroad showed that we made 

the meht chowe ~ he says 

Berge also still asserts, on complete contrast to hrs crrtecs and 
despite the fact that no other cowntnes have mvested on the 
S-Tank. that the S-Tank 1 a precursor im its field and that 
with sorme modificatroms rt well last another few decades 

The fact that thes all-Swedrsh tank has not been sold to 
any other cowntnes, although +t was lent to and tested by 
the United States and Cireat Brita, among others, 1s 
explained by Sven Berge with the conservation of dect- 
seonmaking generals and financial moentives from other 
setling countries, which Sweden was not able to top 

“Fifty percent of the Broth tank officers wanted a 
vehicle of the S-type, but the conservative generals 
ordered gun turrets. The Unrted States determined m a 
report that the S model was totally superior mn defensive 

combat. but also fownd. surprrsengly. that | was superior 

m offensive combat” 

Offers Protection 

Sven Berge also says that the S- Tank 

¢ (Cioes longer intervals between defects than any other 
armored vehicle on the Swedish Army 

¢ Still offers protectron for the soldrers on board that rs 
only surpassed by one tS. and one lerach tank 

¢ Despite a emailer tube (10S as compared to 120 mm) 
1s Stell able to match the fire power of the larger tanks 

hecawse of rts 1.000 meter longer than normal range 
¢ To be sure cannot fire while moving, which 6 not of 

any wee om war, however 

¢ Does not need to be equipped with nght-fighting 
scopes. seMce potential opponents are streweng trads- 
tronal light grenades 
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* In contrast to other tanks 1s able to cross water. 
* Requires a different tactic than the traditional one 

when encountering tanks with heavier protection. 

* Singapore's Minesweeper Order Aids Builder 
91ENO702B Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 4 Jul 91 p C2 

[Article by Calle Froste: “Ship Order Saves Jobs for 100 
in Blekinge™) 

[Text] The Kariskrona Shipyard order to build four 
minesweepers for Singapore means work for 100 persons 
up to 1994. The billion-kronor order ts surrounded by 
great secrecy, and on Wednesday the managing director 
of the shipyard would only confirm that the customer 
was a Far East nation. 

The order was signed a few months ago and has been kept 
secret since then. The reason for the concealment is that the 
ordering country itself wants to make the news public. 

It has been well known for a while, however, that the 
shipyard has been in advanced negotiations precisely 
with Singapore. At the time, the shipyard admitted that 
the order would include four minesweepers of the Land- 
sort class. In November last year the order was assumed 
to be worth over a billion kronor. Now, managing 
director Hans Hedman admits that the customer is from 
a Far East country. 
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Work Until 1994 

According to Hans Hedman. the new order means that 
100 persons can be given work on the new ships until 
1994 when the final delivery 1s planned. 

“We have started on the first ships.” he says to 
DAGENS NYHETER. 

But he does not believe there will be any mew hiring in 
addition to the approximately 800 employees of the 
shipyard. 

The ship order will be very similar to the six Landsor 
class minesweepers acquired by the Swedish Navy in the 
mid-1980's. A seventh and last ship for the Swedish 
Navy 1s in final production at present. 

Minesweepers are used for mine clearing and can both 
sweep and detonate mines. The detonations are carried 
out with an underwater vehicle. In order for the ship's 
hull not to trigger magnetic mines, it 1s built of fiberglass- 
reinforced plastic. The Swedish minesweepers are 47 
meters long and displace about 350 tons. 

Greater Interest 

The export order could mean that the Kariskrona Ship- 
yard has made a breakthrough on the international 
market: 

“We are noticing that there 1s international interest in 
minesweepers. The Gulf crisis, above all, demonstrated 
the need for them,” Hans Hedman says. 

He does not want to reveal whether any other countnes 
have advanced plans for purchasing Swedish mune- 
sweepers. 
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Vasiliou Responds to Bush, Baker Messages 

VC 0608 150791 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1400 GMT 
S dug ¥l 

[Text] In response to a message from George Bush. 
President Yeoryios Vasihou has assured the US. Presi- 
deni that he would work hard to achieve progress on the 
( yprus rssue and has expressed the hope that the Turkish 
side would take the necessary steps. Vasihou's reply was 

given to LS. Ambassador Robert Lamb today 

In hes message, Vasihou expressed warm and honest 
appreciation for Bush's efforts to promote a solution to 
the Cyprus rssue. He also stressed the deep appreciation 
of the Cypnot Government and himself personally for 
the personal commitment that President Bush cxpressed 
in cast Friday's statement as well as im the message. 
which [the State Department special coordinator for 
(Cyprus, Nelson] Ledsky passed to Vassiliou yesterday. 

In hes reply, Vasihou stressed: It 1s your commitment 
that allows for hopes that progress might be achieved. 
Vasiliou also said he shares the view that the conference 
on the Cyprus issue should be thoroughly prepared and 
that efforts to narrow the differences should be made in 
advance of such a conference. He added: | believe the 
contribution of the United States will be of vital umpor- 
tance for the achievement of this goal 

President V asilrou gave the US. ambassador a reply to a 
message from lS. Secretary of State James Baker. In his 
letter, Vasilhou capressed appreciation for Baker's close 
attention to the developments in the Cyprus rssuc 

despite his intense mvolvement in other international 
problems. He ecapressed particular appreciation for the 
role of catalyst that President Bush has undertaken to 
play within the framework of the efforts to find a 
solutvon, as well as for Baker's cxapressed commitment to 
contribute to the success of these efforts in the neat 
weeks. Finally, Vasshou gave reassurances that our side 
would work hard with Ledsky and the Unrted Nations to 
achieve progress, and added his hope that the Turkish 
side would do the same 

Ledsky Meets With Political Party Leaders 
NC 0008191491 Nicona Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radw Network in Greek 1400 GMT 

tue ¥/ 

|Teat] Nelson Ledsky. US. State Department special 
coordinator on the Cyprus iwesuc. today held separate 
meetings im Nicosia with political party leaders and 

spokesmen He appeared optimistic on the prospects for 
achieving progress on the Cyprus rssuc 

Ledsky met with Democratic Rally Alternate Chairman 

loannirs Matsis, Dhimitnos Khristofias, Restorative 
Party of the Working People chairman, Democratic 
Party Parhamentary Spokesman Anastasios Papadho- 

poulos. Vases Lissaridhis, chairman of the socialist party 
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United Democratic Union of Cyprus, and Democratic 
Socialist Renewal Movement Chairman Pavios Dhing- 
lis 

Spokesman Denies Press Reports on Agreement 

VC 0708112391 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1030 GMI 
7 Aug 9! 

[Text] Commenting on press reports that agreement has 
been reached on seven of the eight points under discus- 
sion in connection with the Cyprus rssuc. government 
spokesman Akis Fandis stressed that the government has 
no information to this effect and does not share this 
assessment. He added that these claims created a false 
impression 

The spokesman aiso stressed the government's hope that 
the Turkish side will move from its positions so that 
views can be brought closer together, allowing substan- 
tive progress to be made and an international conference 
on the Cyprus issue to be convened. The government 
spokesman also stated that as part of its firm policy. the 
government will provide an in-depth and comprehensive 
briefing for political leaders in the country as soon as the 
current round of contacts has ended 

DIKO Notes ‘Concern’ About Commitments 

NC0708040691 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1900 GMI 
6 Aug 9! 

[Text] In a statement concerning the Bush message to the 
president of the Republic, the Democratic Party [DIK] 
expressed concern that the commitments that have con- 
vinced the United States that the two sides [of Cyprus] 
are close to an agreement have been undertaken behind 
the scenes 

The statement adds: If. based on its public and official 
Statements, the Turkish side's position remains 
unchanged, then the question arises as to whether the 
Greek Cypnot side has moved from its positions or 
whether it has permitted the impression to form that it 1s 
ready to make additional concessions 

DIK© renterates its Opposition to the possibility of the 
convening of a quadripartiie conference, repeats its 
position thal an international coniererce should be pur- 

sued. cxapresses concern about the course of the current 

talks, and warns that it will not accept any deviation 

from the basic principles, which constitute the substance 

of the Cyprus msuce and the survival of the Crreck 

hellenism 

Eroglu on U.S. Message, 1CO Membership 

7 40608 140991 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw 
im Turkish to Cyprus 1030 GMT 6 Aue 9! 

[Excerpts] Prome Minister Dervis Eroglu has sand that a 
tiased US. stand can heavily undermine the planned 
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Cyprus talks. Speaking during a news conference he held 
today. Eroglu said that it 1s out of the question for Greek 
Cyprots to partacupate m the projected quadrpartitec 
summiut as the Cyprnot Republic and the Turkish Cypriot 
side as a community 

Eroglu referred to a report by a Greek Cypriot newspaper 
on the sent to Greek Cypnot leader Yeoryws 
Vasihou by US. President Bush and Secretary of State 
Baker He stressed that if the message, although its exact 
content 1s not known, 1s in favor of the Greek Cypriot 
views this will undermine the preparations being carned 
out tor the holding of the talks. [passage omitted] 

If the Greck Cypriot side partecipates im the talks as the 
Cypriot Republic and we as the Turkish Cypnot com- 
munsty. « will then mean that we have accepted the 
Status of minority, Eroglu sand. He added: A proposal for 
talks on which our equality 1s not recognized will force us 
to review our current stand. Turkey's stand on this 
subject 1s clear. It will not agree to the holding of a 
summit where we participate as a minority. [passage 

omitted] 

Eroglu then pointed out that the Greek Cypriots should 
be warned that on case they leave the talks without 
reaching an agreement, the Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus [TRNC] wall be recognized. He added 
that such a stand 1s necessary for an agreement to be 
reached 

In response to a question on the TRNC application for 
fuli membership in the Islamic Conference Organization 
[iC O)}. Eroglu sand that the United States appealed to 
certain Islamic countries before the ICO conference was 
held to prevent the acceptance of our membership. He 
explained that the TRNC reacted as soon as the US 
iMitiatives were known 

Eroglu further pomted out that acting under the US 
influence, certamn Islamic countnes claimed that the 
acceptance of the TRNC"s membership at the time of the 

quadmpartitc summit would be wrong He continued 
Since even after a solution 1s reached, we will contunuc to 
ext as an Islam Turkish Cyprnot Community, this 
means that we will continue to hold our place at the 1CO 
If an agreement 1s not reached and a federal state 1s not 
established, then our membership will continue as a 
State [passage omitted] 

Atakol Rules Out Concessions on Equality 

7 40508191991 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio 
in Turkish to Cyprus S30 GMT S Aue 91 

[Text] Minister of Foreign Affairs and Defense Kenan 
Atakol has said that if an agreement 1s to be reached on 
( yprus «t should be an honorable one He sand The 
framework of this agreement has been clearly deter- 
mined Concessions are out of the question 

Atakol, who 1s in Istanbul to attend the Islamic Foreign 
Ministers Conference, today met with Turkish Foreign 
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Minister Safa Giray. In a statement aficr the meeting. 
Atakol sasd that thes reached an agreement on a thor- 
ough preparation prior to the quadmpartite summit 
Atakol added that if a solution 1s to be reached m Cyprus 
it will be a federal one with compicte political equality 
and that the effective and active guarantees of Turkeys 
will continue. Atakol sand: If a federal republic 1s to be 
established. this state will be established by two federal 
states. Federal republics are based on the principle of 
equality. Any other solution would involve a minority 
and a majority. It 1s out of the question for us to accept 
such a solution 

In a Statement to ANATOLIA Agency. Atakol sand that 
the equality and sovereignty mghts of the Turkish Cyp- 
not people. who are a sovereign people with their own 
State, Constitution, and territory. are not subject to 

negotiations. Answering a question on the summit 
mecting that might be held in September. Atako! sand 
that the two sides should. above all. reach a rapproche- 
ment on the essence of the issue for the summut to be 
held. He added that. however, there are still mayor 

differences on rssucs that constitute the essence of the 
problem. He noted that these differences have to be 

chiminated if the summit 1s to prove successful 

Atakoi stated that the clection of lakovou. the foreign 
minister of the Coreck Cypriot adimonistration, to the UN 

term presidency will deal a great Diow to the negotia- 
tions. He added that if lakovou s clected then the 
Turkish Cypriot side will have nothing to negotiate with 
the Greek Cypriots. Atakol sand that lakovou does not 
have the night or authority to make such an application 
and that the office occupied by lakovou 1s one that has 
been usurpe. He added that lakovow 1s not the legal 
foreign minister of the Republic of Cyprus He con- 
tinued If the UN General Assembly elects Lakov ou as its 
term president, then we will have to reassess Our situa. 

on as well as our relations with the ( nited Nations 
This wall deal a great blow to the negotiations hh will 
ycopardize them. Noting that the UN secretary general 
was informed on the Turkish Cypriot views. Atakol 
expressed the hope that the msuc is being scrrousls 
discussed at the United Nations and im the pertinent 
circles and that lakovou will not be granted such an 
opportunity. He added that otherwise the relations 
between the two sides will be completely cut 

Sep Summit ‘Too Early 
1 40608 160391 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw 

in Turkish to Cyprus ISI0GMT 6 fue 9! 

{Text} Kenan Atakol, minister of foreign affairs and 
defense of the Turkish Republi of Northern Cyprus 
[TRNC], has said that he beheves September 1s too carly 
to hold the planned quadnpartite ( yprus summit 

Atakol. who 1s in Istanbul for the Islamu Conference 

Organization foreign ministers mecting. was received 
this morning by Turkish Prome Minister Mesut ) rimaz 
In a Statement to the press after the meeting. Atako! sand 
that September 1s too carly for the quadnpartitc summit 
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because he does not believe thal the necessary prepara- 
tions will be completed by then. He stressed that there 
are no differences of opinion between Turkey and the 
TRNC and that he and Prime Minister Yilmaz share the 
same views. Atakoi stressed that certain developments 
must take place for the quadmpartite summii to succeed 

Asked to comment on the influence of the United States 
on the Cyprus issue, Atakol replied that it 1s the two sides 
in Cyprus who can resolve the problem. He stressed that 
if the United States and international public want to 
help, they must act equally and in a balanced way toward 
the two sides 24d tell the Greek Cypriots that they are 
not the legit _ ie government of the whole of Cyprus 
The problem cannot be resolved with other formulas or 
with pressure, he added. 
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Cultura! Protocol Signed With Greece for 1991-92 
NC0608201491 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1900 GMT 
6 Aug 9! 

[Text] Education Minister Khristoforos Khristofidhis 
and Greek Deputy Culture Minister Anna Psaroudha- 
Benak: today signed a protoce! on cultural cooperation 
between Greece and Cyprus for the years 199! and 1992 
The protocol provides a general framework of contin- 
vous cultural communication between Greece and 
Cyprus and facilitates coordinated and joint efforts for 
the support. preservation. and promotion of the greater 
Greek culture 
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Ministers Resign: New Government *lomorrow 
NCO OBI2IGSI Nicosa Cyprus Broadcasting 

4 orporation Radw Network ion Greek 1 GMT 

* dug 9! 

[Text] The members of the Greek ( ounci! of Moenesters 
submitied thei resignations to Prime Minister Kon- 
Standinos Mitsotakis at noon today sw that he can 
reshuffle his government. The composition of the new 
government will be announced tomorrow and the new 
ministers will be sworn in subsequent!) al a ceremony, 

attended by President Konstandinos Aaramaniis 

Government on Support for \ ugesiay { nity 
NC OO0RISD991 Athens Filenthi Radhiotomia Rad: 

Neteort on Greek 1500 GMT 6 Ane &! 

[Teat] Responding to reporters questions government 
spokesman Viron Polidhoras stated Crreece's position on 
the rssue of Yugoslavia [words mndrstenct) 

Polidhoras sand (hur country supports the presers ation 
of ¥ ugosiavia’s unity and the inssolability of ts borders 

We believe the solution to the internal problems taced by 

thus neighboring country should be the result of an 

agreement reached by all concerned parties 

* hoskotas Credibility, Wider Issue Questioned 

vil Wiva lk irhens / A hie RIN] nm terees 

Ji dul Vip 

[U nattiributed editonal “Two Important Questions”) 

[Text] The Koskotas deposition at the Special Court will 
be complicted in two to three days and the general 

impression in pubix opimon i thal the «itness and 
primary dctendant in the case has taried to substantiate 

hes allegations about Mr 4 Papandreou’s moral guslt om 
the scandal 

Bevond the complicated interturnement of facts the 
dozens of hank accounts. and hundreds of persons who 

are mvolved im the case. COMMON sense stops at two 
important questions that remain unansecred 

f(s Koskotas fell victem to the former prime minister's 

Mackmailing tor the sum of $ bilhon drachmas that he 

embezzied trom the Bank of Crete why did he not 
himecl! manage to obtain solid proot that would incrm.- 

mate the instigator of the fraud and would have light- 
ened the responsibility of the perpetrator’ 

During the course of his depowtion G+ Koskotas con- 

firmed the umpresson that he « pot post an ordmary 

person. He ws intetigent. cool methodwal and deter 

mined The absence of indisputable facts that would 
have confirmed his allegations indu ates naivete super 

ficsality of even stupidity that are anything but the 
characteristics of the protagonist in the sandal 

Is «t possible for KRoskotas to have dovens of tapes that 

involve or mcromurnate secondary persons on the case and 
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not to have seen to it to secure just one corresponding 
tact during his many telephone contacts—as he alicges— 
with the former prime rninisier” The evidence of just one 
memo contamung figures from a bank account which 
supposedly were written by Mr Papandreou himself 
remforces the essence of the question. Because this 
clement whose validity has not been confirmed was not 

removed by Koskotas but « 1s alleged thal m “was 
provided” to him by Mr Papandreow with prodigal 
thoughtlessness 

The protagonist in the case could have maintained that 
he had unlimited trust in Mr. Papandreou and that he 
never cupected “to deceive” him or “to betray” hom 

And vet Mr_ Koskotas himself hastened to neutralize this 

faulty explanation Beginning his deposition he spoke 
about the instability fickleness and unrchability of Mr 
Papandreou 's character 

The second question goes contrary to the presumptions 
or conclusions that would be deduced as an answer to the 
first question 

The enormous scandal 1s a real one and was not perpe 

trated instantancously bul over a long period of tim 

during which PASOK [Panhellenic Socialist Movement! 
“as in power Koskotas acted comfortably and sate!) 
constantly expanding his busness dealings with thx 
comvichon that his fraud would never be discovered 

despite questions and charges opportunc!y rarsed hy the 
press 

Thos behavior clearly indicates that Koskotas was pol) 
wally covered by the then bearer of authority «ho 

moreover, did everything. up to the very last moment 
not to have control mechanisms that discovered the 

scandal be pul into place Why. by whom and tor what 
tradcof! was Koskotas politically covered’ 

These two important guestions continuc to persist in the 

Special Court and also in public oprmeon The litigants in 
the case have not only not provided cons incing answers 
but. as the trial of the case continucs. the conviction is 

constantly growing that both partees are hiding oF ar 
telling half the truth Perhaps this tactic 1s also the most 

advantageous when there 1s complicity betwecen plain 
tifts and defendants 

* Northern Demilitarization Proposal Discussed 

VIE SOUR 4 Mrhens 1 AATHIMERINT 19 Greet 
MN Jul V1 ps 

[Article by KA lordhanidhes|] 

[Test] The Greek Government's mitiative for with 
drawing offensive ecapons systems from the Proader 
frontier region of Grreece. Turkey. and Bulgaria «as me! 
with skepticism and criticism from the entire govern 

ment opposition arena and provoked some contusion 
and surprise among certain of Cirecce’s partners on 

NATO and the FEC It was also reyected by Ankara with 
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various arguments the goal of which was to show that 
Turkey continues to be NATO's bastion in the region. 

Diplomatic sources in Athens pointed out that i 1s not 
entirely by chance that the Turkish answer to the Greek 
initiative was given the day before the arrival in Athens 
of American President George Bush who warmly sup- 
ports the maintenance of NATO's cohesiveness as the 
sole effective security mechanism 

Nevertheless. Mr. Bush's comment that the Unned 
States os particularly mterested in everything that 

decreases tension in frontier regions showed that the 
Turkish mancuver was not as effective as Ankara had 
capected 

The Greek mtiative, although ut concerned purely mili- 
tary issues, was above all “political” mn nature not merely 
because it came from Minrster of Foren Affairs And. 
Samaras and his diplomatic staff in cooperation with the 
prime minister's diplomatic office, but because u 

capressed the government's keen desire to intervene in 
dev clopments in the Balkans 

Responsible authorities have repeatedly pointed out 
over the past weck that the Greek Government especially 

foresaw on its initiative the strengthening of the Athens- 
Sofia axrs and “rehef given to Bulgaria which, following 
the breakup of the Warsaw Pact, has been facing a 
serious security problem 

Already trom the beginning of last spring Gen. R 
Mintses. chect of the Bulganan National Defense Gen- 
eral Staff, om an wmterview wah | KATHIMERINI, 
expressed hes concerns over the massing of mulitary 
forces on castern Thraks and had proposed the signing of 
a defense agreement with Crreece 

The Greek Government did not deem it advisable to 
reply to Green, Ro Montsefs proposal because, mn essence, 
it would have been obliged to create a military aars with 

a therd cowntry against a state with which continued 

belonging to im the same military alhance 

The Greek Government's recent mitiative consisted 
simply in broadening the content of the agreements for 

hmitong the CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe] and 
the (SBM [Confidence and Security Building Mea- 
sures| More specifically. the Greek proposal introduced. 
as anew precondition for the strengthening of security in 
the region. one more parameter that related to the 
disposition of offensive weapons for which the CFE 
agreement merely determined specified cenings 
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Nevertheiess, if the political leadership has the mght to 
impose a procedure for decreasing armaments the dispo- 
sition of forces and the devclopment of weapons systems 
iS preeminently the responsibility of military staffs. On 
the basis of thes principle it 1s clear that with the tensions 
prevailing in relationships between the political and 
military leaderships in Turkey the Turkish staff would 
nol acquiesce to a “political confrontation of a purely 
military issuc.” according to competent sources im 
Athens. 

Besides that, the Turkish military and also political 
leadership would not in any case be able to essentially 
accept the “disarmament” of its military forces im the 
European Turkey region because of the following factors 

—If u were to do so Ankara would be agrecing to. 
symbolically at least. the transfer of the center of 

gravity from its European to its Asiatic sector 

—Turkey’s military superiority m the Balkans const 
tutes a basic parameter for “its minority policy.” at 
least insofar as it relates to the psychological strength- 
ening of radical elements of the Mustim minorities 

Therefore, for all of these reasons, according to well- 
informed sources in Athens, Ankara had to reject the 
Greek proposal but the lack of political arguments to My 

Murat Sungar’s answer rather caused surprise 

The Turkish Government could have maimtained that 
every major confidence building measure. such as the 
Greek Government's proposal, must be a result of a 
political rapprochement and would propose the intro- 
duction of security issues to a trilateral or bilateral 

dialogue. Ankara, according to reliable sources. could 
also have attempted a broadening of the Greek initiative 
and propose disarmament of the islands with a semulta 
neous dissolution of the Acgean army, creating. in fact. a 
serious domestic problem tor the Greek Government 

Nevertheless, the Turkish Government preferred tol- 
lowing a “simpler” form of logic, based on its military 
supenority, for confronting the Aegean as the first con- 

fidence building measure 

Rehable sources port out that if Turkey insists “some 
what anachronistically on the long prevailing NATO) 

military planning that s now under review. Cireece 
hastened somewhat to abolish 1” The rmsuc now rs if the 
Cireck Grovernment will manage to caplon Turkey's 
position so that tt might delay a Sofia- Ankara rapproche. 

ment that has recently begun to develop at a dangerous 

rate 
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Recent PAA Activities, Reactions Reported 

Late Jul Actions Noted 
NCU O8094191 Istanbul HURRIVET om Turkich 
| dug Yi p ld 

[Test] (HURRIYET NEWS AGENCY }—Members of 
the separatist Workers Party of Kurdsuian (PAA) were 
active in castern and southeastern Anatoha on W) July A 
fire broke out at the military branch office mm Kurtalan 
after PAK militants fired rockets at the buslding at about 
2100 that might. but 1 was brought under control before 
it could spread. The militants also attacked the tobacco 
processing plant and the operateons department of the 
State railways network im Kurtalan with automatx 

weapons and flares. breaking all windows in the build- 
ings and wounding Hasan Tartus. the guard at the 
tobacco processing plant 

As the attacks were taking place in Kurtalan. a group of 
some 20 PKA militants entered the Turkish Petroleum 
Corporation's seismological research camp in the 
“Magnp™ locality on km three of the Batman-Kuritalan 
highway The militants forced the officials and workers 
al the camp to assemble and listen to propaganda They 

told the camp personne! they would not be killed and 
claimed their fellow militants had laid ssege to Kurtalan 
Explosions were heard from the direction of Kurtalan at 
this tome. The militants left the camp after burning |() 
vehicles. causing 1.5 bilhon Turkish lira worth of 
damage Lieutenant General Selahattin Imer, com- 
mander of the 7th Army Corps. decided to change his 
itinerary and go to Kurtalan 

Housing Complex Attacked in C atakh 

Meanwhile, a woman was seriously wounded when onc 
or more umdentified gunmen fired on a Finance Min- 
istry housing compiles om the Bahcelever area of Van's 
Catak distinct at about 214) the same night. Binnaz 
Balka was taken to the state hospital on Van after being 
shot mn the head as she sat on her balcony with her 
husband and children 

Another group of militants clashed with security forces 
in Tasoluk village in Bingol’s Sothan district, One mil- 
tant was killed in the clash In Erces. PAK militants 
seized the weapons of cight village guards Meanwhile 
several guard posts were fired on in Ham. Surt, and Van 
in an effort to harass the gendarmerie units stationed 
there 

The state of emergency governor's office has announced 
that two militants were killed and two more captured 

during operations that in Bitlis and Van. The announce. 
ment also sand that village guards thwarted the militants 
attempted attack on Cevizdolu village in Biths on the 
night of 29 July. When the security forces learned of the 
clash between the village guards and the militants. they 
rushed to assist the village guards. (ine militant was 
killed during the exchange of fire, The other militants 
managed to escape. bul the security forces caught up 
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with them two days ago Meanwhile two militants 
surrendered to the securits forces in Esenburun village 
Thes had two long-barreled mfles. a large quantity of 
ammunition. and sis hand grenades in then possession 

Aati-PAKA Operation Launched 
Vc 00811409!) lant! HURRIDET on lurkoch 
4) {ug v/ ad In 

{Exup Kacar and Zater Kara repo “A Tank War 

Against the PAR | 

{Excerpts} Tatvan (Bales) Doarbake (HURRIVET 
NEWS AGENCY +The Turkish Armed Forces have 
launched an cxtensive operation against the Workers 

Party of Kurdestan [PRA] on castern Anatoha, im which 

tanks are beng used for the first tome. A high-ranking 
official. who preterred to remarn anonymous, sand “Thes 

operation has been planned and 1s being carned out ma 
way that caceeds the lomets of carher operations. It 1s not 

necessary to debate the qucstion of an operation bevond 

Turkes 's border. as there 1s no longer any border The 
operation « the result of the PRA’s martyrdom of our 

servicemen and kidnapping of Crerman citizens Chur An 

Force 1s not taking part m 

jistanbul MILLIVET om Turkesh on 6 August carnes a 
sumular report on page | 3 by correspondent Samui! Tay- 

var, whech says “Acoordeng to a MILLIVET NEWS 
AGENCY report trom Devarhaker, the an operations 

aimed at destroving the PAK camps im northern Irag 

began at (600) yesterday morning The military aircraft 
which took off from Divarhake. carned oul miensive 

hombing missions over the PRA camps in Irag’s Hakurk 
jas published) region. which «= near the Turkish and 
Iramian borders \ large number of PAK militants were 
reported to have been billed during the air attacks. which 

continued unt 108") 

The Names of the Martyrs 

The names of the none multary servicemen billed hy 

PRA mulvtants during an attack on the Samanh gen 

darmerie border post on Hakkar s Semdinh district have 

been released. while the death of a village guard 

wounded om the same attack raned the number of our 

martyrs to 1) Another five servecemen are reoening 

medsal treaiment [passage omiticd] 

Disclosure by Prome \ienister Vibmas 

Meanwhile, speaking to journalists after the jot 
meeting of the Motherland Party s chairmanship council 

and its central adminetrative and decrsonmaking 

cownc:l, Pome Moenester Mesut Vilmaz sant “The mar- 

tirdom of our gendarmerie units hy the handits who 

crossed oto Turkes from northern Irag and returned 

there after carrying oul thew operation sa regretiatic 

mowent. which has brought great sorrow on our entire 

people | would lke to state quite categorically that the 

biowd that has been shed « that of our Sate These 
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murderous brigands will be justly and severely punnshed 
wherever they are Perhaps they well not have ume to 
regr’a what they ded © 

Asked whether he was implying that preparations have 

been made for a cross-border operation. Yilmaz 
assericd “I am not saying anyiheng lhe that at the 
moment [passage omitted] 

PAA Attacked ia Iraq 

NC OOO8IOITU! Pars UP on Enelok LUM 
6 Aue ¥! 

[Test] Ankara. Aug 6 (AP P)}—Turkesh troops using tanks 
and backed by pct fighters attacked Kurdish postions in 
northern Irag at dawn on Monday “to trap separates 
terrorists” of the Kurdestan Workers’ Party (PKA). prews 
reports sand here Tuesday The four-hour rad saw the 
Turks penctrate from five to 19 kvlometres (three to 1! 
miles) into Irag to destroy PAA camps and emplace- 
ments. the papers sand There was no official confirma. 
thon. but a senor official speaking anonymously sand it 
was both “powshlc and prohablic” that the army had 
made an imcurwon 

The previous evening Prome Minister Mesut Vilmaz 
warned after a meeting of the executive committee of the 
ruling Motherland Party that “murderous brigands” 
would be punished wherever they wen The press 
reports sand he was undersiond to have briefed the 

commuttee on Monday s cross-border operation 

The feftwing PRA. the biggest armed group fighteng for 
a Kurdish homeland. « suspected of kidnapping 10 
Crermar tournts last week at Tatvan om the cast and of 
killing nine soldeers at Semdinh border post m a 
weekend rocket attack ht has demed any imvolvement 

with the holidaymakers disappearance 

An cxapatnate Kurdivtian ( ommuitice wed in Bonn on 
Tuesday t had “concrete information” that the 10 tour. 
sis were “sate” 1 sand ft was a “Support association” for 

the Natronal Front for the Liberaten of Kurdistan 
which 1s lenked to the PRA 

Under a 1954-58 agreement. whoch was not formally 
renewed. Turkey «as allowed “hot pursuit” operatrons 
against Kurdish rebels on Irag: territory. up to a lemet of 
five kolometres whech the Turkish military never atded 
by 

( lashes Reported in Idil 
NC 008 16449! Pars UP on bnelot 
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[Excerpt] Istanbul Aug 6 (AFP — Armed Kurdish sepo- 
ratests and security forces battled for more than 16 howrs 

if the southern Turkish town of Ide Tuesday ertnesses 

sand. “We heard shots all might and nobody can get out, 
sand a businessman speaking by tclephone from the town 
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of 20.000 whabutiants, located 40 Asbometres (25 mbes 
from the Synan border The fircfights stopped later. be 
sand 

Access to the town has been barred wnce carly Tuesday 
and Idil “a dead town.” reported a correspondent trom 
the ncarty town of Cuzre Offical who confirmed the 
reports would not ummediatecly say if poopie were billed 
ot wounded om the fighting Polwe headquarters and a 
publn burldeng site were hit by rockets sources added 

In another devclopment businesses in the rogronal cap 
tal of Sernak. cast of Ide, Tuesday locked up stores m a 
protest at the shootung death Saturday of a girl om ( ure 
local sowrces at Sernak sand [passage omitted!) 

Vilmas on Government Posture 
7 0008 1 8) Ankara TRI lees Networt 
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[Test] Preme Moenester Mesut Yilmaz has sand that the 
Turkish Crovermment rs free to take all kends of necewsary 
measures against people who caplet the lack of 

authority on northern Irag to come to Turkey to comme 
cremes and then return to that arca 

Velmaz rephed to reporters: questions on the devclop 

ments in southeastern Turkey at the Motherland Party 
headquarters today He sand that he has no Comments on 
the operatven over the border and that the prews reports 

about him m commection with the meu are wrong 
Vilas sand that he will mabe the requisite announce 
ment when mecewsary 

Asked if there 1 need for a new agreement hetecen the 
countnes concerned regarding over-the-border opera 
toms. Yilmaz rephed No The prime minister went on to 
say 6 There «© notheng more to add to what I sand To 
elaborate a but more. the Turkish Crowerament free to 
take all hinds of necessary measures against people «ho 
explon the lack of authority om northern rag to Come to 

Turkey to comme cromes and then return to that arca 

Asked to comment on the roperts thal a scpareta 

orgamization clarmed responsibility for the atdboc tron of 

the 10 Crerman towrrsts on Nemrut Mowntann the prom 

minesicr card That rs the report | recernsed too however 
thes docs not necessary mean that «om tree =) imar 

pomted out that the motive for the mcndent muaght he 
crmenal rather than ideology a! 

Attack on PRA ( onfirmed 
VCO eee! Par t7 Po beeliw 
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[Excerpt] Istanbul Aug 6 (AP P>—Turtesh Foren Moen 
ter Sata Cray sand on Wednesday that the Turteh 
arm, had attached Kuerdih “wperatet terrors 

northern Irag and warned that further mm curwoms could 
be ordered ( onfirmoing prow reports Mir Creray sand mm 
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an intervece esth the dary ( emburiyct that “thes type of 
operation Could be repeated to punish the terrorrsts eho 
are kellong our soldiers ~ 

( umburiyct also quoted the Turtish Foreign Monistry as 
sayeng that Kurdrsh leader Jalal Talabam. of the Patr- 
otx U mon of Kurdistan. had been warned of the Turinh 
army operatvon during a vist to Turkeys some 11) days 
ago 

Press reports bere Tuesday sand that Turkesh troom 
uwng tanks and hacked by jet fighters attacked Kurdish 
powtrons om northern Irag at daen on Monday, “to trap 
separates’ terrormats” of the Kurdistan Workers Party 
(PRA) press reports sand Tuesday The icfteong PAA 
the Puggest armed separates’ movement fighteng for a 
Kurdish homeland 

The four-hour rand wae the Turks penctrate from five to 
19 kslommetres (three to |!) mules) into Irag to destroy 
PAK camps and emplacements the papers sand Sources 
chose to the foregn monetry sand Wednesday that the 
rands were ordered to deviroy PAK comms ehach had 
been used to launch attacks on woul) forces and 
villages om southeasiern Turkce, 

Kurdish sowrces m northern Irag wed « would be 

difficult to eipe out all the PRA bass as they were 
“wall and very motile” [passage omitted) 

‘Security Strip’ in Iraq 

7 40°08 118) Jerusalem vw Dirac in Hetree 

1100 GMT ~ tue 9! 

[Teat) Turkey has decided to occupy a five-4m ende arca 
ih Irag to create a security strip to prevent the Kurdish 
underground from infiltrating Turbesh territory The 
has been announced by the foregn mineter m the 
Ankara government The moenester sand that Turkey was 

therety declaring the five-am strip along its horder eth 
Irag a security strep. and that anyhad:) moving through 
the area would be hurt A Kurdish underground «ith 
hases on Drag: territory has been operating om the arca om 
the past few years 

Bush Action Seen as Desire To Eahance Prestige 
NC OOWRIOTOV! leantal HU RRIVET om Tarte 
4 tue Vipp i i' 

ete, Faw edvtornal “Wheckh Is More Important 
Cyprus or Bush””) 

[Teat) The ( vprus protien has been placed on the 
agenda once again noe that Presdent Bush has final!) 
dec ded that 1 would he on hes enterest for thes mesure to he 
settled Bush did not reach thes decrwon out of the hive 
The man eho punished Irag during the Crulf cre and 
protected the West's supply of ail now feel he must 

move on to Mager and Wetter things such as estatirehing 
a “nee world order” Thus be ershes coneotedate bes 

powton fh finding solutvoms to the profierm of the 
Middle Eavt” particularly the leraect-Palestoman 

TURKEY 

proiiem and the ( yprus dispute In fact Crcorge Bush ns 
wroring everything che these days and devoting all hrs 
tome to these proficms 

The | aeted States plaved 2 trek on GCrreece when Bush 
sand af 2 news conference two days ago that the Crreck 
(eovernament. ehuch had carleer “resected” Prewdent 
Turgut ()zal’s proposal for a “quadnpartete conference” 
among Turkey. Greece. the Greek C ypreot wide. and the 
Turkesh Cypriot wide for various reasoms. had agreed to 
attend a four-part) meetung on Cyprus The tS state- 
ment placed the Greek Government m a difficult pow- 
than Refore its own people 

The € meted Mates acted wmuilarly toward Turkic, not too 
long ago when Secretary of State James Baker went a 
letter to forme: Foregn Minister Aiptermocin ads ring 
hem that “the ( yprus protien should not he allowed to 
contenue any longer” The Turkish publin's forceful 
reactvon to Baker's letter must have caused the | nited 
States to reconmuder, however. and American officsals 

have taken a more cautrows approach toward Turtes 

ever sence 

Nevertheless. Prewdent Bushs statement that be 
recenved the Turkish response to the sda of a four-party 
vomterence from Prewdent (zal rather than Prime Mlon- 

mter Mewst Vilmaz mdncates that the | arted States 

still not herng carctul enough 

Turkes Greece and the two comments m ( yprus 
noe seem to te compelied to fall m eith the tant 

acoomph the | nited States has created m connectron 
eth the convening of a quadripartiitc conterence on 

{ »pres 

Preorty has been given to the qgucstron of resolving the 
{ \pres profiem not because the feo communities m 

( »prws of the countries concerned eath the protien 

were reads to reach a settlement but because the | nited 
States has decoded to wor ots influence to find one In 
other words the parties involved on the ( vprus protien 

are berng competied to find a solutvon hecauw of Prew- 
dent Bush s dewre to enhance his prestige 

Nevertheless, « would not he reasonable to oppow a 
settlement pust because “Prewdent Bush wants one The 
imitate presented bh) Prewdent Bush regardiew of 
ehether it eas intended to serve hes personal interests oF 
these of hrs country may ect! prove to he very usetul to 

the Turhesh ( yprots and Turkey therefore our pote) 
maters—including Prewdent Raut Denbtas—should 
avond taking a negative stand om advance | nlew there rs 

a goed reaver to do w fo fot “contractne§ to 

demand that ‘thes of that protien he settied Retore the 

{ yprws drapute 6 resolved © For caample «f would not 
be very constructive to demand that the Turtinh4 rect 
Aegean Ginpute te wttied Hefore the ( opres mur 

addressed 

Turkes and the Turteh € ypreots must not ahandon thx 

vrews thes have long defended They must emest on the 

evMiahirshment of a nonaligned and independent tedera! 



Co TURKEY 

republan om Cyprus. om ehech Turkesh Cypriots will lve 
wth the Grock Cyprots om a clemate of equality and 
sccurty Nevertheless, they must give up thew demand 
that all thes be acheeved before talks are held They must 
sa) “no” only of thes proves empossible to achieve 

Demirel Comments on Iraqi Ties, Kurds, t mbargo 
NC 08110091 Ietanthed WILLIVET of Turiot 
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[Serpel Cevekcan report “Turkey Has Been Tricked”) 

[Text] Ankara—Speakong on the anniversary of Irag’s 
occupation and subsegucnt anncaation of Kuwait, 
Suleyman Demure! leader of the True Path Party. sad 
“IT beheve Turkey was tricked ~ 

Noteng that the Gulf cress 6 not ower yet. Demure! 
averted “The cress 1s contenuing The Crulf cris led to 
the brag: cress The state of confuwon and unstability in 
the Middle Last will only get worse ~ 

Terke: Should Be the First le Take Initiatives 

Suleyman Demore! argued that the world will not be abic 
to marntann its crmbargo against Irag for any length of 
tome and urged that Turkey make the first move to have 
relaxed Demuerel called on Ankara to agree to open the 
onl pepelone between the two countnes and to send hack 
its ambassador to Baghdad Demure! sand “lt 1s empos- 
whic to endiretand why our ambassador has not 
returned to Baghdad and thi should be done at once 
Turkes has not severed relatvons with Irag The 
reopening of the of pepelone has already been discussed 

The world Cannot manntam its embargo against Irag for 
any length of tome hecauw « has reached mtolerabic 
levels Tt must be relawed. and Turkey showld be the first 

to make a move to do so Our officeals acted quickly to 
mmpose the cmharge om the first place. and they should 
now act quickly to relas of | behewe that the embargo 
must te lifted and the oF pipeline must be rcopencd 
without further delay ~ 

The Porsed Hammer tb orce 

Asked ahout the deployment of the Porwed Hammer 

Force m Som. Demure! sand “How can thes unit be a 
deterrent force’ Can 1.000 troops deter Saddam 
Husayn” If the meltary ont can be regarded a a 
deterrent force then what about the presence of 100.000 
Turkish troams on southeastern Turkey” The presidential 
palace m Cankava Ankara has announced that thi 

force will guard owr border Tha «a shameful tatement 

when ee cramene « How can the Iraq: people be 

viepped from crowwng the border partecularly if they 

fleeing genoa ide” 

As for the pustificatooms given for the force's deployment. 
Demirel asserted “I bebeve these are mere pretests An 
abnormal wiuaton cants now. but cflorts are being 
made to camouflage «As far as | am concerned. the 
problem now 1s the presence of foreign troops in Turkey. 
a presence not governed by any treaty Thes can st a 
precedent. Was thes a NATO requirement” No. a was 
mot ts Turkey faceng a threat” 

Demure! recalled that Turkey did not do much after 2 
August 199). bul created the wmpreswon around the 
world that it harbored capansoant deugns Demirel 
asked “Would the world allow vou to have a pan of 
Irag” (our officials faried to comuder thes semple ques- 
tron. By deploying the Porwed Hammer Force. the for- 
egn countries have undermined Turkey's position as a 
deterrent factor mm the region and msulted Turkey's 
pride If our officals repeatedly announce that they will 
allow the deployment of a Porsed Hammer Force when- 
ever they deem appropriate. then they cannot rane any 
obyectvon when such a force « actually deploved mm the 
country ~ 

( lawmeng that the Western countries tned to mvolve 
Turkey m the Gulf war, Demirel sand “The officials 
have decened the Turkesh people Turkish Armed 
Forces were not used om the war, but Turkesh territory 
was All thes mediates that an attempt has been made to 

turn Turkes mito a country he Israel” 

A herdish State 

Demure! argued that there was mo way to know how the 
confesen m northern Irag will be resolved and what 
effect thes will have on Turkey Regarding the possibility 
of the establishment of a satellite state that eill control 

the on! resowrces on Karkuk on northern Irag. he asserted 
“No one can estabiesh such a sate at the capense of four 
cowntnes in the region Internatronal conditions do not 
allow the The Kurdish people m northern Irag have 
suffered thanks to the Western world | beleve the 
esiabiishment of a Kurdish sate 6 umpowiblc ~ 

Demire! claamed that Turkey suffered significant harm 
during the Gull crs because of its policy. which, he 
sand. can be described as more royalrst then the hing He 
strewed “Turkey not only garned nothing, but actually 
suffered a low of $18 billhon when one comuders the hows 
mourred by Contractong firms. transportation companies. 
and farmers In additvon, Turkey had to accommodate 
440). (0) refugees: The officeals sand all thes provided an 
opportunnt, for European countries to gam a better 
undervianding of Turkey Well, Europe now telling us 
to resolve the Cyprus protiem © 

Regarding the Cyprus dipute, Demirel sand “The 
lt neted Natron has taken up the Cyprus protiem A 

number of countries have acted independently to resolve 
probierm then up by the Lnnted Natrom. and thins 
showld havc happened with the Cyprus prot&iem as ect! 
Why have they faried to do w w far” 
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